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Lafayette County, Mississippi, is located in the northern central part of the state and relies on 
groundwater resources for all of the municipal water needs in the county. The population is 
increasing in the county; therefore, groundwater withdrawals are as well. With such a high 
demand on groundwater, it is important to have an understanding of the historical trends of the 
groundwater levels to determine is the population is over pumping the available supply. The 
Meridian-upper Wilcox aquifer and the lower Wilcox aquifer are the two groundwater sources 
for the county. In order to fully understand the behaviors of these aquifers, a groundwater 
availability model will need to be created. This thesis is a preliminary study for a future 
groundwater availability model of Lafayette County. Using historical groundwater data, 
hydrographs, potentiometric maps were created to show historical trends in the groundwater 
levels within the two aquifers from 1965-2015. A groundwater balance of the Wilcox aquifers 
was done to show that the system is at equilibrium and that pumping has led to a decrease in the 
average head.  Using a forward finite difference groundwater model, the average heads of the 
MUWX aquifer in Lafayette County were modeled from 1980-2020. The modeled heads show a 
slight response to the increased pumping in the county. The model shows the average heads 







research to investigate to sustainability of the Wilcox aquifers as a water source with the 
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Lafayette County, Mississippi, is located in the northern quarter of the state and has an area of 
679 square miles with a population in 2018 of 54,374 (Morris, 1981) (Figure 1). From the 1980 
Census to the 2010 Census, the population of Lafayette County increased over 70 percent 
(United States Census Bureau, 1980 - 2010). Since the 2010 census, the county has gained more 
than 6,800 residents, increasing the total population 23% as of early 2018. The county seat, 
Oxford, Mississippi, sits in the center of Lafayette County, occupying just over 16 square miles 
(City of Oxford, 2011) (Figure 2). Oxford is located about 90 miles southeast of Memphis, 
Tennessee and 162 miles northeast of the capital city of Jackson, Mississippi. Located within 
Oxford, is the University of Mississippi. The University of Mississippi has increased from an 
enrollment of 9,607 in 1980 to over 24,000 in 2017 (University of Mississippi, 2019).  With the 
continued growth of Oxford and Lafayette County, it is important to have a groundwater 
availability model of the county to model inflows and outflows to determine how much 
groundwater the municipal sectors can continue to pump to keep up with increased demand. The 
first step to creating a groundwater model is to understand the historical behavior of the 
groundwater and determine what has caused increases and decreases in the groundwater level. 
This thesis will focus on the historical groundwater fluctuations. The Meridian-upper Wilcox 




surrounding counties. In order to understand groundwater usage and behavior within Lafayette 
County, water usage in the surrounding 7 counties (Marshall, Tate, Panola, Yalobusha, Calhoun, 
Pontotoc, and Union) must also be considered.  
The groundwater availability model of Lafayette County will quantify the municipal drinking 
water availability from the MUWX and lower Wilcox (WLCXL) aquifers. Historical 
groundwater usage data is the first step of creating a groundwater availability model. 
Using historical well data collected from the Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality 
(MDEQ), the Mississippi Department of Health (MSDH), public water systems, and private well 
owners from Lafayette County and surrounding counties, an analysis of water usage was done. 
The Wilcox aquifer group is the target aquifer for this research. Wells that are screened in other 
aquifers were not used for this analysis. Using this data, an explanation of groundwater level 
changes over time was made and will later be used to create a groundwater availability model of 
Lafayette County, Mississippi. 
Previous Studies 
There have been numerous studies of groundwater flow in the Mississippi embayment, one as 
early as 1906 (Veach, 1906). In the late 1970’s the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) began a 
study known as the Regional Aquifer-System Analysis (RASA) Program in an effort to “provide 
a regional understanding and assessment of the Nation’s ground-water resources” (Bennett, 
1979). In the 1980’s, the USGS began the Gulf Coast Regional Aquifer System Analysis 
(GCRASA) which aimed to simulate groundwater flow in three main areas: The Mississippi 
River Valley alluvial aquifer, The Mississippi Embayment aquifer system, and the Gulf Coastal 
low-land aquifer system (U.S. Geological Survey, 2008a). Throughout these studies, numerous 
USGS Professional Papers were produced, dating from 1972 – 2003 including Reed (1972), 
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Brahana and Mesko (1988), Fitzpatrick and others (1990), Mahon and Ludwig (1990), Sumner 
and Wasson (1990), Mahon and Poynter (1993), Ackerman (1996), Arthur and Taylor (1998), 
Hays and others (1998), Arthur (2001), Brahana and Broshears (2001), McKee and Clark (2003), 
Stanton and Clark (2003), and Reed (2003) (Clark and Hart, 2009). More recently, The 
Mississippi Embayment Regional Aquifer Study (MERAS) was conducted (Clark and Hart, 
2009). However, the MERAS focused on the Mississippi Embayment Regional Aquifer rather 









Lafayette County, Mississippi, is located in the northern quarter of the state. It has an area of 639 
square miles and is surrounded by Marshall, Tate, Panola, Yalobusha, Calhoun, Pontotoc, and 
Union counties (Figure 1). The county seat, Oxford, Mississippi, sits in the center of Lafayette 
County, occupying just over 16 square miles (Figure 2). Oxford is located about 90 miles 
southeast of Memphis, Tennessee and 162 miles northeast of the capital city of Jackson, 
Mississippi. Located within Lafayette County is the University of Mississippi, home of the Ole 
Miss Rebels. Lafayette County has 10-19% of total land classified as agriculture, 50-59% forest, 
0-9% grassland, and 10-19% shrub land (Sanford and Selnick, 2013). 
Climate 
The study area has a sub-tropical humid climate. The region is known for having warm weather 
most of the year with the exception of some freezing temperatures in the winter months. The 
yearly average temperature in Lafayette County, based on records from 1893-2012, is 73 degrees 
Fahrenheit with the average winter temperature around 43 degrees and an average summer 
temperature of 79 degrees. On average, the county experiences 63 days with temperatures below 
freezing and 68 days with temperatures reaching over 90 degrees (SERCC,2012). The county 
receives an annual precipitation total of 55 inches (SERCC, 2012). The monthly average 





The study area is located on the eastern edge of the Mississippi Embayment of the Gulf Coastal 
Plain (Figure 4). It is underlain by marine and continental sediments dating back to Cretaceous in 
age (Lang and Boswell, 1960). The Mississippi embayment hereafter will be referred to as the 
embayment. The embayment is 100,390 square miles with its apex in southern Illinois. The 
embayment fans to the south and includes parts of Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Tennessee, and Texas. The embayment lies within a southward 
plunging syncline, with the axis of the syncline parallel to the Mississippi River (Clark and Hart, 
2009). The embayment dates back to the Paleozoic Era and was formed due to down warping 
and rifting related to the Ouchita orogeny (Hosman, 1996). This formed a deep sediment 
catching basin which subsequently filled with Jurassic sediments, then Cretaceous marine 
deposits, and lastly Cenozoic deposits. These three depositional events formed the main water-
bearing units within the embayment present today. Changing sea levels during the Cretaceous 
and Paleogene periods created the present synclinal structure in which older rock units crop out 
on the periphery of the embayment (Arthur and Taylor, 1998). The units that are exposed within 
the embayment are Cenozoic in age and consist of Paleogene and Quaternary sands, gravels, 
silts, and clays (Clark and Hart, 2009). A stratigraphic column for subsurface formations in 
Lafayette County, Mississippi, is shown in Figure 5.  For millions of years, this area was 
occupied by the sea and thousands of meters sediments were deposited with a maximum 
thickness of about 20,000 feet in the southern area of the embayment (Cushing et al., 1964).  
Lafayette County is located within the physiographic region known as the North Central Hills 
(Stewart, 2003). This area is underlain by deposits from the Wilcox and Claiborne Groups, 
ranging in age from late Paleocene to middle Eocene. The deposits are characterized in Lafayette 
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County by buried steep ridges and valleys (Lang and Boswell, 1960). The following formations 
outcrop in Lafayette County, from oldest to youngest: The Porters Creek Formation, the Wilcox 
Group, and the Claiborne Group (Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality Office of 
Land and Water Resources, 2011).  
The Wilcox outcrops over the center to eastern part of Lafayette County and dips to the west 
(Hoffman and Grantham, 2000). The Wilcox is divided into the Nanafalia Formation (oldest), the 
Tuscahoma Formation, the Bashi Formation, and the Hatchetigbee Formation (youngest) ranging 
from Eocene to late Paleocene in age (Dockery, 1996). In Lafayette County, the Nanafalia is 
sandy toward the base with more silt and clay in the upper Nanafalia. The Tuscahoma consists of 
fine to coarse grained sand with interbedded silt and clay. Both the Nanafalia and the Tuscahoma 
contain traces of lignite (Thompson, 2002). The Bashi is not present in Lafayette County due to a 
transgression that did not reach into northern Mississippi. The Hatchetigbee is made up of very 
fine to very coarse grained sand with interbedded clay and silt. 
Background Hydrology 
There are 16 major aquifers located in Mississippi along with numerous minor aquifers that are 
used for agricultural and municipal purposes (Figure 6). Generally, the aquifers used for 
drinking-water supply in Mississippi are confined by layers of clay that prevent widespread 
groundwater contamination. Most documented groundwater contamination cases in Mississippi 
have taken place in shallow unconfined aquifer units that are still widely used in some rural areas 
of the state as potable water sources (Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality Office of 
Land and Water Resources, 2011). 
The major hydrogeological units present in the embayment include The Mississippi River 
alluvial aquifer (alluvial aquifer), the Vicksburg Jackson confining unit, the upper Claiborne 
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aquifer, the middle Claiborne confining unit, the middle Claiborne aquifer, the lower Claiborne 
confining unit, the lower Claiborne aquifer, the middle Wilcox aquifer, the WLCXL aquifer, and 
the Midway confining unit (Hart and Clark, 2008) (Figure 7). Of these 10 units, two are principal 
aquifers within the embayment: the alluvial aquifer and the middle Claiborne aquifer (Renken, 
1998). The alluvial aquifer is made up of gravel and sand deposits and contains water under 
unconfined, and in some areas, confined conditions. The middle Claiborne aquifer consists of 
sand, silt and clay deposits and generally contains groundwater under confined conditions due to 
a confining layer above the unit. 
Municipalities within Lafayette County withdraw freshwater from the Ripley aquifer, the Eutaw-
McShan aquifer and the Wilcox Group aquifers, with the majority of the wells producing from 
the Wilcox. The Wilcox aquifers consist of the WLCXL, the middle Wilcox aquifer, and the 
MUWX aquifer, which all outcrop over the center to eastern part of Lafayette County (Rainwater 
and Torries, 1964). The Cretaceous aged aquifers, the Eutaw-McShan and the Ripley, both 
contain freshwater in Lafayette County. Both aquifers serve as a minor water source in 
comparison to the Wilcox aquifer group. The Eutaw Formation and the McShan Formations are 
considered separate geologic formations, but they are grouped together as one aquifer, the 
Eutaw-McShan aquifer, due to interconnectivity of water-bearing sands within the two 
formations.  
For the purpose of this study, the MUWX and the WLCXL aquifers will be the main point of 
focus. They outcrop in the center and eastern part of Lafayette County and dip to the southwest 
(Figure 8). The MUWX aquifer is the single most pumped aquifer for municipal uses in 
Lafayette County with a total permitted withdrawal of about 8,665,000 gallons per day over 52 
screened wells (Banks, 2014). In 1976, Boswell stated that the MUWX aquifer is capable of 
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providing one million gallons per day to individual wells, but that this may limited by available 
area for proper well spacing (Boswell, 1976).  The MUWX aquifer has a dissolved solids 
concentration well below the national freshwater standard. Fresh water as defined by the 
Environmental Protection Agency is water that contains less than 1,000 milligrams per liter of 
dissolved solids (EPA, 2009). The MUWX aquifer is an abundant producer of water (Swann and 
Lutken, 2002). The aquifer consists of the Meridian Sand member of the Tallahatta and the 
uppermost sand beds of the underlying Hatchetigbee Formation of the Wilcox Group. These two 
are determined to be hydraulically connected, therefore regarded as one aquifer. The aquifer dips 
to the west and southwest at about 37 feet per mile. The thickest part of the aquifer is down dip 
and reaches a thickness of over 330 feet. The MUWX aquifer consists of fine-to-medium sand. 
The aquifer is disconnected from the overlying Winoa-Tallahatta aquifer by the Basic City Shale 
Member. In some areas, the shale is sandy and the aquifers are hydraulically connected. The 
MUWX is separated from the middle Wilcox by several low permeability clay beds. These clay 
beds are not continuous however, so the Wilcox group aquifers are hydraulically interconnected 
despite the slight changes in lithology. The main source of recharge to the MUWX and WLCXL 
is through infiltration due to the unconfined conditions in the study area. Precipitation infiltrates 
into the aquifer through outcrop areas and flows down dip to the south, southwest (USGS, 1982). 
According to Boswell, the Hatchetigbee in the study area is mostly sandy clay with the aquifer 







PURPOSE OF STUDY 
Statement of Question 
 
Over the years, no detailed historical groundwater availability model has been built to assess the 
groundwater resources within Lafayette County, Mississippi. This research is the first step to 
completing a detailed groundwater model that can be used by the county to determine the 
reliability of groundwater as a resource. Inventory, combined with exploration, development, and 
management are the four necessary stages of groundwater utilization (Domenico and Schwartz, 
1990). Groundwater is the main public water supply for Lafayette County and most of 
Mississippi. To this date, groundwater availability to the public has been sufficient. However, the 
concern of groundwater mining in the state due to significant population increase and agriculture 
continue to rise.  The population in Lafayette County has increased from 31,030 in 1980 to over 
54,000 in 2017 (Table 1) and the population of Oxford alone has grown from 10,600 in 1990 to 
almost 24,000 in 2017 (Table 2).  Along with an increase in population, more industry may be 
introduced to the area, placing a larger burden on the groundwater resources. Reviewing 
historical groundwater data and analyzing patterns in groundwater changes is the first step in 
building a groundwater model to quantify the groundwater resources.  
Objectives 
The objective of this study was to collect and analyze historical groundwater data from the 
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MUWX aquifer and WLCXL aquifer in the northern central part of Mississippi. The study will 
be beneficial by showing historical behaviors of the two aquifers from groundwater level 
measurements. Using the data, this study will determine if groundwater mining is occurring 
within the county. By analyzing the changes in groundwater levels within the aquifers over a 
long period of time, conclusions can be made on the overall stability of groundwater as a 
resource within Lafayette County.  This historical groundwater usage study has the following 
objectives: 
 Collect historical groundwater data from public and private well owners 
 Map the historic potentiometric surface of both aquifers every 10 years  
 Analyze individual well data and produce well hydrographs to show variability of 
groundwater levels within a single well over time 
 Determine if there are any spatial patterns (surficial) regarding the hydrographs of 
individual wells (do wells in certain areas follow similar historic trends?) 
 Construct a basic groundwater balance model  






CHAPTER IV  
METHODS 
Data Collection 
There are over 12,500 known boreholes drilled in Lafayette and surrounding counties dating 
back to the mid-1900s (Figure 9). The data for these boreholes related to this study can be found 
in Appendix A. These are the wells in Lafayette, Tate, Panola, and Yalobusha Counties screened 
in the Wilcox aquifers. Within Lafayette County there are 26 active public water systems that 
supply water for industrial and residential use (Mississippi Public Utilities Staff, 2019): 
 Anchor Water Association Incorporated 
 Campground Water Association Incorporated 
 City of Oxford  
 College Hill Water Association Incorporated 
 Delta Rain Incorporated 
 Denmark Water Association 
 East Oxford Water Association Incorporated 
 Harmontown Water Association Incorporated 
 Hopewell Water Association Incorporated 
 Hurricane Creek Water Association Incorporated 
 Hurricane Hills Water Association  
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 Lafayette Springs Water Association Incorporated 
 Mount Comfort Water Association Incorporated  
 Mud Creek Water Association Incorporated  
 O’Tuckalofa Rural Water Association Incorporated  
 Punkin Water Association Incorporated  
 Sanders Water Association Incorporated  
 Sardis Lake Community Water Association Incorporated 
 Taylor Water Association Incorporated  
 Toccopola Water Association incorporated  
 Tri-lake Rural Water Association Incorporated  
 Turned Springs Water Association  
 Twelve Oaks Utility Company, Incorporated  
 University of Mississippi 
 Westover Water Association Incorporated  
 Yocona Water Association Incorporated  
Water level data was collected from MDEQ. This data included historical water levels, pumping 
rates, populations served, and installation details. Unfortunately, data on every active well is not 
available. The most important data for this research is historical groundwater level data. The 
most extensive list was provided by the MDEQ Office of Land and Water Resources (MDEQ, 
2012). Water level measurements collected from 132 wells within Lafayette, Tate, Panola, and 
Yalobusha counties was provided by MDEQ. This data can be found in Appendix B. There are 
no wells screened in the Wilcox aquifer group of interest in Marshall, Union, Pontotoc, and 
Calhoun counties. Therefore, from this point forward the counties of interest will be condensed 
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to Lafayette, Tate, Panola, and Yalobusha counties and referred to as the counties of interest 
(Figure 10).  
Hydrographs 
Using the data collected from the 132 wells within the counties of interest, hydrographs were 
created for the wells that had sufficient water level data, typically, more than one water level 
separated by more than two years. These graphs show the changes in water level over a period of 
time for an individual well. Using the water level trends from the hydrographs, we were able to 
approximate water levels for years that did not have a recorded field measurement. For example, 
if a well has a measurement taken in 1970 and 1990, interpolation was done using the trend line 
of the hydrograph to determine the approximate water level in 1980. Using this method requires 
the assumption that the water in the aquifer follows a linear pattern over time. This is not a 
particularly accurate assumption; however, it had to be made for this research. Using this 
assumption seasonal bias is neglected. Further research could be done in the future to determine 
if each water level measurement was during a wet or dry period. This was beyond the scope of 
this thesis. Spatial variations of the hydrographs were mapped to view water level trends with 
respect to where the well is located. 
Potentiometric Surface Maps 
Using the well data, a series of potentiometric surface maps were created for the MUWX and the 
WLCXL aquifers. These maps show the estimated or measured water level in the aquifer for the 
given year. Using a contour interval of 50 feet, a potentiometric surface contour map was 
produced for the MUWX and WLCXL aquifers for 1965, 1970, 1975, 1980, 1990, 2000, 2010, 
and 2015.  
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Potentiometric Surface Difference Maps 
A series of potentiometric surface difference maps was created to illustrate the changes in water 
levels every 10 years. Four maps were created for each aquifer to show the change in water 
levels from 1970-1980, 1980-1990, 1990-2000, and 2000-2010. A negative number indicates a 
drop in the water level over the given time interval.  
Population Change and Total Water Usage 
Using population data, water usage in the county was estimated by assuming that each individual 
uses 130 gallons per day of water (USGS, 2017). Using the water usage estimations for 
municipal and agriculture purposes in the county, a daily pumping rate from the Wilcox aquifer 
was determined to be: 
 4,033,900 gallons per day in 1980 
 4,146,350 gallons per day in 1990 
 5,034,900 gallons per day in 2000 
 6,183,580 gallons per day in 2010 
These pumping estimates were used in the groundwater balance as outflows from the Wilcox 
aquifer. 
Groundwater Balance and Forward Finite Difference Model 
The MUWX and the WLCXL have been combined for a water balance of the Wilcox Group in 
Lafayette County. Recharge to the aquifer was estimated using precipitation data and subtracting 
evapotranspiration (ET) and runoff estimates. An area of 781 square miles (2.177E10 square 
feet) was used for the water balance. This area includes all of Lafayette County and 102 square 
miles east of the county where a portion of the WLCXL outcrops. This aquifer study area 
discharges laterally into Panola and Yalobusha County because the direction of groundwater 
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flow is to the west-southwest. An ET estimate of Lafayette County was provided by Sanford and 
Selnick (2013). They completed an estimation of ET across the U.S. using a regression with 
climate and land-use data. Sanford and Selnick (2013) estimated that 50-59% of precipitation 
was lost to ET in Lafayette County from 1971-2000. The total annual ET for Lafayette County is 
28–32 inches (Sanford and Selnick, 2013). For this research we used a value of 30 inches/year 
from 1970-2015 for the region. Each year Lafayette County loses an average of 18 to 24 inches 
of precipitation to run-off in local streams and waterways (Newcome, 1974). For this thesis, 21 
inches/year was assumed. Recharge was applied over the area equally. The only inflow into the 
aquifer is recharge. There is no lateral inflow from up gradient into Lafayette County because the 
Wilcox aquifer does not extend beyond the eastern county boundary. Outflows include 
groundwater discharge from the aquifer (Qd) on the western boundary of the county and 
pumping from the system (Qp). Leakage from underlying aquifers was neglected. Assuming that 
the system is at steady state we were able to solve for lateral discharge by  
                                                    QpQinQd                                                    (1) 
𝑄𝑑: 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 
𝑄𝑖𝑛: 𝑅𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 
𝑄𝑝: 𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 
Where, 
                                                   RunoffETPQin                                                        (2) 
𝑃: 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
𝐸𝑇: 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 




The groundwater discharge can be related to an average gradient in the system (Gelhar and 
Wilson, 1974). 
                                                    )( ohhAQd                                                     (3) 
𝑄𝑑 = 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 
𝐴 = 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 
𝛼 = 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 
ℎ = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 
ℎ𝑜 = 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 
 
Gelhar and Wilson (1974) found that α can be given by 
    
2L
T
                                                                (4)                                                         
𝐵 = 𝐺𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 2.5 𝑎𝑛𝑑 3.5 
𝑇 = 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 
𝐿 = 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒 
 
A time constant for the system can be determined using 




h                                                     (5) 
𝑆 = 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 
𝜏 = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 
A groundwater balance for 1980, 1990, 2000, 2010, and 2015 was done. Assuming steady state, 
we were able to calculate an outflow coefficient, a transmissivity, a hydraulic conductivity, 
storage, and a time constant for the system at each year.  
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Using the calculated aquifer parameters, the average heads of the MUWX were modeled from 
1980-2020 using the governing equation (Gelhar and Wilson, 1974) 






                                                  (6) 
𝑆: 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 
ℎ: 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑 
𝑡: 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 
𝑁: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 
𝛼: 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 




Equation (6) was solved using a forward finite difference approach: 









 1                                               (7)  
ℎ𝑖: 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 
ℎ𝑜𝑖: 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑎𝑡 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑎𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 
𝑤𝑖: 𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 
ℎ𝑖+1 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 + ∆𝑡 
 
The measured initial heads at the boundary were graphed for 1980-1990, 1990-2000, and 2000-
2015. The slopes and y-intercept were used in the model for that specific time interval.  
A Heaviside step function was used to read the correct inputs into the model for each time 
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interval for the initial head at the boundary. A constant outflow coefficient of 5.6E-3 was used. 
Pumping from the Wilcox aquifer has increased over time. A polynomial was fit to the data to 
estimate pumping rates at a given time for the model. Using a time step of 0.01 years, average 
heads in the aquifer were modeled and compared against the actual measured heads for each year 







CHAPTER V  
RESULTS 
Hydrographs 
Hydrographs were created for Lafayette County and the surrounding counties that pump water 
from the Wilcox aquifer group (Tate, Panola, and Yalobusha Counties). Hydrographs for each 
borehole show the change in water level in the well over the span of many years. For each well 
two hydrographs were produced at different scales, one with a constant y-axis for the aquifer and 
one with a specific range of elevations to that specific well. This allows for a close up analysis of 
the changes of the water levels along with the overall trend compared to other wells screened in 
the same aquifer. For example, two hydrographs for the same well in Lafayette County can be 
seen in (Figure 11 and Figure 12). Figure 11 shows the overall trend of the water level in the 
aquifer with a y-axis that represents the high and lows of the WLCXL over the time span shown. 
Figure 12 shows a smaller scale view of the variations in the well. All of the hydrographs 
produced can be found in: 
 Appendix C – Lafayette County Hydrographs 
 Appendix D – Tate County Hydrographs 
 Appendix E – Panola County Hydrographs 
 Appendix F – Yalobusha County Hydrographs 
The majority of the hydrographs decrease over time. However, there are a number of wells that 
show an increasing water level over time. Some of these wells are within the University of 
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Mississippi. One reason for this could be because of the university waste water treatment plant 
and infiltration ponds in Oxford. After further analysis, the wells that show an increase are 
located in the recharge area of the Wilcox aquifer. Recall that in Figure 6 the outcrop of the 
MUWX and WLCXL are in the center and eastern portions of the county respectively. Because 
precipitation in the recharge area will reach the aquifer much faster than in areas without an 
outcrop, the water levels in that area do not respond to pumping stress like wells located outside 
of the outcrop area. Wells located to the west of Lafayette County (outside the outcrop band) 
show very similar and more or less consistent declines in water level over time. To better 
illustrate this trend, the hydrographs were mapped to analyze spatial distributions of the data set 
for the MUWX aquifer (Figure 13) and WLXCL aquifer (Figure 14). These maps show the water 
level trends with respect the where the well is located. The further west the well is located the 
more consistently the wells show a decrease in water levels over time.  
To more accurately illustrate this, a map was created to show the slopes of each hydro graph. 
This map can be seen in Figure 15. The wells located on the west of the study area generally 
show a larger negative slope than those on the eastern side, in or near the outcrop area. 
Potentiometric Surface Maps 
Potentiometric surface contour maps were created to show the historical water levels in the 
MUWX aquifer and the WLCXL aquifer. The MUWX potentiometric maps are shown in Figure 
16 - Figure 23 and the WLCXL maps are shown in Figure 24 - Figure 30. Both sets of maps 
(MUWX and WLXCL) show the same trend. The potentiometric surface dips to the west-
southwest. This corresponds with the geology of the area. The embayment dips in the same 
direction, which is expected. Areas in the aquifer where the potentiometric surface is the highest 
represent the outcrop area, where the water table is close to the surface. A number of 
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potentiometric surface maps do not make geologic sense based on the known conditions of the 
aquifers. The maps that are correctly contoured to the data but do not accurately depict the 
aquifer are: 1990 MUWX (Figure 20), 2000 MUWX (Figure 21), 2010 MUWX (Figure 22), 
1990 WLCXL (Figure 27), 2000 WLCXL (Figure 29), and the 2010 WLCXL (Figure 30). The 
reason for this can be contributed to an outlier in the given data set. These outliers, when 
contoured will distort the contour map and impact the accuracy of the surface shown. There are 
many ways these outliers could have been included in the data set. The most logical reasons are 
that the measurement was taken directly after a wet or dry period or there was an error in the 
measurement. In this case the water level measurement in that well does not accurately depict the 
aquifer conditions over a long time period. During this research numerous assumptions had to be 
made. In an effort to correct the maps mentioned previously so they accurately show the aquifer 
conditions, a series of second interpretation maps were created. In these maps at least one data 
point, the outlier, was disregarded. The point or points that were not used for contouring are 
shown on the map with a black rectangle around them. By disregarding these points, the maps 
show a potentiometric surface more representative of the long-term trend for the aquifer. An 
example of this can be seen in Figure 20 for the MUWX aquifer potentiometric map in 1990. 
The point measurement of 306.5 was disregarded to give a more reasonable potentiometric 
surface that corresponds with the long-term in the aquifer.  
Potentiometric Surface Difference Maps 
Potentiometric surface difference maps were created to show the changes in water level every 10 
years. These maps can be seen in Figure 31 - Figure 34 for the MUWX aquifer and Figure 35 - 
Figure 38 for the WLCXL aquifer. Each point shows the change in water level for the given time 
frame. A negative value dictates a drop in water level while a positive value illustrates an 
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increase in water level. In most cases, the further west (away from the outcrop area) the larger 
the drop in water levels is observed. The wells in the outcrop zone show variable trends, some 
decrease and some increase, but in general, the wells down dip show a larger decrease over years 
than those in the outcrop belt. Through the process of contouring the differences in water levels, 
we noticed some data points that appeared to be outliers. These values were either significantly 
higher or lower than any other values in the area. These extreme measurements could have been 
made in the well shortly after an intense rain or a very dry period. In Figure 36, we can see the 
difference map of the WLCXL aquifer from 1980-1990. As stated above, the wells located in the 
outcrop belt in the center of Lafayette County show a smaller change in water levels while the 
wells down dip in the aquifer show drops in water level 2-4 times greater than those in the 
outcrop belt. This trend is shown much better in the WLCXL difference maps than the MUWX 
because of the available data down dip for that aquifer. We have significantly more data in the 
WLCXL aquifer for the western bordering counties than we do for the MUWX aquifer. For the 
MUWX aquifer it is difficult to pick out a single trend in the difference maps.  
Population Change and Total Water Usage 
Using data collected from the United States Census Bureau two graphs were made to show the 
increase in population of Lafayette County (Figure 39) and the City of Oxford (Figure 40) from 
1980-2015 (USCB, 2010). A graph showing the increase in water usage in gallons per year for 
Lafayette County can be seen in Figure 41. The relationship is fit with a polynomial and can be 






)10(4))(10(4))(10(1 122926  ttQp                                           (8) 
𝑄𝑝: 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 
𝑡: 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 
 
Groundwater Balance and Forward Finite Difference Model 
A groundwater balance and forward finite difference model was done for the Wilcox aquifers in 
Lafayette County. Figure 42 shows the inflows and outflows of the Wilcox group aquifer in 
Lafayette County. An assumption is made that the Wilcox aquifer is at steady state so the inflows 
must equal the outflows. We assume that pumping in the county is not reducing the total amount 
of water in storage. A groundwater balance was done for 1980, 1990, 2000, 2010, and 2015. The 
results of the water balance calculations can be seen in Table 3. The outcrop of the Wilcox used 
for the water balance can be seen in Figure 43. Notice that it extends slightly to the east of the 
county boundary. This takes into account recharge into the aquifer on the western edge of 
Pontotoc and Union County. We calculated that annually 4 inches of precipitation recharges into 
the Wilcox. That accounts for the average precipitation of 55 inches, minus 30 inches of average 
ET annually across the surface, minus 21 inches of runoff annually.  A groundwater discharge 
(Qd) of the system was calculated for each year so that pumping and lateral discharge equal the 
total recharge. Hydraulic conductivity values were calculated to make sure they made geologic 
sense for the system which is made up of fine to coarse grained sands. All of the hydraulic 
conductivity values were consistent with those of fine to coarse grained sand. A time constant 
was calculated for the system to reach a new equilibrium for each year. The time constants range 
from 2.7-5.3 years. Outflow coefficients were calculated for each year and it remained constant 
around 4.4E3. The full results and calculations of each water balance can be found in Appendix 
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G and the abbreviated results are shown in Table 3.   
A forward finite difference model was used to model the change in average heads from 1980-
2020. The MATLAB code used to run the model can be seen in Appendix H. The measured 
initial heads at the boundary were graphed for 1980-1990, 1990-2000, and 2000-2015. The 
slopes and y-intercept were used to model the average heads of the system using a Heaviside 
function. These graphs can be seen in Figure 44. A Heaviside step function was used to read the 
correct inputs into the model for each time interval for initial head at the boundary and the 
outflow coefficient. Pumping in Lafayette County has increased over time. A polynomial curve 
was fit to the data to predict pumping for the finite difference model. This data with the fit curve 
can be seen in Figure 41. By running the code, the average heads of the aquifer in Lafayette 
County were modeled every 0.01 years from 1980-2020. This returned over 4000 modeled 
average heads for the time interval of 1980-2020. The abbreviated (every 5 years) model results 
can be seen in Table 4. The modeled results were graphed to show the change in average head 
over time and can be seen in Figure 45. The modeled average heads in the MUWX slightly 
decrease over the 40-year span of the model. The initial average head in the MUWX in 1980 is 
325.8 feet and decreases to 319.92 feet in 2020. The average heads across the system decreased 
almost 6 feet over a 40 year modeled period. Every five years the average heads across the 
system decrease about one foot. We would expect to see this similar trend if the model were to 
predict further into the future into the future with a similar increase in population across the 
county. If this trend continues, by 2040 the average heads in the MUWX aquifer would have 








Lafayette County, located in the northern-central part of the state of Mississippi has experienced 
tremendous growth over the last 40 years. The population in Lafayette County has increased 
from 31,030 in 1980 to over 54,000 in 2017. The Wilcox aquifers supply water for the county. 
With the continued growth of Oxford and Lafayette County, it is important to have a 
groundwater availability model of the county to model inflows and outflows to determine how 
much groundwater the municipal sectors can continue to pump to keep up with increased 
demand. The first step to creating a groundwater model is to understand the historical behavior 
of the groundwater and determine what has caused increases and decreases in the groundwater 
level. Over the years, no detailed historical groundwater availability model has been built to 
assess the groundwater resources within Lafayette County, Mississippi. This thesis is the first 
step to completing a detailed groundwater model that can be used by the county to determine the 
reliability of groundwater as a resource. The objectives for this thesis were to:  
 Collect historical groundwater data from state and private well owners 
 Map the historic potentiometric surface of both aquifers every 10 years  
 Analyze individual well data and produce well hydrographs to show variability of 
groundwater levels within a single well over time 
 Determine if there are any spatial patterns (surficial) regarding the hydrographs of 
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individual wells (do wells in certain areas follow similar historic trends) 
 Construct a basic groundwater balance model  
 Develop a dynamic water-balance model of the average heads of the MUWX aquifer 
Historical groundwater data was gathered from MDEQ, MSDH, and public water systems. 
Using the data available, hydrographs were created from each well to show the changes within 
each individual well over time. Next, the potentiometric surface of the MUWX and the WLCXL 
aquifers were mapped and contoured to show changes in the water level over time. Using the 
potentiometric maps, potentiometric surface difference maps were made and contoured to show 
the change in water levels in each aquifer from 1970-1980, 1980-1990, 1990-2000, and 2000-
2010. A groundwater balance on the Wilcox in Lafayette County was done assuming the system 
is at a steady state, meaning inflows are equal to outflows. Finally, the average heads in the 
system were modeled using a forward finite difference model from 1980-2020. After analysis of 
the historical groundwater data and modeling the average heads using measured data, the 
MUWX shows a decrease in average heads as pumping from the system increases. A spatially-
distributed numerical model of the system needs to be created using this thesis as a calibration 
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Year Population Year Population
1980 31,030 1999 34,914
1981 31,262 2000 38,730
1982 31,248 2001 39,111
1983 31,383 2002 39,555
1984 31,500 2003 40,673
1985 30,993 2004 41,117
1986 31,194 2005 41,555
1987 31,021 2006 43,020
1988 31,382 2007 43,488
1989 31,588 2008 43,951
1990 31,895 2009 44,576
1991 32,164 2010 47,566
1992 32,135 2011 48,348
1993 32,413 2012 50,182
1994 32,658 2013 51,385
1995 33,079 2014 51,828
1996 33,856 2015 52,654
1997 34,454 2016 53,479
1998 34,756 2017 54,374
Lafayette County Population















Year Population Year Population
1990 10,653 2004 15,354
1991 11,021 2005 15,799
1992 11,296 2006 16,416
1993 11,653 2007 16,806
1994 11,963 2008 17,306
1995 12,232 2009 17,746
1996 12,463 2010 19,110
1997 12,676 2011 19,516
1998 12,847 2012 20,044
1999 13,259 2013 20,506
2000 13,637 2014 21,331
2001 13,935 2015 22,069
2002 14,222 2016 22,954














 1980 1990 2000 2010 2015 
Water Usage (Qp) 
𝑓𝑡3/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 
1.968E08 2.023E08 2.457E08 3.017E08 3.34E08 
Recharge (Qin) 
𝑓𝑡3/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 
7.257E09 7.257E09 7.257E09 7.257E09 7.157E09 
Discharge Out of System (Qd) 
𝑓𝑡3/𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 
7.06E09 7.054E09 7.011E09 6.955E09 6.923E09 
Outflow Coefficient (α) 
1/yr 
5.611E-03 4.873E-03 4.894E-03 4.358E-03 2.88E-03 
Transmissivity (T) 
𝑓𝑡2/𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 
1.291 1.121 1.126 1.003 0.663 
Hydraulic Conductivity (K) 
𝑚/𝑠 
1.29E-03 1.121E-03 1.125E-03 1.002E-03 6.624E-04 
Time Constant 
years 
2.718 3.13 3.116 3.499 5.294 






































































Figure 3. Monthly Precipitation average for University, Mississippi which is 










Figure 5. Localized stratigraphic column of Lafayette County, Mississippi. The yellow block 













Figure 6. Aquifer outcrops in the state of Mississippi (Mississippi Department of Environmental 












Figure 8. MUWX aquifer outcrop area and zone of freshwater in Mississippi (Mississippi 












Figure 11. Hydrograph of an Abbeville Water Association well located in Lafayette County, MS. 






































































Figure 20. A.) potentiometric surface contour map of the MUWX aquifer in 1990 B.) MUWX aquifer interpretation 2 disregarding 













































































































































































































































Figure 43. Outcrop are of the Wilcox. Notice band that outcrops to the east of 
Lafayette County. This band is used in the total area of the groundwater balance to 


























APPENDIX A  
All MDEQ Wells Screened in the Wilcox Aquifers in the Counties of Interest 
 
 























260 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00258 7.10E+59 BELL UTILITIES OF MS LLC 
 
8/13/85 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 200 MUWX AB 34.3883 342318 -89.5772 893438 13 08S 04W -8 -4 
261 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00604 071F0032 USDA NATIONAL SEDIMENTATION LABORAT 
 
12/1/58 RATLIFF WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 104 MUWX AB 34.3803 342249 -89.5356 893208 17 08S 03W -8 -3 
262 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00607 7.10E+02 WESTOVER WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
5/11/68 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 234 MUWX PS 34.3597 342135 -89.6278 893740 28 08S 04W -8 -4 
263 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00608 7.10E+09 WESTOVER WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
1/1/70 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 221 MUWX PS 34.3594 342134 -89.6278 893740 28 08S 04W -8 -4 
264 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00638 7.10E+50 COLLEGE HILL WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
2/1/73 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 185 MUWX PS 34.4225 342521 -89.5683 893406 1 08S 04W -8 -4 
265 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00639 7.10E+11 COLLEGE HILL WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
1/1/64 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 200 MUWX PS 34.4222 342520 -89.5678 893404 1 08S 04W -8 -4 
266 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00703 071F0015 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 
 
9/7/62 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 173 MUWX NR 34.3639 342150 -89.5369 893213 29 08S 03W -8 -3 
267 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00704 071F0004 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 
 
2/2/48 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 126 MUWX AB 34.3622 342144 -89.5314 893153 29 08S 03W -8 -3 
268 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00705 071F0006 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 
 
3/17/50 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 198 MUWX AB 34.3667 342200 -89.5369 893213 20 08S 03W -8 -3 
269 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00706 071F0085 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 
 
4/15/64 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 235 MUWX IT 34.3678 342204 -89.5422 893232 20 08S 03W -8 -3 
270 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00707 071F0086 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 
 
6/12/69 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 230 MUWX IT 34.3661 342158 -89.5433 893236 20 08S 03W -8 -3 
272 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00709 071F0037 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 
 
12/3/63 CARLOSS WELL SUPPLY COMPANY 153 MUWX AB 34.3928 342334 -89.5283 893142 17 08S 03W -8 -3 
273 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00722 071F0029 OLIN CORPORATION 
 
8/18/70 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 247 MUWX IN 34.4078 342428 -89.5194 893110 9 08S 03W -8 -3 
274 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00723 071F0030 OLIN CORPORATION 
 
8/31/70 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 248 MUWX IN 34.4078 342428 -89.5197 893111 9 08S 03W -8 -3 
275 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00748 7.10E+56 OXFORD, CITY OF 
 
6/17/77 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 124 MUWX PS 34.3689 342208 -89.5703 893413 24 08S 04W -8 -4 
276 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00749 071F0113 OXFORD, CITY OF 
 
5/29/77 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 154 MUWX PS 34.3578 342128 -89.5169 893101 28 08S 03W -8 -3 
277 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00750 071F0028 OXFORD, CITY OF 
 
7/9/69 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 126 MUWX PS 34.3653 342155 -89.515 893054 21 08S 03W -8 -3 
278 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00751 071F0023 OXFORD, CITY OF 
 
1/31/66 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 98 MUWX PS 34.365 342154 -89.5147 893053 21 08S 03W -8 -3 
279 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00752 071F0007 OXFORD, CITY OF 
 
12/1/35 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 130 MUWX AB 34.3639 342150 -89.5172 893102 28 08S 03W -8 -3 
280 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00753 071F0009 OXFORD, CITY OF 
 
8/1/25 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 125 MUWX AB 34.3644 342152 -89.5175 893103 21 08S 03W -8 -3 
281 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00757 071F0132 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 
 
8/1/85 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 187 MUWX IT 34.3597 342135 -89.5436 893237 29 08S 03W -8 -3 
282 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00797 071A0001 HARMONTOWN WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
1/1/69 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 366 MUWX PS 34.5203 343113 -89.6858 894109 35 06S 05W -6 -5 
283 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00798 071A0020 HARMONTOWN WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
8/1/74 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 341 MUWX PS 34.5203 343113 -89.6858 894109 35 06S 05W -6 -5 
286 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00894 071B0040 WILSONART LLC 
 
4/7/76 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 217 MUWX FP 34.4311 342552 -89.5233 893124 33 07S 03W -7 -3 
287 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00895 071B0008 WILSONART LLC 
 
3/30/70 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 218 MUWX FP 34.4317 342554 -89.5236 893125 33 07S 03W -7 -3 
289 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-01006 071F0095 CAMPGROUND WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
12/12/74 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 160 MUWX PS 34.3869 342313 -89.4739 892826 14 08S 03W -8 -3 
290 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-01007 071F0001 CAMPGROUND WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
9/11/67 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 191 MUWX AB 34.3867 342312 -89.4728 892822 13 08S 03W -8 -3 
291 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-01028 071F0125 WOODLAND HILLS UTILITY COMPANY 
 
2/15/86 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 215 MUWX AB 34.4008 342403 -89.4978 892952 10 08S 03W -8 -3 
294 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-01193 071F0043 AVENTS DAIRY INC 
 
10/10/63 ELLIOTT HARDWARE COMPANY 200 MUWX NR 34.3844 342304 -89.5061 893022 15 08S 03W -8 -3 




295 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-03888 071A9999 US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
 
7/1/81 USACE 132 MUWX RE 34.4933 342936 -89.5842 893503 11 07S 04W -7 -4 
299 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-07767 071F0014 DOOLEYVILLE WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
7/1/65 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 226 MUWX AB 34.4 342400 -89.5136 893049 9 08S 03W -8 -3 
300 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-07768 071F0134 DOOLEYVILLE WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
12/15/81 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 220 MUWX AB 34.4 342400 -89.5136 893049 9 08S 03W -8 -3 
301 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-10467 071J0055 TAYLOR WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
8/10/76 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 97 MUWX AB 34.2692 341609 -89.5886 893519 26 09S 04W -9 -4 
302 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-10468 071J0002 TAYLOR WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
1/1/64 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 91 MUWX AB 34.2692 341609 -89.5886 893519 26 09S 04W -9 -4 
303 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-10469 071B0002 HURRICANE CREEK WATER ASSOCIATION IN C 1/7/67 BARNCO DRILLING CORPORATION 248 MUWX NR 34.4567 342724 -89.5025 893009 22 07S 03W -7 -3 
304 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-10470 071B0044 HURRICANE CREEK WATER ASSOCIATION IN C 1/1/89 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 258 MUWX PS 34.4561 342722 -89.5017 893006 22 07S 03W -7 -3 
305 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-10750 071F0131 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI, THE 
 
3/13/89 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 165 MUWX IR 34.3917 342330 -89.5272 893138 17 08S 03W -8 -3 
308 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-12484 071G0019 HOPEWELL WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
5/2/74 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 187 MUWX PS 34.4031 342411 -89.4219 892519 8 08S 02W -8 -2 
309 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-12485 071G0021 HOPEWELL WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
2/1/88 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 185 MUWX PS 34.4039 342414 -89.4217 892518 8 08S 02W -8 -2 
310 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-12497 071F0087 BELL UTILITIES OF MS LLC 
 
3/6/73 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 130 MUWX AB 34.3939 342338 -89.555 893318 18 08S 03W -8 -3 
311 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-12498 071F0169 BELL UTILITIES OF MS LLC 
 
6/20/80 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 236 MUWX AB 34.4156 342456 -89.5456 893244 6 08S 03W -8 -3 
313 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-12500 071F0139 BELL UTILITIES OF MS LLC 
 
12/18/79 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 141 MUWX AB 34.3972 342350 -89.5519 893307 7 08S 03W -8 -3 
314 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-12501 7.10E+49 BELL UTILITIES OF MS LLC 
 
3/1/73 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 239 MUWX AB 34.35 342100 -89.5789 893444 36 08S 04W -8 -4 
315 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-12622 
  
HUNT CLUB PROPERTIES LLC 
 
6/1/73 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 140 MUWX NR 34.3981 342353 -89.5508 893303 7 08S 03W -8 -3 
316 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-12623 071F0148 HUNT CLUB PROPERTIES LLC 
 
1/1/78 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 135 MUWX NR 34.3989 342356 -89.5494 893258 7 08S 03W -8 -3 
322 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-14545 071F0133 CAMPGROUND WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
1/12/90 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 190 MUWX PS 34.3869 342313 -89.4728 892822 13 08S 03W -8 -3 
324 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-14718 071F0155 OXFORD GOLF LLC 
 
9/22/93 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 159 MUWX IR 34.3486 342055 -89.5092 893033 34 08S 03W -8 -3 
325 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-14976 071F0153 OXFORD, CITY OF 
 
9/6/89 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 235 MUWX PS 34.4078 342428 -89.5297 893147 8 08S 03W -8 -3 
327 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-15122 071F0142 OXFORD, CITY OF 
 
6/25/97 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 105 MUWX PS 34.3811 342252 -89.5339 893202 17 08S 03W -8 -3 
328 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-15123 071F0143 OXFORD, CITY OF 
 
6/25/97 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 113 MUWX PS 34.3811 342252 -89.5436 893237 17 08S 03W -8 -3 
329 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-15124 071F0141 OXFORD, CITY OF 
 
6/25/97 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 127 MUWX PS 34.3811 342252 -89.5386 893219 17 08S 03W -8 -3 
331 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-15377 071F0146 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 
 
4/18/01 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 155 MUWX IT 34.3603 342137 -89.54 893224 29 08S 03W -8 -3 
332 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-15427 7.10E+60 DELTA RAIN - WELLSGATE 
 
10/23/00 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 254 MUWX PS 34.3722 342220 -89.6056 893620 22 08S 04W -8 -4 
333 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-15431 071C0008 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 
 
1/30/99 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 145 MUWX NR 34.4333 342600 -89.3908 892327 34 07S 02W -7 -2 
334 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-15436 071J0059 TAYLOR WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
6/1/00 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 216 MUWX PS 34.2769 341637 -89.6008 893603 27 09S 04W -9 -4 
335 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-15437 071J0060 TAYLOR WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
6/1/00 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 210 MUWX PS 34.2767 341636 -89.6008 893603 27 09S 04W -9 -4 
338 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-15624 7.10E+63 WESTOVER WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
10/25/01 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 242 MUWX PS 34.3642 342151 -89.6272 893738 28 08S 04W -8 -4 
340 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16013 7.10E+67 LINKS AT OXFORD 
 
7/1/03 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 218 MUWX ET 34.3633 342148 -89.58 893448 26 08S 04W -8 -4 
341 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16014 7.10E+68 LINKS AT OXFORD 
 
7/1/03 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 215 MUWX ET 34.3642 342151 -89.5808 893451 26 08S 04W -8 -4 
342 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16016 7.10E+66 COLLEGE HILL WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
4/22/04 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 195 MUWX PS 34.4228 342522 -89.5686 893407 1 08S 04W -8 -4 
343 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16019 071F0154 OXFORD, CITY OF 
 
12/19/03 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 104 MUWX PS 34.3781 342241 -89.5319 893155 20 08S 03W -8 -3 




345 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16265 
  
DELTA RAIN - WELLSGATE 
     
260 MUWX SB 34.3722 342220 -89.6067 893624 22 08S 04W -8 -4 
346 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16297 071F0168 LAMPTON, ROBERT 
 
4/19/06 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 125 MUWX IP 34.3869 342313 -89.5561 893322 18 08S 03W -8 -3 
347 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16341 7.10E+96 OXFORD, CITY OF 
 
2/20/07 LAYNE CHRISTENSEN COMPANY 125 MUWX PS 34.3706 342214 -89.5703 893413 24 08S 04W -8 -4 
348 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16410 
  
LEAKE, ELLEN 
   
LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 400 MUWX RE 34.3147 341853 -89.6478 893852 8 09S 04W -9 -4 
349 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16427 
  
WALLER, DON 
   
RATLIFF WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 165 MUWX RE 34.3328 341958 -89.6472 893850 5 09S 04W -9 -4 
350 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16497 071F0178 USDA NATIONAL SEDIMENTATION LABORAT 
 
11/16/07 LAYNE CHRISTENSEN COMPANY 115 MUWX IT 34.3797 34224 -89.5361 893210 17 08S 03W -8 -3 
351 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16504 7.10E+112 WELLSGATE OWNERS ASSOCIATION 
 
2/12/09 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 145 MUWX IR 34.3664 342159 -89.5994 893558 22 08S 04W -8 -4 
352 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16510 
  
TWELVE OAK UTILITY COMPANY INC 
     
135 MUWX PS 34.4025 342409 -89.5572 893326 7 08S 03W -8 -3 
353 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16538 071F0182 OXFORD, CITY OF 
 
7/15/08 LAYNE CHRISTENSEN COMPANY 195 MUWX PS 34.4122 342444 -89.5308 893151 5 08S 03W -8 -3 
354 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16568 071F0185 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI, THE 
 
9/9/08 DONALD SMITH COMPANY, INC 121 MUWX IR 34.3883 342318 -89.5386 893219 17 08S 03W -8 -3 
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356 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16963 071F0197 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 12/6/13 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 205 MUWX PS 34.3522 342108 -89.5431 893235 29 08S 03W -8 -3 
357 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16964 071F0196 UNIVERISTY OF MISSISSIPPI 3/7/14 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 167 MUWX PS 34.3506 342102 -89.5453 893243 30 08S 03W -8 -3 
358 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16974 071F0194 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 11/14/12 LAYNE CHRISTENSEN COMPANY 180 MUWX IT 34.3597 342135 -89.5475 893251 30 08S 03W -8 -3 
359 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16975 071F0195 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 8/5/13 LAYNE CHRISTENSEN COMPANY 169 MUWX IT 34.3589 342132 -89.5506 893302 30 08S 03W -8 -3 
360 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16991 7.10E+121 AGUIRRE, RAMIRO MUNOZ 8/22/12 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 200 MUWX IR 34.3519 342107 -89.6908 894127 26 08S 05W -8 -5 
361 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-17123 
  
WELLSGATE OWNERS ASSOCIATION 
  
LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 200 MUWX RE 34.3764 342235 -89.6033 893612 22 08S 04W -8 -4 
362 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-17320 
  
OLIN CORPORATION 
    
230 MUWX IN 34.4078 342428 -89.5194 893110 9 08S 03W -8 -3 
363 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-17380 
  
WESTOVER WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
    
240 MUWX PS 34.3644 342152 -89.6267 893736 28 08S 04W -8 -4 
464 LAFAYETTE 
  
071G0033 DONGIEUX, PAUL 11/4/08 MASON WATER WELLS, LLC 160 MUWX IR 34.3678 342205 -89.3828 892256 23 08S 02W -8 -2 
475 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0004 GEORGIA PACIFIC LLC 1/1/68 
  
248 MUWX IN 34.4322 342556 -89.5236 893125 33 07S 03W -7 -3 
481 LAFAYETTE 
  
7.10E+46 ABE INC 8/20/73 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 220 MUWX UN 34.3883 342318 -89.5772 893438 13 08S 04W -8 -4 
482 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0005 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 1/1/46 
  
113 MUWX UN 34.3614 342141 -89.5317 893154 29 08S 03W -8 -3 
483 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0021 OXFORD, CITY OF 1/1/70 
  
250 MUWX UN 34.355 342118 -89.54 893224 28 08S 03W -8 -3 
522 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0059 NELSON, CLAY 10/22/05 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 160 MUWX DO 34.4442 342639 -89.4644 892752 25 07S 03W -7 -3 
525 LAFAYETTE 
  
071A0050 TOWNE, PHIL 11/4/05 NORTH MISSISSIPPI WELL DRILLING 190 MUWX DO 34.5472 343250 -89.6406 893826 20 06S 04W -6 -4 
526 LAFAYETTE 
  
071A0049 YALE, VERNON 11/22/05 NORTH MISSISSIPPI WELL DRILLING 150 MUWX DO 34.5472 343250 -89.6406 893826 20 06S 04W -6 -4 
568 LAFAYETTE 
  
071A0039 WEAVER, GARY 3/16/05 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 200 MUWX DO 34.4303 342549 -89.5883 893518 35 07S 04W -7 -4 
569 LAFAYETTE 
  
071A0038 FRANKLIN, SCOTT 3/12/05 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 200 MUWX DO 34.4592 342733 -89.6236 893725 21 07S 04W -7 -4 
570 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0055 BENNETT, JOE 2/5/05 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 152 MUWX DO 34.5053 343019 -89.5047 893017 3 07S 03W -7 -3 
574 LAFAYETTE 
  
071A0046 BAGWELL, BOBBIE 9/30/05 NORTH MISSISSIPPI WELL DRILLING 190 MUWX DO 34.5472 343250 -89.6406 893826 20 06S 04W -6 -4 
578 LAFAYETTE 
  
071A0047 FRANKLIN, SCOTT 10/4/05 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 170 MUWX DO 34.4453 342643 -89.5878 893516 26 07S 04W -7 -4 






071A0040 BOLTON, BEN 5/23/05 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 200 MUWX DO 34.4303 342549 -89.5883 893518 35 07S 04W -7 -4 
588 LAFAYETTE 
  
071C0010 LAMB, TIM 5/9/05 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 140 MUWX DO 34.4442 342639 -89.4472 892650 30 07S 02W -7 -2 
589 LAFAYETTE 
  
071A0041 LAMBERY, LARRY 5/26/05 NORTH MISSISSIPPI WELL DRILLING 160 MUWX DO 34.4444 342640 -89.6594 893934 30 07S 04W -7 -4 
590 LAFAYETTE 
  
071A0042 MEEK, ED 5/27/05 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 210 MUWX DO 34.43 342548 -89.7122 894244 34 07S 05W -7 -5 
639 LAFAYETTE 
  
071A0012 CHAILLE, JOHN 1/1/72 
  
235 MUWX DO 34.5306 343150 -89.7086 894231 27 06S 05W -6 -5 
648 LAFAYETTE 
  
071A0022 HUGHES, JOHN 1/1/74 
  
260 MUWX DO 34.5458 343245 -89.6756 894032 24 06S 05W -6 -5 
650 LAFAYETTE 
  
071A0025 SIMS, YANCEY 1/1/75 
  
200 MUWX DO 34.55 343300 -89.6944 894140 23 06S 05W -6 -5 
652 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0003 US PLYWOOD 12/1/67 
  
225 MUWX UN 34.4317 342554 -89.5228 893122 33 07S 03W -7 -3 
653 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0005 YOUNG, CHARLES 1/1/69 
  
160 MUWX DO 34.4917 342930 -89.5572 893326 7 07S 03W -7 -3 
654 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0006 YOUNG, VERNON 1/1/60 
  
176 MUWX DO 34.4578 342728 -89.4972 892950 22 07S 03W -7 -3 
655 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0007 WRIGHT, ELLEN 1/1/64 
  
200 MUWX DO 34.4292 342545 -89.5167 893100 33 07S 03W -7 -3 
656 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0010 GOOLSBY, B 1/1/70 
  
190 MUWX DO 34.4422 342632 -89.4825 892857 26 07S 03W -7 -3 
657 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0011 WADLEY, JAMES 1/1/70 
  
190 MUWX DO 34.4411 342628 -89.4822 892856 26 07S 03W -7 -3 
658 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0012 HODGE, NOEL M 1/1/70 
  
90 MUWX DO 34.425 342530 -89.5078 893028 34 07S 03W -7 -3 
659 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0013 CULLEN, JACK 1/1/70 
  
78 MUWX DO 34.485 342906 -89.4944 892940 10 07S 03W -7 -3 
660 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0014 HOWELL, HERSHEL 1/1/71 
  
113 MUWX DO 34.5167 343100 -89.4661 892758 36 06S 03W -6 -3 
661 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0015 ROGERS, R L 1/1/61 
  
485 MUWX DO 34.4958 342945 -89.4922 892932 3 07S 03W -7 -3 
662 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0016 FORD, J W 1/1/61 
  
500 MUWX DO 34.5086 343031 -89.4847 892905 3 07S 03W -7 -3 
664 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0018 KING, KENNETH 1/1/62 
  
151 MUWX DO 34.4272 342538 -89.4831 892859 35 07S 03W -7 -3 
665 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0019 BONDS, CLYDE 1/1/62 
  
462 MUWX DO 34.5083 343030 -89.4992 892957 6 07S 03W -7 -3 
666 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0020 DEPRIEST, H 
    
440 MUWX DO 34.5086 343031 -89.4847 892905 3 07S 03W -7 -3 
667 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0021 KING, J P 1/1/62 
  
136 MUWX DO 34.425 342530 -89.4792 892845 35 07S 03W -7 -3 
668 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0022 FRIEISON, ROBERT 1/1/62 
  
210 MUWX DO 34.4286 342543 -89.5506 893302 31 07S 03W -7 -3 
669 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0023 BERRY, EULELIA 1/1/63 
  
212 MUWX DO 34.4431 342635 -89.5133 893048 28 07S 03W -7 -3 
670 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0024 LOGAN, MAE 1/1/68 
  
160 MUWX DO 34.5028 343010 -89.5372 893214 5 07S 03W -7 -3 
671 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0025 PRICE, CHASTER 1/1/68 
  
160 MUWX DO 34.4992 342957 -89.5375 893215 5 07S 03W -7 -3 
672 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0026 CATES, KENNETH 1/1/72 
  
156 MUWX DO 34.4722 342820 -89.5183 893106 16 07S 03W -7 -3 
673 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0027 TIDWELL, CHARLES 1/1/72 
  
85 MUWX DO 34.4853 342907 -89.4619 892743 12 07S 03W -7 -3 
674 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0028 MCGEE, JAMES 1/1/73 
  
87 MUWX DO 34.5 343000 -89.5394 893222 5 07S 03W -7 -3 
675 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0029 KING, D E 1/1/73 
  
160 MUWX DO 34.4375 342615 -89.4833 892900 26 07N 03W 7 -3 
677 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0031 RAY 1/1/73 
  
145 MUWX DO 34.4883 342918 -89.5528 893310 7 07S 03W -7 -3 






071B0033 YOUNG, BOBBY 1/1/74 
  
150 MUWX DO 34.4417 342630 -89.4856 892908 26 07S 03W -7 -3 
680 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0034 US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 1/1/74 
  
111 MUWX DO 34.4889 342920 -89.4939 892938 10 07S 03W -7 -3 
681 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0035 US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 1/1/74 
  
130 MUWX DO 34.4883 342918 -89.4972 892950 10 07S 03W -7 -3 
682 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0036 SAGON, RAYMOND 1/1/75 
  
140 MUWX DO 34.5056 343020 -89.6244 893728 4 07S 03W -7 -3 
683 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0037 SANDERS, D L 6/1/75 
  
110 MUWX DO 34.4883 342918 -89.4819 892855 11 07S 03W -7 -3 
684 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0038 ROBERTS, D H 6/1/75 
  
150 MUWX DO 34.4881 342917 -89.4667 892800 12 07S 03W -7 -3 
685 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0039 DRAKE, J D 1/1/75 
  
160 MUWX DO 34.5222 343120 -89.4636 892749 36 06S 03W -6 -3 
686 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0041 ABE INC 6/20/80 
  
234 MUWX PS 34.4436 342637 -89.5514 893305 30 07S 03W -7 -3 
688 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0047 HEARD QUAIL FARM 10/5/93 
  
160 MUWX FC 34.4428 342634 -89.3783 892242 26 07S 03W -7 -3 
690 LAFAYETTE 
  
071C0001 DAWNS 1/1/71 
  
110 MUWX DO 34.4389 342620 -89.4122 892444 28 07S 02W -7 -2 
693 LAFAYETTE 
  
071C0004 EDLIN, THOMAS 1/1/73 
  
295 MUWX DO 34.5047 343017 -89.4053 892419 26 07S 02W -7 -2 
706 LAFAYETTE 
  
7.10E+04 LYLES 1/1/70 
  
210 MUWX DO 34.3681 342205 -89.6417 893830 20 08S 04W -8 -4 
712 LAFAYETTE 
  
7.10E+12 ABE INC 1/1/62 
  
252 MUWX PS 34.3722 342220 -89.625 893730 21 08S 04W -8 -4 
713 LAFAYETTE 
  
7.10E+13 ABE INC 1/1/62 
  
275 MUWX PS 34.3625 342145 -89.5828 893458 26 08S 04W -8 -4 
745 LAFAYETTE 
  
7.10E+51 GARDON, MARY 1/1/73 
  
180 MUWX DO 34.4056 342420 -89.5967 893548 11 08S 04W -8 -4 
747 LAFAYETTE 
  
7.10E+53 JOYNER, HARVEY 1/1/75 
  
170 MUWX DO 34.3478 342052 -89.7167 894300 34 08S 05W -8 -5 
748 LAFAYETTE 
  
7.10E+55 TILLA-TOBBY FM 1/1/74 
  
100 MUWX DO 34.3819 342255 -89.6194 893710 16 08S 04W -8 -4 
751 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0002 WALKER, ERNEST 1/1/73 
  
141 MUWX DO 34.3517 342106 -89.5411 893228 29 08S 03W -8 -3 
752 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0008 OXFORD, CITY OF 1/1/30 
  
120 MUWX PS 34.3644 342152 -89.5175 893103 21 08S 03W -8 -3 
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071F0017 OXFORD, CITY OF 12/12/76 
  
200 MUWX UN 34.3422 342032 -89.5244 893128 33 08S 03W -8 -3 
762 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0022 OXFORD, CITY OF 1/1/66 
  
98 MUWX UN 34.3656 342156 -89.5167 893100 21 08S 03W -8 -3 
765 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0026 OXFORD, CITY OF 1/1/70 
  
147 MUWX UN 34.3708 342215 -89.5139 893050 21 08S 03W -8 -3 
768 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0038 ABE INC 1/1/61 
  
191 MUWX UN 34.3694 342210 -89.55 893300 19 08S 03W -8 -3 
769 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0039 ABE INC 1/1/62 
  
152 MUWX UN 34.4017 342406 -89.5511 893304 7 08S 03W -8 -3 
770 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0040 ABE INC 1/1/62 
  
190 MUWX UN 34.3583 342130 -89.4772 892838 36 08S 03W -8 -3 
772 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0045 MIMMS 1/1/73 
  
160 MUWX DO 34.3753 342231 -89.4733 892824 24 08S 03W -8 -3 
776 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0049 OXFORD AIRPORT 1/1/59 
  
175 MUWX DO 34.3908 342327 -89.5417 893230 17 08S 03W -8 -3 
814 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0096 OXFORD ICE COMPANY 1/1/74 
  
150 MUWX IR 34.3708 342215 -89.5161 893058 21 08S 03W -8 -3 
821 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0104 COX, EARNEST 1/1/75 
  
110 MUWX DO 34.4056 342420 -89.5583 893330 7 08S 03W -8 -3 






071F0115 REBEL REALTY 10/28/78 
  
114 MUWX DO 34.3631 342147 -89.4753 892831 23 08S 03W -8 -3 
828 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0124 UNIV OF MS 8/7/85 
  
160 MUWX UN 34.3597 342135 -89.5411 893228 29 08S 03W -8 -3 
829 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0126 LAFAYETTE COUNTY 
    
227 MUWX UN 34.4078 342428 -89.53 893148 5 08S 03W -8 -3 
830 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0127 LAFAYETTE COUNTY 5/15/87 
  
232 MUWX UN 34.4078 342428 -89.5297 893147 5 08S 03W -8 -3 
831 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0128 LAFAYETTE COUNTY 5/7/87 
  
216 MUWX UN 34.4008 342403 -89.5297 893147 8 08S 03W -8 -3 
832 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0129 LAFAYETTE COUNTY 5/7/87 
  
208 MUWX UN 34.4153 342455 -89.5328 893158 5 08S 03W -8 -3 
833 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0130 LAFAYETTE COUNTY 5/7/87 
  
220 MUWX UN 34.4147 342453 -89.5217 893118 5 08S 03W -8 -3 
834 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0144 QUAIL CREEK ESTATES 9/5/80 
  
235 MUWX PS 34.4156 342456 -89.5456 893244 6 08S 03W -8 -3 
854 LAFAYETTE 
  
071H0005 GREER 1/1/72 
  
130 MUWX DO 34.3425 342033 -89.3264 891935 32 08S 01W -8 -1 
860 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0007 TAYLOR SCHOOL 1/1/69 
  
294 MUWX DO 34.2775 341639 -89.5967 893548 27 09S 04W -9 -4 
890 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0040 TATUM, LUTHER 1/1/73 
  
98 MUWX DO 34.2589 341532 -89.7167 894300 34 09S 05W -9 -5 
891 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0041 THOMPSON, LEROY 1/1/73 
  
95 MUWX DO 34.3161 341858 -89.5817 893454 11 09S 04W -9 -4 
892 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0042 VAUGHN, E D 1/1/73 
  
151 MUWX DO 34.3089 341832 -89.6667 894000 7 09S 04W -9 -4 
893 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0043 BERRY, ULILA 1/1/73 
  
100 MUWX DO 34.3 341800 -89.5872 893514 14 09S 04W -9 -4 
894 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0044 MARTIN, JOE E 1/1/74 
  
136 MUWX DO 34.3028 341810 -89.6597 893935 18 09S 04W -9 -4 
895 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0045 COROTHERS, M 1/1/74 
  
160 MUWX DO 34.2875 341715 -89.6597 893935 21 09S 04W -9 -4 
896 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0046 HARDING, HARRY 1/1/74 
  
165 MUWX DO 34.2911 341728 -89.6339 893802 20 09S 04W -9 -4 
897 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0047 JONES, THERA 1/1/74 
  
140 MUWX DO 34.3 341800 -89.5917 893530 14 09S 05W -9 -5 
898 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0048 MR TATYUM 1/1/74 
  
135 MUWX DO 34.3319 341955 -89.6794 894046 1 09S 05W -9 -5 
899 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0049 MARTIN, CURTIS 1/1/75 
  
120 MUWX DO 34.2528 341510 -89.6472 893850 32 09S 04W -9 -4 
900 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0050 GRAY, ARTHUR 1/1/75 
  
180 MUWX DO 34.2583 341530 -89.7069 894225 34 09S 05W -9 -5 
901 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0053 SOHIO PETROLIUM 1/1/75 
  
180 MUWX CO 34.3264 341935 -89.6264 893735 4 09S 04W -9 -4 
902 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0054 CARTHRAN, CARLON 1/1/75 
  
170 MUWX DO 34.3 341800 -89.7111 894240 15 09S 05W -9 -5 
904 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0057 GRAND OAKS GOLF COURSE 1/1/94 
  
115 MUWX IR 34.3308 341951 -89.6289 893744 4 09S 04W -9 -4 
905 LAFAYETTE 
  
071J0058 TAYLOR 10/7/98 
  
200 MUWX UN 34.2881 341717 -89.6025 893609 22 09S 04W -9 -4 
929 LAFAYETTE 
  
071K0032 OLIVER, PAUL 8/6/80 
  
220 MUWX DO 34.3014 341805 -89.5889 893520 14 09S 03W -9 -3 
972 LAFAYETTE 
  
071N0028 APPLOS, ARTHUR 1/1/75 
  
60 MUWX DO 34.2417 341430 -89.6236 893725 4 10S 04W -10 -4 
1001 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0056 DUKE, JESSIE 6/8/05 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 200 MUWX DO 34.43 342548 -89.535 893206 32 07S 03W -7 -3 
1002 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0057 DUKE, JESSIE 6/10/05 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 200 MUWX DO 34.43 342548 -89.535 893206 32 07S 03W -7 -3 
1324 LAFAYETTE 
  
071K2012 HOOKER, ELTON 1/21/80 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 157 MUWX UN 34.3361 342010 -89.5511 893304 6 09S 03W -9 -3 
5294 PANOLA MS-GW-00416 107R2013 TAYLOR, C M, JR 8/6/85 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 155 MUWX NR 34.2672 341602 -89.9103 895437 26 09S 07W -9 -7 
5296 PANOLA MS-GW-01813 107R0018 BATESVILLE COMPRESS AND WAREHOUSE C O 1/1/63 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 414 MUWX NR 34.3083 341830 -89.9611 895740 17 09S 07W -9 -7 




5303 PANOLA MS-GW-01974 107W0051 LOVEJOY WATER ASSOCIATION INC 9/1/77 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 420 MUWX PS 34.2211 341316 -89.7908 894727 14 10S 06W -10 -6 
5304 PANOLA MS-GW-01991 107V0008 LIBERTY HILL WATER ASSOCIATION INC 9/21/68 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 522 MUWX PS 34.1936 341137 -89.8986 895355 23 10S 07W -10 -7 
5306 PANOLA MS-GW-01993 107Q0005 TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE 10/15/48 BLEVINS WATER WELL COMPANY 633 MUWX SB 34.2958 341745 -90.075 900430 19 09S 08W -9 -8 
5325 PANOLA MS-GW-03890 107N0046 US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 10/1/80 USACE 325 MUWX AB 34.3978 342352 -89.7886 894719 12 08S 06W -8 -6 
5367 PANOLA MS-GW-10114 
  
LIPE WATERWORKS COMPANY INC 2/1/89 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 420 MUWX PS 34.33 341948 -89.8142 894851 3 09S 06W -9 -6 
5408 PANOLA MS-GW-12776 107S0065 MT OLIVET WATER ASSOCIATION INC 2/13/81 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 315 MUWX PS 34.29 341724 -89.7869 894713 24 09S 06W -9 -6 
5458 PANOLA MS-GW-15538 107N0048 HOTOPHIA WATER ASSOCIATION INC 5/23/01 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 404 MUWX PS 34.3753 342231 -89.8447 895041 21 08S 06W -8 -6 
5459 PANOLA MS-GW-15625 107O0038 SARDIS LAKE COMMUNITY WATER ASSOCIA T 6/1/01 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 455 MUWX PS 34.3517 342106 -89.73 894348 28 08S 05W -8 -5 
5461 PANOLA MS-GW-15781 107W0054 LOVEJOY WATER ASSOCIATION INC 7/10/01 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 425 MUWX PS 34.2208 341315 -89.7911 894728 14 10S 06W -10 -6 
5462 PANOLA MS-GW-15784 107V0058 LIBERTY HILL WATER ASSOCIATION INC 9/2/02 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 562 MUWX PS 34.1931 341135 -89.8989 895356 23 10S 07W -10 -7 
5465 PANOLA MS-GW-16056 107R0096 BRASELL, KENNETH 3/25/04 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 612 MUWX SB 34.2939 341738 -89.965 895754 20 09S 07W -9 -7 
5467 PANOLA MS-GW-16085 107N0052 USACE, SARDIS LAKE 4/8/05 USACE 295 MUWX RE 34.3958 342345 -89.7894 894722 12 08S 06W -8 -6 
5469 PANOLA MS-GW-16275 107G0047 SMITH, DAVID OR MARY S 12/31/05 PARKS AND PARKS WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 200 MUWX IN 34.4503 342701 -89.9119 895443 26 07S 07W -7 -7 




YOUNGS CUSTOM SERVICE, LLC 0 MUWX WM 34.3039 341774 -89.9656 895756 19 09S 07W -9 -7 
5474 PANOLA MS-GW-17047 107W0059 ROCKCO MINING LLC 7/25/13 RATLIFF WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 560 MUWX IN 34.2369 341413 -89.8764 895235 6 10S 06W -10 -6 
5477 PANOLA MS-GW-17226 
  
CIRCLE M FARMS 
    
400 MUWX IR 34.3336 342001 -89.7881 894717 1 09S 06W -9 -6 
5779 PANOLA 
  
107O0034 SARDIS LAKE ESTATE 1/1/64 
  
343 MUWX UN 34.3711 342216 -89.7333 894360 21 08S 05W -8 -5 
5988 PANOLA 
  
107F0022 JACKSON, RUFUS 12/5/00 SMITH WELL DRILLING AND SERVICE 195 MUWX IT 34.4367 342612 -90.05 900300 33 07S 08W -7 -8 
6424 PANOLA 
  
1.07E+06 DIDSON, M F 1/1/09 
  
790 MUWX DO 34.4544 342716 -90.15 900900 21 07S 09W -7 -9 
6430 PANOLA 
  
1.07E+14 CRENSHAW, TOWN OF 1/1/10 
  
750 MUWX UN 34.5028 343010 -90.1917 901130 6 07S 09W -7 -9 
6436 PANOLA 
  
1.07E+21 SLEDGE, OLIVER D 
    
650 MUWX DO 34.445 342642 -90.1361 900810 27 07S 09W -7 -9 
6453 PANOLA 
  
107F0010 MCCLOUD, E P 1/1/72 
  
200 MUWX DO 34.4339 342602 -90.05 900300 33 07S 08W -7 -8 
6490 PANOLA 
  
107G0040 SARDIS, CITY OF 10/1/97 
  
690 MUWX IT 34.4242 342527 -89.9125 895445 35 07S 07W -7 -7 
6535 PANOLA 
  
107K0008 HANDS 1/1/00 
  
600 MUWX DO 34.4222 342520 -90.1197 900711 2 08S 09W -8 -9 
6595 PANOLA 
  
107N0006 WILLIAMS 1/1/68 
  
210 MUWX DO 34.3733 342224 -89.7992 894757 23 08S 06W -8 -6 
6600 PANOLA 
  
107N0011 GOOD, W T 1/1/65 
  
221 MUWX DO 34.3622 342144 -89.7858 894709 25 08S 06W -8 -6 
6631 PANOLA 
  
107N0043 BAILEY, MRS 1/1/75 
  
240 MUWX DO 34.3422 342032 -89.7889 894720 36 08S 06W -8 -6 
6638 PANOLA 
  
107O0007 BENNETT 1/1/70 
  
220 MUWX DO 34.4069 342425 -89.7431 894435 8 08S 05W -8 -5 
6646 PANOLA 
  
107O0015 WOODARD 1/1/68 
  
220 MUWX DO 34.3578 342128 -89.7472 894450 29 08S 05W -8 -5 
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107O0027 RAY, MARVIN 1/1/74 
  
176 MUWX DO 34.3375 342015 -89.7231 894323 33 08S 05W -8 -5 
6659 PANOLA 
  
107O0031 MCGREGOR, DON 1/1/74 
  
236 MUWX DO 34.3444 342040 -89.7669 894601 30 08S 05W -8 -5 
6660 PANOLA 
  
107O0032 RATLIFF, JAMES 1/1/75 
  
245 MUWX DO 34.3583 342130 -89.7697 894611 30 08S 05W -8 -5 
6661 PANOLA 
  
107O0033 CHARLTON, MAC 1/1/74 
  
165 MUWX DO 34.3611 342140 -89.7583 894530 30 08S 05W -8 -5 
6667 PANOLA 
  
107P0011 CARRIER LUMBER COMPANY 1/1/10 
  
630 MUWX DO 34.3386 342019 -90.1372 900814 3 09S 09W -9 -9 
6668 PANOLA 
  
107P0017 KELSAY, TOMMY 1/1/36 
  
606 MUWX DO 34.2972 341750 -90.1736 901025 17 09S 09W -9 -9 






107P0018 INGRAM, WADE 
    
600 MUWX DO 34.3028 341810 -90.1739 901026 17 09S 09W -9 -9 
6670 PANOLA 
  
107P0019 INGRAM, WADE 
    
600 MUWX DO 34.3 341800 -90.1683 901006 17 09S 09W -9 -9 
6672 PANOLA 
  
107P0021 LOCKE, J M 1/1/39 
  
588 MUWX DO 34.2783 341642 -90.1514 900905 28 09S 09W -9 -9 
6673 PANOLA 
  
107P0022 POTTS, L A 1/1/38 
  
500 MUWX DO 34.275 341630 -90.0942 900539 25 09S 09W -9 -9 
6678 PANOLA 
  
107Q0003 TENN GAS CO 1/1/47 
  
630 MUWX UN 34.2928 341734 -90.0725 900421 19 09S 08W -9 -8 
6679 PANOLA 
  
107Q0006 TENN GAS TRANS 1/1/50 
  
650 MUWX UN 34.2925 341733 -90.0742 900427 19 09S 08W -9 -8 
6703 PANOLA 
  
107R0003 BATESVILLE, CITY OF 1/1/02 
  
302 MUWX UN 34.3167 341900 -89.95 895700 8 09S 07W -9 -7 
6704 PANOLA 
  
107R0004 BATESVILLE, CITY OF 1/1/11 
  
396 MUWX UN 34.3169 341901 -89.9503 895701 8 09S 07W -9 -7 
6710 PANOLA 
  
107R0010 S SIDE REALTY 
    
400 MUWX UN 34.3003 341801 -89.9464 895647 16 09S 07W -9 -7 
6711 PANOLA 
  
107R0012 POLORAN PRODCTS 1/1/61 
  
470 MUWX UN 34.3358 342009 -89.9375 895615 4 09S 07W -9 -7 
6716 PANOLA 
  
107R0017 FEDERAL COMPRESS 1/1/46 
  
410 MUWX FP 34.3056 341820 -89.9658 895757 17 09S 07W -9 -7 
6785 PANOLA 
  
107S0009 BRASSELL, JAMES 1/1/72 
  
178 MUWX DO 34.2694 341610 -89.8106 894838 27 09S 06W -9 -6 
6786 PANOLA 
  
107S0010 HENSON, TIM 1/1/72 
  
163 MUWX DO 34.2719 341619 -89.8139 894850 27 09S 06W -9 -6 
6789 PANOLA 
  
107S0013 HOTOPHIA SAND AND GRAVEL COMPANY 
    
365 MUWX UN 34.3256 341932 -89.8494 895058 5 09S 06W -9 -6 
6812 PANOLA 
  
107S0038 SUFORD NORWOOD 1/1/67 
  
345 MUWX DO 34.3078 341828 -89.8472 895050 17 08S 06W -8 -6 
6834 PANOLA 
  
107S0061 NIP, CHARLES R 1/1/75 
  
190 MUWX DO 34.2625 341545 -89.7919 894731 35 09S 06W -9 -6 
6842 PANOLA 
  
107T0004 SHADY GROVE CHURCH 1/1/72 
  
173 MUWX DO 34.3086 341831 -89.7403 894425 8 09S 05W -9 -5 
6852 PANOLA 
  
107T0014 PALMERTREE, T 1/1/73 
  
147 MUWX DO 34.2914 341729 -89.75 894500 20 09S 05W -9 -5 
6856 PANOLA 
  
107T0018 GOFORTH, H 1/1/73 
  
220 MUWX DO 34.2856 341708 -89.7319 894355 21 09S 05W -9 -5 
6909 PANOLA 
  
107V0004 WALLACE CREEK 1/1/61 
  
358 MUWX DO 34.1647 340953 -89.8897 895323 36 10S 07W -10 -7 
7005 PANOLA 
  
107X0007 BYRES, CHARLEY 1/1/75 
  
113 MUWX DO 34.2444 341440 -89.7472 894450 5 10S 05W -10 -5 
7971 TATE MS-GW-16226 137H0137 TATE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 5/12/06 LAYNE CHRISTENSEN COMPANY 534 MUWX AB 34.6669 344001 -89.8094 894834 11 05S 06W -5 -6 
8254 TATE 
  
137F0001 STRAYHORN WATER ASSOCIATION INC 2/12/68 
  
900 MUWX UN 34.6189 343708 -90.0814 900453 30 05S 08W -5 -8 
11050 TATE 
  
137H0063 SMITH, RICHARD 1/1/73 
  
260 MUWX DO 34.6611 343940 -89.8244 894928 10 06N 05W 6 -5 
11143 TATE 
  
137O0011 MEEKS, HAROLD 1/1/74 
  
253 MUWX DO 34.57 343412 -89.6792 894045 12 06S 05W -6 -5 
12097 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-01981 161G0024 CYPRESS CREEK WATER ASSOCIATION INC 12/22/72 ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 250 MUWX PS 33.9928 335934 -89.7064 894223 31 25N 06E 25 6 
12098 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-01982 161G0023 CYPRESS CREEK WATER ASSOCIATION INC 9/18/69 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 244 MUWX SB 33.9931 335935 -89.7067 894224 31 25N 06E 25 6 
12105 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-03125 161C0030 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 9/20/68 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 74 MUWX PS 34.1453 340843 -89.6314 893753 9 11S 04W -11 -4 
12106 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-03126 161C0073 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 1/17/83 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 94 MUWX PS 34.1594 340934 -89.6281 893741 4 11S 04W -11 -4 
12107 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-03127 161C0072 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 1/14/83 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 91 MUWX PS 34.1589 340932 -89.6278 893740 4 11S 04W -11 -4 
12108 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-03128 161C0068 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 5/15/73 RATLIFF WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 68 MUWX PS 34.1464 340847 -89.6333 893800 8 11S 04W -11 -4 
12109 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-03129 161C0069 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 2/1/74 T M PARKS DRILLING AND SALES COMPANY 84 MUWX NR 34.1303 340749 -89.6369 893813 17 11S 04W -11 -4 
12110 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-03130 161C0048 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 6/1/68 ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 148 MUWX NR 34.1594 340934 -89.6372 893814 5 11S 04W -11 -4 
12112 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-03132 161C0004 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 1/1/38 
  
86 MUWX NR 34.1564 340923 -89.6297 893747 4 11S 04W -11 -4 
12119 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-09752 
  
HILL ESTATE PATRICIA HILL GARMON 
  
ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 440 MUWX NR 33.905 335418 -89.8872 895314 33 24N 04E 24 4 




12120 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-11258 
  
CAROTHERS, ARNOLD W 9/27/88 PARKS AND PARKS WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 80 MUWX NR 34.1011 340604 -89.6428 893834 29 11S 04W -11 -4 
12121 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-11647 
  
WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 1/1/88 
  
140 MUWX PS 34.1628 340946 -89.6381 893817 32 10S 04W -10 -4 
12126 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-14442 161F0019 DUNAVANT, WILLIAM B, JR 9/9/91 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 200 MUWX WM 34.0042 340015 -89.7769 894637 28 25N 05E 25 5 
12129 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-14696 
  
CAROTHERS, ARNOLD W 12/1/88 
  
80 MUWX NR 34.1072 340626 -89.6428 893834 20 11S 04W -11 -4 
12130 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-14975 
  
WHITE, H H, ESTATE MRS LILLIAN WHITE 6/10/95 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 100 MUWX NP 34.1261 340734 -89.6108 893639 15 11S 04W -11 -4 
12133 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-15180 
  
MEMPHIS STONE AND GRAVEL COMPANY 5/1/97 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 500 MUWX IN 33.9406 335626 -89.9125 895445 19 24N 04E 24 4 
12137 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-16088 
  
MDWFP, NORTH MS FISH HATCHERY 
    
307 MUWX FC 34.155 340918 -89.9103 895437 2 11S 07W -11 -7 
12138 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-16089 
  
MDWFP, NORTH MS FISH HATCHERY 
    
307 MUWX FC 34.1561 340922 -89.9142 895451 3 11S 07W -11 -7 
12143 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-16638 161B0048 HYDE, JR, FRANK E 
    
120 MUWX IR 34.1483 340854 -89.7183 894306 10 11S 05W -11 -5 
12146 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-17061 
  
BAILEY AND SONS 
    
0 MUWX IR 33.9178 335504 -89.7764 894635 25 24N 05E 24 5 
12147 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-17063 
  
BAILEY AND SONS 
    
0 MUWX IR 33.9058 335421 -89.7803 894649 33 24N 05E 24 5 
12150 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-17236 
  
BAILEY AND SONS FARMS 
    
0 MUWX IR 33.9289 335544 -89.7747 894629 21 24N 05E 24 5 
12151 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-17237 
  
BAILEY AND SONS FARMS 
    
0 MUWX IR 33.9222 335520 -89.7731 894623 2 24N 05E 24 5 
12152 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-17238 
  
BAILEY AND SONS FARMS 
    
0 MUWX IR 33.9169 335501 -89.7864 894711 28 24N 05E 24 5 
12155 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0020 KING, JOE 4/15/68 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 100 MUWX DO 34.0203 340113 -89.6553 893919 22 25N 06E 25 6 
12156 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0013 COLEMAN, MS 7/6/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 260 MUWX DO 34.02 340112 -89.7072 894226 19 25N 06E 25 6 
12157 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0002 THORNTON, O G 11/1/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 60 MUWX DO 34.0197 340111 -89.6189 893708 24 25N 06E 25 6 
12158 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0003 PRESTAGE, LARRY 12/19/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 130 MUWX DO 34.0353 340207 -89.6725 894021 16 25N 06E 25 6 
12159 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0035 HARRISON, DEWITT B 1/28/75 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 155 MUWX DO 34.0492 340257 -89.69 894124 8 25N 06E 25 6 
12161 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0033 MORRIS, JESSIE W 12/6/73 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 160 MUWX DO 34.0492 340257 -89.6725 894021 9 25N 06E 25 6 
12163 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0031 HARPER, J G 8/17/73 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 131 MUWX DO 34.0494 340258 -89.6556 893920 10 25N 06E 25 6 
12165 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0029 EDWARDS, LEROY 5/17/73 SARTAIN WELL SUPPLY 73 MUWX DO 34.0067 340024 -89.6903 894125 29 25N 06E 25 6 
12177 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0025 MILTON, HOMER 1/15/64 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 90 MUWX DO 33.9442 335639 -89.6503 893901 15 24N 06W 24 -6 
12178 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0030 WILLIAMS, E F 10/17/63 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 80 MUWX DO 33.9417 335630 -89.645 893842 14 24N 06W 24 -6 
12181 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0027 NELSON, HENRY 4/25/62 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 108 MUWX DO 33.9594 335734 -89.6333 893800 11 24N 06W 24 -6 
12183 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0031 WILSON, B F 4/9/62 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 101 MUWX DO 33.9667 335800 -89.6358 893809 11 24N 06W 24 -6 
12184 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0024 MADISON, TODD 3/18/62 RATLIFF WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 285 MUWX DO 33.9483 335654 -89.7117 894242 18 24N 06W 24 -6 
12186 YALOBUSHA 
  
161M0009 EDWARDS, JERSY MAE 2/2/74 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 340 MUWX DO 33.8778 335240 -89.6042 893615 7 23N 07W 23 -7 
12187 YALOBUSHA 
  
161M0007 DENLEG, ROBERT 8/31/73 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 140 MUWX DO 33.9606 335738 -89.5447 893241 10 24N 07W 24 -7 
12188 YALOBUSHA 
  
161M0008 HALLMAN, RUFUS 6/10/73 LOVORN WATER WELL SERVICE 200 MUWX DO 33.9022 335408 -89.55 893300 34 24N 07W 24 -7 
 
























161L0038 WHITE, URLINE 5/10/72 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 185 MUWX DO 33.8867 335312 -89.6556 893920 3 23N 06W 23 -6 
12195 YALOBUSHA 
  
161B0011 SIMMONS, COHEN 11/14/69 SARTAIN WELL SUPPLY 83 MUWX DO 34.1694 341010 -89.6769 894037 36 10S 05W -10 -5 
12197 YALOBUSHA 
  
161B0009 MOORE, MOODY 7/17/69 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 120 MUWX DO 34.0975 340551 -89.7119 894243 27 11S 05W -11 -5 
12199 YALOBUSHA 
  
161B0007 WILBOURN, DALE 7/1/69 SARTAIN WELL SUPPLY 117 MUWX DO 34.1842 341103 -89.6772 894038 25 10S 05W -10 -5 
12206 YALOBUSHA 
  
161B0016 MATHIS, FRANK 2/1/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 200 MUWX DO 34.1294 340746 -89.7111 894240 15 11S 05W -11 -5 
12207 YALOBUSHA 
  
161B0019 SWINDALL, L 4/16/67 ROBERSON, JERRY 100 MUWX DO 34.1694 341010 -89.6769 894037 36 10S 05W -10 -5 
12209 YALOBUSHA 
  
161B0020 TUTOR, A M 8/5/66 ROBERSON, JERRY 120 MUWX DO 34.0822 340456 -89.6944 894140 35 11S 05W -11 -5 
12226 YALOBUSHA 
  
161A0035 NELSON, GEORGE 10/3/74 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 280 MUWX DO 34.08 340448 -89.8594 895134 34 26N 06W 26 -6 
12236 YALOBUSHA 
  
161A0013 VINSON, W C 9/1/68 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 250 MUWX DO 34.1419 340831 -89.8344 895004 9 11S 06W -11 -6 
12237 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0026 MURPHY, EDD 7/25/62 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 110 MUWX DO 33.9408 335627 -89.6472 893850 15 24N 06W 24 -6 
12239 YALOBUSHA 
  
161M0011 HULLEMAN, RUFUS 2/14/95 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 280 MUWX DO 33.8972 335350 -89.5583 893330 34 24N 07W 24 -7 
12240 YALOBUSHA 
  
161M0010 STRICKLAND, J W 1/31/75 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 300 MUWX DO 33.8969 335349 -89.5458 893245 24 24N 07W 24 -7 
12242 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0028 SHAW, HAROLD 4/6/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 60 MUWX DO 33.9792 335845 -89.6911 894128 5 24N 06W 24 -6 
12243 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0033 BARTON, HOMER 7/26/66 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 89 MUWX DO 33.95 335700 -89.6342 893803 29 24N 06W 24 -6 
12244 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0036 DAVIS, MR 3/7/66 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 80 MUWX DO 33.9742 335827 -89.6242 893727 2 24N 06W 24 -6 
12247 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0023 LILES, DAVID A 8/2/64 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 68 MUWX DO 33.8775 335239 -89.6183 893706 12 24N 06W 24 -6 
12248 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0021 BELL, BOBY 7/10/64 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 70 MUWX DO 33.935 335606 -89.64 893824 23 24N 06W 24 -6 
12257 YALOBUSHA 
  
161K0007 HARTON, JAMES 5/4/92 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 160 MUWX DO 33.9622 335744 -89.7253 894331 12 24N 05E 24 5 
12258 YALOBUSHA 
  
161K0006 TENNESSEE GAS 4/22/85 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 230 MUWX IN 33.9039 335414 -89.7783 894642 33 24N 05E 24 5 
12260 YALOBUSHA 
  
161K0003 PERKINS, JAMES A 9/1/67 ROBERSON, JERRY 140 MUWX DO 33.9817 335854 -89.76 894536 3 24N 05W 24 -5 
12264 YALOBUSHA 
  
161J0025 SYKES, THOMAS 3/4/80 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 380 MUWX IN 33.9769 335837 -89.9022 895408 5 24N 04E 24 4 
12265 YALOBUSHA 
  
161H0005 HARRISON 10/25/72 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 240 MUWX DO 34.0489 340256 -89.5853 893507 8 25N 07E 25 7 
12266 YALOBUSHA 
  
161H0004 SIGMAN, M G JOSH 10/20/72 THORNTON, Q T 50 MUWX DO 33.9911 335928 -89.5864 893511 32 25N 07E 25 7 
12271 YALOBUSHA 
  
161H0001 LAUGHAN, M S 7/1/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 120 MUWX DO 33.9911 335928 -89.5158 893057 36 25N 07E 25 7 
12280 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0009 REED, J L 3/22/72 SARTAIN WELL SUPPLY 95 MUWX DO 34.0347 340205 -89.69 894124 17 25N 06E 25 6 
12282 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0022 YOUNG, MAGGIE 2/24/70 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 104 MUWX DO 34.0494 340258 -89.6556 893920 10 25N 06E 25 6 
12285 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0006 COX, WILFRED 3/3/69 ROBERSON, JERRY 115 MUWX DO 34.0067 340024 -89.7075 894227 30 25N 06E 25 6 
12287 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0016 PATE, D A 8/28/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 65 MUWX DO 33.9908 335927 -89.6906 894126 32 25N 06E 25 6 
12288 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0014 MARTIN, M A 4/18/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 80 MUWX DO 33.9908 335927 -89.6906 894126 32 25N 06E 25 6 
12290 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0019 DUNKIN, WILLIE 6/1/65 ROBERSON, JERRY 180 MUWX DO 34.0639 340350 -89.7083 894230 6 25N 06E 25 6 






161G0010 COLLINS, CLYDE 4/1/67 ROBERSON, JERRY 120 MUWX DO 34.0064 340023 -89.6728 894022 28 25N 06E 25 6 
12300 YALOBUSHA 
  
161A0039 WEST COLEMAN WATER ASSOCIATION 3/18/87 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 125 MUWX PS 34.1261 340734 -89.9083 895430 18 26N 04E 26 4 
12302 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0001 WATER VALLEY ICE COMPANY 1/1/39 
  
60 MUWX UN 34.1497 340859 -89.6283 893742 9 11S 04W -11 -4 
12303 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0002 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 1/1/28 
  
80 MUWX UN 34.1497 340859 -89.6283 893742 9 11S 04W -11 -4 
12304 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0003 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 1/1/32 
  
80 MUWX UN 34.1497 340859 -89.6283 893742 9 11S 04W -11 -4 
12305 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0006 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 1/1/62 
  
160 MUWX UN 34.1622 340944 -89.6378 893816 5 11S 04W -11 -4 
12306 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0008 WATER VALLEY ICE COMPANY 1/1/48 
  
64 MUWX UN 34.1497 340859 -89.6283 893742 9 11S 04W -11 -4 
12307 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0018 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 1/1/14 
  
80 MUWX OT 34.1497 340859 -89.6283 893742 4 11S 04W -11 -4 
12308 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0019 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 1/1/19 
  
80 MUWX OT 34.1497 340859 -89.6283 893742 4 11S 04W -11 -4 
12311 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0058 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 1/1/70 
  
153 MUWX IN 34.1717 341018 -89.6444 893840 5 10S 04W -10 -4 
12312 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0076 WATER VALLEY MW-1 11/30/87 
  
30 MUWX UN 34.1472 340850 -89.6456 893844 8 11S 04W -11 -4 
12313 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0077 WATER VALLEY MW-2 11/23/87 
  
37 MUWX UN 34.1453 340843 -89.6478 893852 8 11S 04W -11 -4 
12314 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0078 WATER VALLEY MW-3 11/23/87 
  
50 MUWX UN 34.1422 340832 -89.6447 893841 8 11S 04W -11 -4 
12315 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0079 WATER VALLEY MW-4 11/24/87 
  
33 MUWX UN 34.1436 340837 -89.6494 893858 8 11S 04W -11 -4 
12316 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0080 WATER VALLEY MW-5 11/24/87 
  
37 MUWX UN 34.1456 340844 -89.6397 893823 8 11S 04W -11 -4 
12317 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0081 WATER VALLEY MW-6 11/24/87 
  
30 MUWX UN 34.1475 340851 -89.6403 893825 8 11S 04W -11 -4 
12319 YALOBUSHA 
  
1.61E+03 OAKLAND, TOWN OF 1/1/30 
  
541 MUWX UN 34.0511 340304 -89.9128 895446 7 25N 04E 25 4 
12320 YALOBUSHA 
  
1.61E+04 OAKLAND, TOWN OF 1/1/35 
  
433 MUWX PS 34.0569 340325 -89.9175 895503 7 25N 04E 25 4 
12323 YALOBUSHA 
  
1.61E+15 ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY 
    
440 MUWX UN 34.0536 340313 -89.9081 895429 8 25N 04E 25 4 
12324 YALOBUSHA 
  
1.61E+16 OAKLAND GIN COMPANY 1/1/09 
  
472 MUWX UN 34.05 340300 -89.9083 895430 8 25N 04E 25 4 
12325 YALOBUSHA 
  
1.61E+17 BLACK, W K 1/1/11 
  
495 MUWX UN 34.0581 340329 -89.9083 895430 5 25N 04E 25 4 
12326 YALOBUSHA 
  
1.61E+21 OAKLAND, TOWN OF 1/1/66 
  
438 MUWX PS 34.0658 340357 -89.91 895436 7 25N 04E 25 4 
12327 YALOBUSHA 
  
1.61E+26 MCGEE, J R 1/1/50 
  
300 MUWX DO 34.0517 340306 -89.8817 895254 9 25N 04W 25 -4 
12334 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0004 WHITE, MARTIN 1/1/66 
  
105 MUWX DO 34 340000 -89.6508 893903 27 25N 06E 25 6 
12337 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0015 MARTIN, MIKE 1/1/64 
  
110 MUWX DO 33.9933 335936 -89.7033 894212 31 25N 06E 25 6 
12338 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0018 TELOFORD, JAMES 1/1/66 
  
120 MUWX DO 34.0625 340345 -89.6233 893724 1 25N 06E 25 6 
12340 YALOBUSHA 
  
161J0001 MILTON BACON 1/1/59 
  
415 MUWX DO 33.9392 335621 -89.9097 895435 19 24N 04E 24 4 
12341 YALOBUSHA 
  
161J0003 GRENADA SAND AND GRAVEL 1/1/52 
  
383 MUWX UN 33.9322 335556 -89.8894 895322 21 24N 04E 24 4 
12344 YALOBUSHA 
  
161K0001 US FOREST SERVICE 1/1/58 
  
189 MUWX DO 33.9761 335834 -89.8186 894907 6 24N 05E 24 5 
12346 YALOBUSHA 
  
161K0017 DAILEY, R 1/1/13 
  
325 MUWX UN 33.8817 335254 -89.7333 894400 12 23N 05E 23 5 
12348 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0002 BRYANT, W C 1/1/03 
  
180 MUWX DO 33.9272 335538 -89.7047 894217 19 24N 06E 24 6 






161L0003 BRYANT, W C 
    
265 MUWX DO 33.9272 335538 -89.7047 894217 19 24N 06E 24 6 
12350 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0004 BROWN, J W 1/1/11 
  
30 MUWX OT 33.9242 335527 -89.6278 893740 25 24N 06E 24 6 
12357 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0011 MRS T HAMBLETT 1/1/05 
  
110 MUWX OT 33.9733 335824 -89.6764 894035 4 24N 06E 24 6 
12359 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0013 COUNTY FARM HOUSE 1/1/34 
  
110 MUWX DO 33.9733 335824 -89.6764 894035 33 24N 06E 24 6 
12363 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0040 HAYS CO 1/1/83 
  
40 MUWX IN 33.9708 335815 -89.6694 894010 4 24N 06E 24 6 
12364 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0041 HAYS CO 1/1/83 
  
40 MUWX IN 33.9708 335815 -89.6694 894010 4 24N 06E 24 6 
12372 YALOBUSHA 
  
161J0002 GRENADA SAND AND GRAVEL 1/1/40 
  
400 MUWX UN 33.9311 335552 -89.8906 895326 21 24N 04E 24 4 
12385 YALOBUSHA 
  
161B0030 EUBANKS, RONALD 11/12/70 SARTAIN WELL SUPPLY 131 MUWX DO 34.0825 340457 -89.7119 894243 34 11S 05W -11 -5 
12407 YALOBUSHA 
  
1.61E+22 WARDWELL, BEN 11/6/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 340 MUWX DO 34.035 340206 -89.8472 895050 14 25N 04E 25 4 
12411 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0014 FLY, PHELIA 11/6/64 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 60 MUWX DO 34.1108 340639 -89.6058 893621 22 11S 04W -11 -4 
 
FID- 



















161C0060 FORTENBURY, MR 8/5/64 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 140 MUWX DO 34.1839 341102 -89.5883 893518 26 10S 04W -10 -4 
12413 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0016 FORTENBURY, MR 8/1/64 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 75 MUWX DO 34.1839 341102 -89.5883 893518 26 10S 04W -10 -4 
12414 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0039 BROOKS, E E 7/22/63 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 101 MUWX DO 34.1694 341010 -89.6061 893622 34 10S 04W -10 -4 
12415 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0038 POWELL, D H 3/18/63 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 133 MUWX DO 34.1694 341010 -89.6061 893622 34 10S 04W -10 -4 
12416 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0037 RILEY, BOB 2/18/63 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 84 MUWX DO 34.1694 341010 -89.6414 893829 32 10S 04W -10 -4 
12418 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0036 THWEATT, L W 8/21/62 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 568 MUWX DO 34.1108 340639 -89.6058 893621 22 11S 04W -11 -4 
12419 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0034 BROOKS, FRANK 3/2/61 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 133 MUWX DO 34.14 340824 -89.6056 893620 10 11S 04W -11 -4 
12421 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0026 GREEN, DALENCY 8/20/67 ROBERSON, JERRY 115 MUWX DO 34.1694 341010 -89.6061 893622 34 10S 04W -10 -4 
12422 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0023 GOODMAN, CHARLES 8/24/67 ROBERSON, JERRY 170 MUWX DO 34.1547 340917 -89.6056 893620 3 11S 04W -11 -4 
12423 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0051 MOTT, ALBERT 6/1/67 ROBERSON, JERRY 120 MUWX DO 34.0969 340549 -89.6406 893826 29 11S 04W -11 -4 
12424 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0029 LAMTRIP, M H 6/1/67 ROBERSON, JERRY 100 MUWX DO 34.1844 341104 -89.6408 893827 29 10S 04W -10 -4 
12425 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0027 GRIGG, LEONARD 4/4/67 ROBERSON, JERRY 140 MUWX DO 34.1694 341010 -89.6592 893933 31 10S 04W -10 -4 
12426 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0007 WOODALL, JESSIE 4/6/67 ROBERSON, JERRY 95 MUWX DO 34.1844 341104 -89.6408 893827 29 10S 04W -10 -4 
12427 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0011 DICKEY, WILLIAM 10/19/66 ROBERSON, JERRY 100 MUWX DO 34.1844 341104 -89.6592 893933 30 10S 04W -10 -4 
12428 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0020 GOODMAN, CHARLES 8/12/66 ROBERSON, JERRY 200 MUWX DO 34.1689 341008 -89.5889 893520 35 10S 04W -10 -4 
12429 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0049 MAITHIS, MR 7/19/66 ROBERSON, JERRY 200 MUWX DO 34.1694 341010 -89.6592 893933 31 10S 04W -10 -4 
12442 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0064 SPROOSE, CLAYTON 5/3/71 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 183 MUWX DO 34.1839 341102 -89.5883 893518 26 10S 04W -10 -4 
12443 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0061 TOLIVER, JAMES 2/16/71 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 161 MUWX DO 34.1553 340919 -89.6406 893826 5 11S 04W -11 -4 
12444 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0057 HENDRIX, BUCK 5/25/70 SARTAIN WELL SUPPLY 89 MUWX DO 34.1692 341009 -89.6206 893714 33 10S 04W -10 -4 






161C0056 MCMINN, MARTIN 3/27/70 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 156 MUWX DO 34.1694 341010 -89.6592 893933 31 10S 04W -10 -4 
12446 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0055 CAMPGROUND BAPTIST CHURCH 2/19/70 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 164 MUWX DO 34.1844 341104 -89.6408 893827 29 10S 04W -10 -4 
12447 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0046 CLAUDE, R 11/26/69 SARTAIN WELL SUPPLY 79 MUWX DO 34.1556 340920 -89.6589 893932 6 11S 04W -11 -4 
12448 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0045 CHANDLER, C G 10/1/69 SARTAIN WELL SUPPLY 89 MUWX DO 34.0817 340454 -89.6597 893935 31 11S 04W -11 -4 
12449 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0044 WALTON, LOYD 8/15/69 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 101 MUWX DO 34.1278 340740 -89.6203 893713 16 11S 04W -11 -4 
12451 YALOBUSHA 
  
161D0010 TUBBS, L A 11/18/64 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 117 MUWX DO 34.0967 340548 -89.5531 893311 30 11S 03W -11 -3 
12452 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0071 KELLEY, JONAH 8/1/75 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 102 MUWX DO 34.0814 340453 -89.6197 893711 33 11S 04W -11 -4 
12453 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0013 LEWIS, ORIS 2/25/75 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 120 MUWX DO 34.0806 340450 -89.5697 893411 36 11S 04W -11 -4 
12454 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0070 HILL, FRANK 8/29/73 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 94 MUWX DO 34.1836 341101 -89.6211 893716 28 10S 04W -10 -4 
12456 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0032 SIMPSON, CHARLIE 5/27/69 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 151 MUWX DO 34.1844 341104 -89.6408 893827 29 10S 04W -10 -4 
12457 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0031 DICKEY 3/14/69 SARTAIN WELL SUPPLY 74 MUWX DO 34.14 340824 -89.6056 893620 10 11S 04W -11 -4 
12458 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0043 SMITH, J K 12/1/68 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 119 MUWX DO 34.1406 340826 -89.6406 893826 8 11S 04W -11 -4 
12459 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0050 MANARD,CARL 8/14/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 175 MUWX DO 34.1844 341104 -89.6592 893933 30 10S 04W -10 -4 
12460 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0009 BLANT, JOE 7/10/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 85 MUWX DO 34.1556 340920 -89.6589 893932 6 11S 04W -11 -4 
12461 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0012 DOLLEHITE, MR 4/25/66 ROBERSON, JERRY 140 MUWX DO 34.1694 341010 -89.6592 893933 31 10S 04W -10 -4 
12462 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0028 JOHNSTON, BILLY 9/1/67 ROBERSON, JERRY 120 MUWX DO 34.1844 341104 -89.6592 893933 30 10S 04W -10 -4 
12463 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0042 MCCAIN, W R 7/5/66 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 85 MUWX DO 34.1839 341102 -89.5708 893415 25 10S 04W -10 -4 
12464 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0052 ROSS, HARVEY 6/1/66 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 160 MUWX DO 34.1694 341010 -89.6061 893622 34 10S 04W -10 -4 
12465 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0054 WILSON, CASPER 5/28/65 ROBERSON, JERRY 70 MUWX DO 34.0808 340451 -89.5875 893515 35 11S 04W -11 -4 
12466 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0025 GOFORTH, MRS 4/11/65 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 110 MUWX DO 34.0808 340451 -89.5875 893515 35 11S 04W -11 -4 
12467 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0024 GOFORTH, MRS 4/10/65 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 75 MUWX DO 34.0808 340451 -89.5875 893515 35 11S 04W -11 -4 
12468 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0041 JONES, L D 3/11/65 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 145 MUWX DO 34.1844 341104 -89.6408 893827 29 10S 04W -10 -4 
12469 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0040 JONES, L D 3/10/65 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 145 MUWX DO 34.1844 341104 -89.6408 893827 29 10S 04W -10 -4 
12470 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0015 FLY, PHELIA 11/6/64 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 60 MUWX DO 34.1108 340639 -89.6058 893621 22 11S 04W -11 -4 
12471 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0053 SANSON, R T 11/10/60 
  
70 MUWX DO 34.1556 340920 -89.6589 893932 6 11S 04W -11 -4 
12473 YALOBUSHA 
  
161B0037 DUNCIN, WILLIE 8/1/73 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 185 MUWX DO 34.0825 340457 -89.7119 894243 34 11S 05W -11 -5 
12474 YALOBUSHA 
  
161B0036 WALKER, BAILEY 6/5/73 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 151 MUWX DO 34.1117 340642 -89.6772 894038 24 11S 05W -11 -5 
12475 YALOBUSHA 
  
161B0035 HYDE, FRANK 3/30/73 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 100 MUWX DO 34.1419 340831 -89.73 894348 9 11S 05W -11 -5 
12479 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0035 BLOUNT, LUTHER 9/13/61 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 135 MUWX DO 34.1553 340919 -89.6406 893826 5 11S 04W -11 -4 
12480 YALOBUSHA 
  
161C0010 CAMPGROUND BAPTIST CHURCH 3/8/61 ELLIOTT HARDWARE COMPANY 168 MUWX DO 34.0806 340450 -89.5697 893411 36 11S 04W -11 -4 
12481 YALOBUSHA 
  
161B0031 WILBORN, SAMUEL 1/18/71 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 160 MUWX DO 34.1842 341103 -89.6772 894038 25 10S 05W -10 -5 






161B0029 MOORE, WAYNE 7/22/70 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 120 MUWX DO 34.1117 340642 -89.6944 894140 23 11S 05W -11 -5 
12486 YALOBUSHA 
  
161B0026 FREEMAN, EARL 4/20/70 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 164 MUWX DO 34.0972 340550 -89.6942 894139 26 11S 05W -11 -5 
12490 YALOBUSHA 
  
161F0010 HERRON, F B 8/9/66 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 208 MUWX DO 34.0344 340204 -89.7592 894533 15 25N 05E 25 5 
12492 YALOBUSHA 
  
161F0014 BAILEY, FRED 11/10/69 RATLIFF WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 231 MUWX DO 33.9914 335929 -89.7953 894743 32 25N 05E 25 5 
12498 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0017 SHAW, FORD 4/15/62 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 63 MUWX DO 33.99 335924 -89.62 893712 36 25N 06W 25 -6 
12507 YALOBUSHA 
  
161F0011 HIGHT, WHIT 8/11/66 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 146 MUWX DO 34.0344 340204 -89.7592 894533 15 25N 05E 25 5 
663 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0017 LAFAYETTE COUNTY 1/1/61 
  
271 WLCX DO 34.4806 342850 -89.5125 893045 16 07S 03W -7 -3 
922 LAFAYETTE 
  
071K0023 MCPHAIL TRAILER CT 10/15/75 
  
245 WLCX DO 34.3064 341823 -89.5169 893101 16 09S 03W -9 -3 
923 LAFAYETTE 
  
071K0024 MCPHAIL, BUD 12/2/75 
  
260 WLCX DO 34.3067 341824 -89.5172 893102 16 09S 03W -9 -3 
12190 YALOBUSHA 
  
161M0006 HARRIS, RALPH 6/1/73 LOVORN WATER WELL SERVICE 284 WLCX DO 33.8683 335206 -89.5308 893151 11 23N 07W 23 -7 
12238 YALOBUSHA 
  
161M0012 HORTON, CLAYTON 9/16/75 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 250 WLCX DO 33.9478 335652 -89.5167 893100 13 24N 07W 24 -7 
271 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00708 071F0044 UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 1/1/72 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 535 WLCXL AB 34.3628 342146 -89.5308 893151 29 08S 03W -8 -3 
284 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00806 071K0022 ANCHOR WATER ASSOCIATION INC 7/1/75 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 482 WLCXL NR 34.2489 341456 -89.5231 893123 4 10S 03W -10 -3 
285 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-00807 071O0007 ANCHOR WATER ASSOCIATION INC 5/1/85 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 601 WLCXL PS 34.2106 341238 -89.5211 893116 16 10S 03W -10 -3 
292 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-01048 071G0018 PUNKIN WATER ASSOCIATION 4/2/80 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 439 WLCXL PS 34.3419 342031 -89.4272 892538 32 08S 02W -8 -2 
293 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-01049 071G0011 PUNKIN WATER ASSOCIATION 8/8/73 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 400 WLCXL PS 34.3422 342032 -89.4272 892538 32 08S 02W -8 -2 
296 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-03891 071A0027 US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 4/1/79 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 520 WLCXL RE 34.4289 342544 -89.7058 894221 34 07S 05W -7 -5 
297 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-07430 071F0092 EAST OXFORD WATER ASSOCIATION INC 2/25/75 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 490 WLCXL PS 34.3489 342056 -89.4919 892931 34 08S 03W -8 -3 
298 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-07431 071F0041 EAST OXFORD WATER ASSOCIATION INC 10/7/63 ELLIOTT HARDWARE COMPANY 602 WLCXL AB 34.3453 342043 -89.4944 892940 34 08S 03W -8 -3 
307 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-12466 071L0017 YOCONA WATER ASSOCIATION INC 7/1/84 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 375 WLCXL PS 34.3147 341853 -89.3919 892331 10 09S 02W -9 -2 
312 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-12499 071P0005 MT COMFORT WATER ASSOCIATION 2/18/63 ELLIOTT HARDWARE COMPANY 315 WLCXL NR 34.2325 341357 -89.3642 892151 12 10S 02W -10 -2 
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319 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-13185 071L0013 DENMARK WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
3/14/78 RATLIFF WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 230 WLCXL PS 34.3158 341857 -89.3625 892145 12 09S 02W -9 -2 
321 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-14285 071L0018 YOCONA WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
5/20/93 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 391 WLCXL PS 34.3142 341851 -89.3931 892335 10 09S 02W -9 -2 
323 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-14578 071B0009 ABBEVILLE, TOWN OF 
 
3/10/67 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 508 WLCXL SB 34.5014 343005 -89.4994 892958 3 07S 03W -7 -3 
326 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-15088 071O0012 ANCHOR WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
11/10/96 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 610 WLCXL PS 34.2111 341240 -89.5214 893117 16 10S 03W -10 -3 
330 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-15350 071B0046 ABBEVILLE, TOWN OF 
 
4/29/93 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 487 WLCXL PS 34.5014 343005 -89.4992 892957 3 07S 03W -7 -3 
337 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-15586 071L0021 DENMARK WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
8/3/02 PARKS AND PARKS WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 240 WLCXL PS 34.3164 341859 -89.3625 892145 12 09S 02W -9 -2 
339 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-15800 071F0152 EAST OXFORD WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
1/23/04 PARKS AND PARKS WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 492 WLCXL PS 34.3422 342032 -89.4944 892940 34 08S 03W -8 -3 
344 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16166 071B0060 ABBEVILLE, TOWN OF 
 
5/19/05 LAYNE CHRISTENSEN COMPANY 499 WLCXL PS 34.5006 343002 -89.4997 892959 3 07S 03W -7 -3 
355 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-16716 071G0035 PUNKIN WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
1/5/12 DONALD SMITH COMPANY, INC 450 WLCXL PS 34.3414 342029 -89.4386 892619 32 08S 02W -8 -2 
382 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0191 TURNER, TOM 
 
4/16/13 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 135 WLCXL DO 34.4158 342457 -89.5025 893009 3 08S 03W -8 -3 
393 LAFAYETTE 
  
071D0022 MCKITTRICK, DANNY 
 
8/14/12 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 280 WLCXL DO 34.4719 342819 -89.3347 892005 18 07S 01W -7 -1 
474 LAFAYETTE 
  




520 WLCXL OW 34.5019 343007 -89.4994 892958 3 07S 03W -7 -3 










525 WLCXL OT 34.3642 342151 -89.53 893148 29 08S 03W -8 -3 
485 LAFAYETTE 
  




439 WLCXL UN 34.3522 342108 -89.5344 893204 29 08S 03W -8 -3 
519 LAFAYETTE 
  
071K0035 COCHRAN, THAD 
 
11/5/05 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 360 WLCXL DO 34.2986 341755 -89.5175 893103 16 09S 03W -9 -3 
521 LAFAYETTE 
  
071Q0009 PATTERSON, BRUCE 
 
10/17/05 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 100 WLCXL DO 34.2408 341427 -89.2906 891726 3 10S 01W -10 -1 
678 LAFAYETTE 
  




265 WLCXL DO 34.5 343000 -89.5431 893235 36 06S 03W -6 -3 
687 LAFAYETTE 
  




440 WLCXL DO 34.4819 342855 -89.465 892754 12 07S 03W -7 -3 
689 LAFAYETTE 
  




450 WLCXL DO 34.4753 342831 -89.4667 892800 13 07S 03W -7 -3 
694 LAFAYETTE 
  




635 WLCXL PS 34.1919 341131 -89.6106 893638 27 10S 04W -10 -4 
697 LAFAYETTE 
  
071D0004 US FOREST SERVICE 
 
1/1/64 ELLIOTT HARDWARE COMPANY 345 WLCXL RE 34.4369 342613 -89.3514 892105 30 07S 01W -7 -1 
698 LAFAYETTE 
  




308 WLCXL DO 34.4581 342729 -89.2542 891515 24 07S 01W -7 -1 
700 LAFAYETTE 
  




410 WLCXL DO 34.4431 342635 -89.2911 891728 27 07S 01W -7 -1 
701 LAFAYETTE 
  




170 WLCXL DO 34.4869 342913 -89.3072 891826 9 07S 01W -7 -1 
703 LAFAYETTE 
  




180 WLCXL DO 34.475 342830 -89.3269 891937 17 07S 01W -7 -1 
704 LAFAYETTE 
  




300 WLCXL DO 34.4389 342620 -89.2875 891715 27 07S 01W -7 -1 
705 LAFAYETTE 
  




330 WLCXL DO 34.5014 343005 -89.3425 892033 6 07S 01W -7 -1 
823 LAFAYETTE 
  




440 WLCXL OT 34.3564 342123 -89.5339 893202 29 08S 03W -8 -3 
835 LAFAYETTE 
  











423 WLCXL DO 34.3858 342309 -89.4286 892543 17 08S 02W -8 -2 
847 LAFAYETTE 
  




360 WLCXL UN 34.4103 342437 -89.3953 892343 3 08S 02W -8 -2 
849 LAFAYETTE 
  




450 WLCXL UN 34.3414 342029 -89.4389 892620 32 08S 02W -8 -2 
903 LAFAYETTE 
  




500 WLCXL DO 34.2619 341543 -89.5939 893538 35 09S 04W -9 -4 
914 LAFAYETTE 
  




210 WLCXL DO 34.2572 341526 -89.4661 892758 36 09S 03W -9 -3 
915 LAFAYETTE 
  




500 WLCXL UN 34.2506 341502 -89.5228 893122 33 09S 03W -9 -3 
919 LAFAYETTE 
  




595 WLCXL UN 34.2867 341712 -89.5183 893106 21 09S 03W -9 -3 
920 LAFAYETTE 
  




313 WLCXL DO 34.2903 341725 -89.4678 892804 24 09S 03W -9 -3 
921 LAFAYETTE 
  




460 WLCXL UN 34.2506 341502 -89.5225 893121 33 09S 03W -9 -3 
928 LAFAYETTE 
  




325 WLCXL DO 34.3347 342005 -89.4942 892939 3 09S 03W -9 -3 
930 LAFAYETTE 
  




460 WLCXL DO 34.2964 341747 -89.5214 893117 16 09S 03W -9 -3 
945 LAFAYETTE 
  




225 WLCXL DO 34.3125 341845 -89.3083 891830 9 09S 01W -9 -1 
976 LAFAYETTE 
  




487 WLCXL DO 34.2167 341300 -89.515 893054 16 10S 03W -10 -3 
979 LAFAYETTE 
  




300 WLCXL UN 34.2306 341350 -89.3736 892225 11 10S 02W -10 -2 










0 WLCXL DO 34.2292 341345 -89.3556 892120 12 10S 02W -10 -2 
983 LAFAYETTE 
  




158 WLCXL DO 34.2328 341358 -89.3853 892307 11 10S 02W -10 -2 
984 LAFAYETTE 
  




129 WLCXL DO 34.2325 341357 -89.3858 892309 11 10S 02W -10 -2 
986 LAFAYETTE 
  




202 WLCXL DO 34.2222 341320 -89.25 891500 12 10S 01W -10 -1 
987 LAFAYETTE 
  




159 WLCXL DO 34.2272 341338 -89.2936 891737 10 10S 01W -10 -1 
1005 LAFAYETTE 
  
7.10E+70 SHELL GAS MART 
 
8/7/04 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 150 WLCXL AB 34.3592 342133 -89.5911 893528 26 08S 04W -8 -4 
1006 LAFAYETTE 
  
071F0036 PUNKIN WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
1/1/71 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 480 WLCXL PS 34.3653 342155 -89.4636 892749 24 08S 03W -8 -3 
1011 LAFAYETTE 
  
071B0043 ABBEVILLE, TOWN OF 
 
4/26/82 J W WEBB AND SONS, INC 490 WLCXL PS 34.5019 343007 -89.4994 892958 3 07S 03W -7 -3 
1145 LAFAYETTE 
  
071C0007 BELL, EDWARD 
 
6/28/02 HICKS WELL DRILLING COMPANY 610 WLCXL DO 34.4794 342846 -89.4314 892553 17 07S 02W -7 -2 
5293 PANOLA MS-GW-00004 1.07E+03 CRENSHAW, TOWN OF 
 
9/8/60 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1384 WLCXL PS 34.5011 343004 -90.19 901124 6 07S 09W -7 -9 
5299 PANOLA MS-GW-01879 1.07E+07 CRENSHAW, TOWN OF 
 
4/14/64 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1393 WLCXL PS 34.5056 343020 -90.1944 901140 6 07S 09W -7 -9 
5300 PANOLA MS-GW-01885 107G0009 SARDIS, CITY OF 
 
4/1/67 CARLOSS WELL SUPPLY COMPANY 970 WLCXL SB 34.4378 342616 -89.9181 895505 27 07S 07W -7 -7 
5301 PANOLA MS-GW-01886 107G0010 SARDIS, CITY OF 
 
10/1/67 CARLOSS WELL SUPPLY COMPANY 1144 WLCXL AB 34.4233 342524 -89.9119 895443 35 07S 07W -7 -7 
5302 PANOLA MS-GW-01887 107G0035 SARDIS, CITY OF 
 
12/1/82 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1098 WLCXL PS 34.4231 342523 -89.9081 895429 35 07S 07W -7 -7 
5305 PANOLA MS-GW-01992 
  
TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE 
 
1/1/47 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1100 WLCXL SB 34.2953 341743 -90.0747 900429 19 09S 08W -9 -8 
5307 PANOLA MS-GW-01994 107Q0013 TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE 
 
1/21/70 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1046 WLCXL SB 34.2961 341746 -90.0739 900426 19 09S 08W -9 -8 
5308 PANOLA MS-GW-02105 107L0033 CONCORD MACEDONIA WATER ASSOCIATIO N 10/14/88 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1250 WLCXL PS 34.3508 342103 -90.0169 900101 26 08S 08W -8 -8 
5311 PANOLA MS-GW-02410 107A0023 ASL WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
11/15/66 BAILEY DRILLING COMPANY 1500 WLCXL SB 34.515 343054 -90.1275 900739 34 06S 09W -6 -9 
5312 PANOLA MS-GW-02446 107R0011 BATESVILLE, CITY OF 
 
5/21/64 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1085 WLCXL PS 34.3169 341901 -89.9442 895639 9 09S 07W -9 -7 
5313 PANOLA MS-GW-02447 107R0079 BATESVILLE, CITY OF 
 
11/10/83 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1147 WLCXL PS 34.2997 341759 -89.9294 895546 15 09S 07W -9 -7 
5314 PANOLA MS-GW-02448 107R0059 BATESVILLE, CITY OF 
 
9/24/73 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1137 WLCXL PS 34.2956 341744 -89.9461 895646 21 09S 07W -9 -7 
5315 PANOLA MS-GW-02449 107R0002 BATESVILLE, CITY OF 
 
8/30/54 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1034 WLCXL PS 34.3175 341903 -89.9503 895701 8 09S 07W -9 -7 
5319 PANOLA MS-GW-02797 107K0005 SOUTH LAKE WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
6/24/76 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1298 WLCXL PS 34.3939 342338 -90.1806 901050 7 08S 09W -8 -9 
5321 PANOLA MS-GW-03109 107H0026 JOHN W KYLE STATE PARK 
 
8/7/74 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 917 WLCXL IT 34.4281 342541 -89.8019 894807 35 07S 06W -7 -6 
5324 PANOLA MS-GW-03889 107O0036 US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
 
6/29/79 USACE 740 WLCXL RE 34.4108 342439 -89.7286 894343 4 08S 05W -8 -5 
5326 PANOLA MS-GW-03892 107N0003 US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
 
8/29/66 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 898 WLCXL RE 34.4158 342457 -89.8089 894832 2 08S 06W -8 -6 
5327 PANOLA MS-GW-03894 107V0061 US ARMY COE ENID LAKE 
 
9/1/79 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 795 WLCXL RE 34.1667 341000 -89.8944 895340 36 10S 07W -10 -7 
5330 PANOLA MS-GW-04616 107O0035 SARDIS LAKE COMMUNITY WATER ASSOCIA T 4/30/79 ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 663 WLCXL PS 34.3653 342155 -89.735 894406 21 08S 05W -8 -5 
 
FID- 

















5332 PANOLA MS-GW-05894 107M0004 HEBRON WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
1/10/69 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1120 WLCXL PS 34.3939 342338 -89.935 895606 16 08S 07W -8 -7 





5341 PANOLA MS-GW-07922 107P0031 ENON, LOCKE STATION-CURTIS WATER ASSO 
 
12/4/87 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1164 WLCXL PS 34.2886 341719 -90.1011 900604 24 09S 09W -9 -9 
5342 PANOLA MS-GW-07923 107P0025 ENON, LOCKE STATION-CURTIS WATER ASSO 
 
8/13/69 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1164 WLCXL PS 34.2881 341717 -90.1017 900606 24 09S 09W -9 -9 
5343 PANOLA MS-GW-07924 107P0024 ENON, LOCKE STATION-CURTIS WATER ASSO 
 
1/10/69 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1164 WLCXL AB 34.2883 341718 -90.1014 900605 24 09S 09W -9 -9 
5410 PANOLA MS-GW-12797 107H0034 PANOLA UNION WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
12/15/82 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 944 WLCXL PS 34.4356 342608 -89.8489 895056 32 07S 06W -7 -6 
5414 PANOLA MS-GW-12919 107V0007 POPE-COURTLAND WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
1/1/65 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 823 WLCXL PS 34.2214 341317 -89.94 895624 16 10S 07W -10 -7 
5426 PANOLA MS-GW-14065 107A0004 ASL WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
12/7/78 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1482 WLCXL PS 34.5156 343056 -90.1286 900743 34 06S 09W -6 -9 
5435 PANOLA MS-GW-14447 107R0094 POPE-COURTLAND WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
2/28/92 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1120 WLCXL PS 34.2811 341652 -89.9389 895620 21 09S 07W -9 -7 
5440 PANOLA MS-GW-14712 107R0088 BATESVILLE, CITY OF 
 
8/3/90 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1080 WLCXL PS 34.3094 341834 -89.9117 895442 14 09S 07W -9 -7 
5441 PANOLA MS-GW-14713 107R0090 BATESVILLE, CITY OF 
 
3/7/90 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1084 WLCXL PS 34.3197 341911 -89.9369 895613 9 09S 07W -9 -7 
5444 PANOLA MS-GW-15087 107M0026 HEBRON WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
3/10/97 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1145 WLCXL PS 34.3944 342340 -89.9286 895543 10 08S 07W -8 -7 
5445 PANOLA MS-GW-15091 107M0021 HEBRON WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
12/3/75 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1110 WLCXL PS 34.3939 342338 -89.9347 895605 16 08S 07W -8 -7 
5446 PANOLA MS-GW-15092 107G0037 COMO, TOWN OF 
 
10/20/97 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1260 WLCXL PS 34.5017 343006 -89.9369 895613 4 07S 07W -7 -7 
5447 PANOLA MS-GW-15097 107G0028 COMO, TOWN OF 
 
11/14/73 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1269 WLCXL PS 34.5022 343008 -89.9375 895615 4 07S 07W -7 -7 
5448 PANOLA MS-GW-15101 107O0037 SARDIS LAKE COMMUNITY WATER ASSOCIA T 8/30/88 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 590 WLCXL PS 34.3653 342155 -89.7358 894409 21 08S 05W -8 -5 
5450 PANOLA MS-GW-15120 107G0041 SARDIS, CITY OF 
 
12/5/97 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1164 WLCXL PS 34.4233 342524 -89.9122 895444 35 07S 07W -7 -7 
5452 PANOLA MS-GW-15299 107P0033 ENON, LOCKE STATION-CURTIS WATER ASSO 
 
7/21/98 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1164 WLCXL PS 34.2878 341716 -90.0989 900556 24 09S 09W -9 -9 
5455 PANOLA MS-GW-15442 107F0020 NORTH PANOLA WATER DISTRICT 
 
12/20/00 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 1328 WLCXL PS 34.4961 342946 -90.0042 900015 2 07S 08W -7 -8 
5456 PANOLA MS-GW-15443 107F0021 NORTH PANOLA WATER DISTRICT 
 
12/20/00 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 1406 WLCXL PS 34.4956 342944 -90.0175 900103 11 07S 08W -7 -8 
5460 PANOLA MS-GW-15737 107L0034 CONCORD MACEDONIA WATER ASSOCIATIO N 8/8/02 PARKS AND PARKS WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 1195 WLCXL PS 34.3464 342047 -90.0158 900057 35 08S 08W -8 -8 
5464 PANOLA MS-GW-15980 107K0025 HAYS, W D 
 
9/1/96 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1310 WLCXL DO 34.3942 342339 -90.0972 900550 12 08S 09W -8 -9 
5470 PANOLA MS-GW-16551 107N0055 HOTOPHIA WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
9/20/09 PARKS AND PARKS WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 940 WLCXL PS 34.3744 342228 -89.8436 895037 21 08S 06W -8 -6 
5476 PANOLA MS-GW-17195 
  
BATESVILLE, CITY OF 
     
0 WLCXL PS 34.2978 341752 -89.9169 895501 15 09S 07W -9 -7 
5758 PANOLA 
  
107R0093 POPE-COURTLAND WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
10/1/93 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1120 WLCXL AB 34.2811 341652 -89.9389 895620 28 09S 07W -9 -7 
5766 PANOLA 
  




1429 WLCXL UN 34.4392 342621 -90.19 901124 30 07S 09W -7 -9 
5775 PANOLA 
  
107K0022 HAYS BROTHERS AND HALL 
 
3/18/92 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1127 WLCXL DO 34.3944 342340 -90.0975 900551 12 08S 09W -8 -9 
5784 PANOLA 
  




1127 WLCXL UN 34.2817 341654 -89.9389 895620 28 09S 07W -9 -7 
5852 PANOLA 
  
107V0056 US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
 
6/20/70 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 770 WLCXL IN 34.1717 341018 -89.7839 894702 36 10S 07W -10 -7 
6422 PANOLA 
  
1.07E+04 CRENSHAW, TOWN OF 
     
1420 WLCXL UN 34.5017 343006 -90.1892 901121 6 07S 09W -7 -9 
6492 PANOLA 
  




931 WLCXL DO 34.4272 342538 -89.8378 895016 33 07S 06W -7 -6 
6612 PANOLA 
  




896 WLCXL RE 34.4158 342457 -89.8089 894832 2 08S 06W -8 -6 
6702 PANOLA 
  




955 WLCXL UN 34.3358 342009 -89.9375 895615 4 09S 07W -9 -7 
6708 PANOLA 
  




1120 WLCXL PS 34.2608 341539 -89.9878 895916 16 09S 07W -9 -7 







107R0009 S SIDE REALTY 
     
1100 WLCXL UN 34.3003 341801 -89.9464 895647 16 09S 07W -9 -7 
6713 PANOLA 
  




374 WLCXL UN 34.32 341912 -89.9444 895640 9 09S 07W -9 -7 
6717 PANOLA 
  




922 WLCXL DO 34.2514 341505 -89.9286 895543 34 09S 07W -9 -7 
6913 PANOLA 
  




899 WLCXL DO 34.2411 341428 -89.9189 895508 3 10S 07W -10 -7 
7922 TATE MS-GW-02014 137H0091 LOOXAHOMA WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
6/30/66 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1070 WLCXL PS 34.6047 343617 -89.8375 895015 33 05S 06W -5 -6 
7923 TATE MS-GW-02048 1.37E+07 COTTONVILLE SAVAGE WATER ASSOCIATIO N 12/13/68 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1695 WLCXL SB 34.6622 343944 -90.1889 901120 7 05S 09W -5 -9 
7932 TATE MS-GW-03119 137G0062 SENATOBIA, CITY OF 
 
6/6/73 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1192 WLCXL PS 34.6328 343758 -89.9669 895801 20 05S 07W -5 -7 
7933 TATE MS-GW-03120 137G0047 SENATOBIA, CITY OF 
 
12/22/72 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1200 WLCXL PS 34.6161 343658 -89.9556 895720 29 05S 07W -5 -7 
7934 TATE MS-GW-03121 137G0043 SENATOBIA, CITY OF 
 
10/31/72 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1160 WLCXL PS 34.6147 343653 -89.9558 895721 29 05S 07W -5 -7 
7935 TATE MS-GW-03122 137G0061 SENATOBIA, CITY OF 
 
5/11/73 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1167 WLCXL PS 34.6336 343801 -89.9647 895753 20 05S 07W -5 -7 
7939 TATE MS-GW-07443 137K0028 STRAYHORN WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
2/20/81 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1615 WLCXL PS 34.5717 343418 -90.1786 901043 8 06S 09W -6 -9 
7949 TATE MS-GW-13416 137H0099 LOOXAHOMA WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
2/20/92 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1077 WLCXL PS 34.6047 343617 -89.8375 895015 33 05S 06W -5 -6 
7955 TATE MS-GW-14878 137G0082 SENATOBIA, CITY OF 
 
10/1/93 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1192 WLCXL PS 34.5992 343557 -89.9578 895728 32 05S 07W -5 -7 
7959 TATE MS-GW-14983 137M0027 DELTA RAIN INC 
 
7/20/95 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1108 WLCXL NR 34.5664 343359 -89.9328 895558 15 06S 07W -6 -7 
7964 TATE MS-GW-15749 1.37E+36 COTTONVILLE SAVAGE WATER ASSOCIATIO N 4/29/02 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 1684 WLCXL PS 34.6617 343942 -90.1892 901121 7 05S 09W -5 -9 
7974 TATE MS-GW-16348 1.37E+60 STRAYHORN WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
11/8/07 MID-SOUTH WATER AND MACHINE WORKS, LLC 1555 WLCXL PS 34.6242 343727 -90.1469 900849 28 05S 09W -5 -9 
7977 TATE MS-GW-16549 137H0164 TATE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
 
12/2/08 PARKS AND PARKS WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 955 WLCXL IT 34.6681 344005 -89.8094 894834 11 05S 06W -5 -6 
7978 TATE MS-GW-16801 
  
COLDWATER, TOWN OF 
     
1300 WLCXL PS 34.6933 344136 -89.9756 895832 31 04S 07W -4 -7 
8257 TATE 
  
137G0037 SENATOBIA, CITY OF 
 
2/22/72 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1180 WLCXL OW 34.6325 343757 -89.9669 895801 20 05S 07W -5 -7 
8260 TATE 
  
137K0002 STRAYHORN WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
12/1/68 HERNDON HOMAN WELL AND SUPPLY INC 1600 WLCXL AB 34.5717 343418 -90.1789 901044 8 06S 09W -6 -9 
10550 TATE 
  




1440 WLCXL RE 34.7464 344447 -90.1317 900754 10 04S 09W -4 -9 
11132 TATE 
  
137K0001 STRAYHORN WATER ASSOCIATION INC 
 
4/11/68 HERNDON HOMAN WELL AND SUPPLY INC 1517 WLCXL UN 34.5714 343417 -90.1783 901042 8 06S 09W -6 -9 
12092 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-00401 
  
US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
   
LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1000 WLCXL AB 34.1514 340905 -89.9111 895440 2 11S 07W -11 -7 
12093 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-01389 161C0075 BILLYS CREEK WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
6/21/85 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 710 WLCXL PS 34.1086 340631 -89.7342 894403 21 11S 05W -11 -5 
12094 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-01926 161L0018 EAST END WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
9/13/67 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 674 WLCXL PS 33.9619 335743 -89.6586 893931 10 24N 06E 24 6 
12095 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-01940 161L0015 COFFEEVILLE, CITY OF 
 
1/1/52 PAULK BROTHERS 468 WLCXL PS 33.9736 335825 -89.6742 894027 4 24N 06E 24 6 
12096 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-01941 161L0019 COFFEEVILLE, CITY OF 
 
7/1/68 ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 458 WLCXL PS 33.9744 335828 -89.6728 894022 4 24N 06E 24 6 
12099 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-02468 161A0031 US ARMY COE ENID LAKE 
 
10/30/74 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 880 WLCXL IT 34.1336 340801 -89.9031 895411 14 11S 07W -11 -7 
12102 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-02854 161C0063 TRI LAKE RURAL WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
10/4/71 ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 668 WLCXL PS 34.1892 341121 -89.6472 893850 29 10S 04W -10 -4 
12103 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-02855 161C0065 TRI LAKE RURAL WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
10/13/71 ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 620 WLCXL PS 34.1797 341047 -89.5875 893515 26 10S 04W -10 -4 
12104 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-02856 161C0074 TRI LAKE RURAL WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
3/15/84 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 634 WLCXL PS 34.1819 341055 -89.6106 893638 27 10S 04W -10 -4 
12113 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-03882 161H0013 YALOBUSHA WATER AND SEWER DISTRICT I N 3/21/79 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 480 WLCXL PS 34.0681 340405 -89.555 893318 3 25N 07E 25 7 
12115 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-03884 161H0014 YALOBUSHA WATER AND SEWER DISTRICT I N 8/21/81 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 520 WLCXL PS 34.0686 340407 -89.5553 893319 3 25N 07E 25 7 





12116 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-03887 161A0041 US ARMY COE ENID LAKE 
 
3/7/90 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 975 WLCXL RE 34.16 340936 -89.9067 895424 2 11S 07W -11 -7 
12118 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-04205 161M0013 YOUNGS WATER AND SEWER DISTRICT 
 
11/1/78 ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 700 WLCXL PS 33.8786 335243 -89.6056 893620 7 23N 07E 23 7 
12122 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-12053 161A0056 US ARMY COE ENID LAKE 
 
10/1/89 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 880 WLCXL RE 34.1633 340948 -89.8539 895114 5 11S 06W -11 -6 
12124 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-14201 1.61E+54 OAKLAND, TOWN OF 
 
5/5/79 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 928 WLCXL PS 34.0397 340223 -89.9178 895504 18 25N 04E 25 4 
12125 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-14202 1.61E+39 OAKLAND, TOWN OF 
 
7/26/73 ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 940 WLCXL PS 34.0414 340229 -89.9178 895504 18 25N 04E 25 4 
 
FID- 

















12127 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-14465 1.61E+06 TILLATOBA WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
12/1/64 ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 1039 WLCXL PS 33.9856 335908 -89.8983 895354 32 25N 04E 25 4 
12128 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-14466 1.61E+55 TILLATOBA WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
2/1/79 ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 1020 WLCXL PS 33.9853 335907 -89.9006 895402 32 25N 04E 25 4 
12131 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-15030 161L0042 COFFEEVILLE, CITY OF 
 
2/28/97 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 530 WLCXL PS 33.9683 335806 -89.6819 894055 9 24N 06E 24 6 
12135 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-15900 1.61E+58 OAKLAND, TOWN OF 
 
1/22/02 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 993 WLCXL PS 34.0353 340207 -89.9172 895502 18 25N 04E 25 4 
12136 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-15987 161B0040 US ARMY COE 
 
8/16/03 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 512 WLCXL IT 34.1419 340831 -89.7636 894549 7 11S 05W -11 -5 
12139 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-16093 161L0043 EAST END WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
7/27/01 HERNDON WELL AND SUPPLY, INC 662 WLCXL PS 33.9617 335742 -89.6589 893932 10 24N 06E 24 6 
12142 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-16536 1.61E+66 BILLYS CREEK WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
5/27/09 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 430 WLCXL AB 34.0514 340305 -89.8497 895059 11 25N 04W 25 -4 
12144 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-16694 1.61E+59 YALOBUSHA COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISO R 8/6/03 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 944 WLCXL IT 34.0289 340144 -89.9094 895434 18 25N 04E 25 4 
12145 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-16695 1.61E+60 YALOBUSHA COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISO R 5/1/04 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 940 WLCXL IT 34.0269 340137 -89.9092 895433 19 25N 04E 25 4 
12148 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-17105 1.61E+68 CLARK, WILLIMAM F, JR 
 
10/2/14 CROOK, BARRY 1046 WLCXL PS 34.0469 340249 -89.8672 895202 10 25N 04E 25 4 
12149 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-17211 161A0057 US ARMY COE, ENID LAKE 
 
5/19/16 RATLIFF WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 900 WLCXL IT 34.1336 340801 -89.9033 895412 14 11S 07W -11 -7 
12241 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0037 FRANCIS, W E 
 
9/20/70 RATLIFF WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 577 WLCXL DO 33.8917 335330 -89.65 893900 3 23N 06W 23 -6 
12277 YALOBUSHA 
  
161H0007 GEOCY, CLARA H 
 
1/9/75 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 650 WLCXL DO 34.0633 340348 -89.585 893506 5 25N 07E 25 7 
12293 YALOBUSHA 
  




998 WLCXL DO 34.1594 340934 -89.9075 895427 2 11S 07W -11 -7 
12309 YALOBUSHA 
  




1115 WLCXL DO 34.1514 340905 -89.6272 893738 4 11S 04W -11 -4 
12310 YALOBUSHA 
  




818 WLCXL OT 34.1475 340851 -89.6292 893745 9 11S 04W -11 -4 
12342 YALOBUSHA 
  




930 WLCXL PS 33.9403 335625 -89.8681 895205 22 24N 04E 24 4 
12345 YALOBUSHA 
  




780 WLCXL UN 33.9072 335426 -89.7853 894707 33 24N 05E 24 5 
12353 YALOBUSHA 
  




598 WLCXL UN 33.9733 335824 -89.6764 894035 4 24N 06E 24 6 
12358 YALOBUSHA 
  




462 WLCXL UN 33.9733 335824 -89.6764 894035 4 24N 06E 24 6 
12360 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0014 COFFEEVILLE, CITY OF 
     
468 WLCXL UN 33.9731 335823 -89.6808 894051 4 24N 06E 24 6 
12361 YALOBUSHA 
  




475 WLCXL UN 33.9703 335813 -89.6797 894047 4 24N 06E 24 6 
12371 YALOBUSHA 
  




996 WLCXL OW 34.0303 340149 -89.9081 895429 17 25N 04E 25 4 
318 LAFAYETTE MS-GW-13122 
  
LIPE WATERWORKS COMPANY INC 
     
260 WLCXM NR 34.3831 342259 -89.4414 892629 18 08S 02W -8 -2 







071C0011 ACKER, DWAIN 
 
5/10/05 LEEPER DRILLING, LLC 170 WLCXM RE 34.4292 342545 -89.4294 892546 32 07S 02W -7 -2 
625 LAFAYETTE 
  
071C0013 FARRINGTON, LAWRENCE 
 
7/7/06 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 230 WLCXM DO 34.4958 342945 -89.3561 892122 1 07S 02W -7 -2 
651 LAFAYETTE 
  
071A0026 USACE SARDIS RESERVOIR 
 







176 WLCXM DO 34.4814 342853 -89.3711 892216 11 07S 02W -7 -2 
692 LAFAYETTE 
  




150 WLCXM DO 34.4561 342722 -89.4167 892500 21 07S 02W -7 -2 
848 LAFAYETTE 
  




185 WLCXM DO 34.4006 342402 -89.4456 892644 7 08S 02W -8 -2 
941 LAFAYETTE 
  




160 WLCXM DO 34.2639 341550 -89.4361 892610 29 09S 02W -9 -2 
977 LAFAYETTE 
  




118 WLCXM DO 34.2133 341248 -89.5361 893210 17 10S 03W -10 -3 
5322 PANOLA MS-GW-03198 107U0033 CROWDER, TOWN OF 
 
10/25/61 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 927 WLCXM AB 34.1739 341026 -90.1344 900804 31 27N 02E 27 2 
5328 PANOLA MS-GW-03896 107W0032 US ARMY COE ENID LAKE 
 
6/5/73 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 615 WLCXM RE 34.1667 341000 -89.8217 894918 34 10S 06W -10 -6 
5405 PANOLA MS-GW-12753 107V0054 LIPE WATERWORKS COMPANY INC, ENID SHO 
 
6/15/86 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 770 WLCXM PS 34.1767 341036 -89.9106 895438 35 10S 07W -10 -7 
5413 PANOLA MS-GW-12918 107V0006 POPE-COURTLAND WATER ASSOCIATION 
INC  
1/1/65 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 823 WLCXM PS 34.2214 341317 -89.94 895624 16 10S 07W -10 -7 
5785 PANOLA 
  




770 WLCXM RE 34.1656 340956 -89.8931 895335 36 10S 07W -10 -7 
6735 PANOLA 
  




783 WLCXM UN 34.3217 341918 -89.9703 895813 7 09S 07W -9 -7 
7961 TATE MS-GW-15179 137M0024 NEW IMAGE UTILITY COMPANY 
 
12/6/74 ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 1060 WLCXM PS 34.5756 343432 -89.9397 895623 9 06S 07W -6 -7 
7965 TATE MS-GW-15758 137A0058 USACE, ARKABUTLA RESERVOIR 
 
2/15/03 USACE 245 WLCXM ET 34.7461 344446 -90.1356 900808 10 04S 09W -4 -9 
8255 TATE 
  
137F0022 SENATOBIA, CITY OF 
 
12/10/72 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 1085 WLCXM OW 34.6119 343643 -89.9906 895926 25 05S 08W -5 -8 
12100 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-02469 161A0034 US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
 
4/1/75 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 690 WLCXM RE 34.1289 340744 -89.8842 895303 13 11S 07W -11 -7 
12101 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-02624 161A0037 BILLYS CREEK WATER ASSOCIATION 
 
4/21/75 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 565 WLCXM PS 34.1161 340658 -89.7831 894659 24 11S 06W -11 -6 
12111 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-03131 161C0067 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 
 
6/1/68 ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 148 WLCXM NR 34.1625 340945 -89.6372 893814 5 11S 04W -11 -4 
12114 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-03883 161G0039 YALOBUSHA WATER AND SEWER DISTRICT I N 3/11/79 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 485 WLCXM PS 34.0306 340150 -89.6628 893946 15 25N 06E 25 6 
12117 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-04204 161M0015 YOUNGS WATER AND SEWER DISTRICT 
 
11/1/78 ROBERT E RATLIFF COMPANY, INC 380 WLCXM PS 33.8911 335328 -89.5208 893115 1 23N 07E 23 7 
12132 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-15044 161A0043 US ARMY COE ENID LAKE 
 
8/18/95 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 990 WLCXM RE 34.1508 340903 -89.9111 895440 2 11S 07W -11 -7 
12134 YALOBUSHA MS-GW-15508 161C0082 WATER VALLEY, CITY OF 
 
1/25/00 LAYNE CENTRAL COMPANY 158 WLCXM PS 34.1608 340939 -89.6403 893825 5 11S 04W -11 -4 
12179 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0022 BRUER, MR 
 
10/15/63 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 130 WLCXM DO 33.9517 335706 -89.6508 893903 15 24N 06W 24 -6 
12180 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0034 BREWER, LEWIS 
 
2/15/63 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 167 WLCXM DO 33.9792 335845 -89.6575 893927 3 24N 06W 24 -6 
12182 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0020 INGRAM, ROB 
 
4/12/62 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 150 WLCXM DO 33.9475 335651 -89.6508 893903 15 15N 06E 15 6 
12191 YALOBUSHA 
  
161M0001 FOX, ELLIS 
 
12/13/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 200 WLCXM DO 33.9422 335632 -89.5094 893034 13 24N 07W 24 -7 
12192 YALOBUSHA 
  
161M0004 VICKERY, MR 
 
4/18/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 140 WLCXM DO 33.9467 335648 -89.5333 893200 14 24N 07W 24 -7 
12245 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0035 DAVIS, MR 
 
10/8/65 ROBERSON, JERRY 80 WLCXM DO 33.95 335700 -89.6325 893757 14 24N 06W 24 -6 
12246 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0032 DAVIS, C T 
 
8/6/65 ROBERSON, JERRY 70 WLCXM DO 33.95 335700 -89.6375 893815 14 24N 06W 24 -6 







161H0011 POLK, WALTER 
 
4/2/70 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 198 WLCXM DO 34.0342 340203 -89.5506 893302 15 25N 07E 25 7 
12268 YALOBUSHA 
  
161H0003 BROWER, TAL 
 
12/1/68 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 205 WLCXM DO 34.0486 340255 -89.6028 893610 7 25N 07E 25 7 
12269 YALOBUSHA 
  
161H0010 LEE, DOVE 
 
5/19/66 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 95 WLCXM DO 34.0481 340253 -89.515 893054 12 25N 07E 25 7 
12270 YALOBUSHA 
  
161H0002 WINKLE, RIP VAN 
 
10/15/64 CAINS WATER WELL SERVICE 130 WLCXM DO 34.0633 340348 -89.5506 893302 3 25N 07E 25 7 
12283 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0008 KING, MS 
 
4/17/69 ROBERSON, JERRY 320 WLCXM DO 34.0203 340113 -89.6553 893919 22 25N 06E 25 6 
12284 YALOBUSHA 
  
161G0007 SHAW, MS 
 
3/22/69 ROBERSON, JERRY 300 WLCXM DO 34.0197 340111 -89.6189 893708 24 25N 06E 25 6 
12298 YALOBUSHA 
  




758 WLCXM DO 34.1636 340949 -89.9028 895410 2 11S 07W -11 -7 
12299 YALOBUSHA 
  




763 WLCXM RE 34.1506 340902 -89.9119 895443 2 11S 07W -11 -7 
12329 YALOBUSHA 
  




660 WLCXM OW 34.0486 340255 -89.9092 895433 7 25N 04E 25 4 
12335 YALOBUSHA 
  











300 WLCXM DO 33.9933 335936 -89.625 893730 36 25N 06E 25 6 
12343 YALOBUSHA 
  




500 WLCXM DO 33.9172 335502 -89.8836 895301 28 24N 04E 24 4 
12347 YALOBUSHA 
  




310 WLCXM DO 33.9272 335538 -89.7047 894217 19 24N 06E 24 6 
12351 YALOBUSHA 
  








     
238 WLCXM OT 33.9142 335451 -89.6853 894107 28 24N 06E 24 6 
12354 YALOBUSHA 
  




400 WLCXM UN 33.9733 335824 -89.6764 894035 4 24N 06E 24 6 
 
FID- 



















161L0009 YALOBUSHA COUNTY 
    
401 WLCXM UN 33.9733 335824 -89.6764 894035 4 24N 06E 24 6 
12356 YALOBUSHA 
  
161L0010 DAVIS, MR 
    
390 WLCXM DO 33.9733 335824 -89.6764 894035 4 24N 06E 24 6 
12436 YALOBUSHA 
  
1.61E+31 DUNN CONSTRUCTION 5/23/62 RATLIFF WATER WELL SERVICE, INC 308 WLCXM IN 34.05 340300 -89.8994 895358 8 25N 04E 25 4 
12439 YALOBUSHA 
  
161D0003 GLICK, JOHN W 6/26/73 LIPE WELL AND SUPPLY COMPANY, INC 360 WLCXM DO 34.1833 341100 -89.5353 893207 29 10S 03W -10 -3 
12450 YALOBUSHA 
  
161D0001 PRUETT, CARL 10/28/68 ROBERSON, JERRY 320 WLCXM DO 34.1689 341008 -89.5178 893104 33 10S 03W -10 -3 
12544 YALOBUSHA 
  










APPENDIX B  
Water Level Data 
 
 




















Year of  
Measure 
ment 
Depth to  
Water 
GW Level  
(elevation) 
Lafayette  Westover WA 262 MS-GW-00607 E0001-071 MUWX 425 196 226 05/01/68 -130.00 295 
Lafayette  Westover WA 262 MS-GW-00607 E0001-071 MUWX 425 196 226 10/21/71 -131.17 293.83 
Lafayette  Westover WA 262 MS-GW-00607 E0001-071 MUWX 425 196 226 05/24/94 -124.80 300.2 
Lafayette  Westover WA 262 MS-GW-00607 E0001-071 MUWX 425 196 226 07/26/01 -131.31 293.69 
Lafayette  Westover WA 262 MS-GW-00607 E0001-071 MUWX 425 196 226 05/23/12 -133.02 291.98 
Lafayette  Westover WA 262 MS-GW-00607 E0001-071 MUWX 425 196 226 01/13/13 -133.80 291.2 
Lafayette  Westover WA 263 MS-GW-00608 E0008-071 MUWX 423 191 221 01/01/70 -140.00 283 
Lafayette  College Hill WA 264 MS-GW-00638 E0049-071 MUWX 413 155 185 06/06/12 -105.50 307.5 
Lafayette  College Hill WA 264 MS-GW-00638 E0049-071 MUWX 413 155 185 12/17/12 -105.77 307.23 
Lafayette  Univ. of MS 270 MS-GW-00707 F0086-071 MUWX 522 190 230 06/12/69 -168.00 354 
Lafayette  Univ. of MS 270 MS-GW-00707 F0086-071 MUWX 522 190 230 06/06/90 -167.67 354.33 
Lafayette  Univ. of MS 270 MS-GW-00707 F0086-071 MUWX 522 190 230 06/08/94 -160.76 361.24 
Lafayette  Univ. of MS 270 MS-GW-00707 F0086-071 MUWX 522 190 230 07/25/01 -147.20 374.8 
Lafayette  Univ. of MS 270 MS-GW-00707 F0086-071 MUWX 522 190 230 05/21/12 -139.31 382.69 
Lafayette  Univ. of MS 270 MS-GW-00707 F0086-071 MUWX 522 190 230 12/17/12 -137.47 384.53 
Lafayette  Winchester Rimfire (Olin) 274 MS-GW-00723 F0030-071 MUWX 518 210 242 06/07/12 -153.37 364.63 
Lafayette  Winchester Rimfire (Olin) 274 MS-GW-00723 F0030-071 MUWX 518 210 242 01/17/13 -153.47 364.53 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 275 MS-GW-00748 E0055-071 MUWX 370 57 97 06/17/77 -4.00 366 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 275 MS-GW-00748 E0055-071 MUWX 370 57 97 04/05/00 -8.17 361.83 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 275 MS-GW-00748 E0055-071 MUWX 370 57 97 05/22/12 -12.99 357.01 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 275 MS-GW-00748 E0055-071 MUWX 370 57 97 12/18/12 -15.95 354.05 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 275 MS-GW-00748 E0055-071 MUWX 370 57 97 10/30/14 -15.05 354.95 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 276 MS-GW-00749 F0113-071 MUWX 462 120 150 05/22/12 -81.28 380.72 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 276 MS-GW-00749 F0113-071 MUWX 462 120 150 12/18/12 -80.66 381.34 






Lafayette  City of Oxford 276 MS-GW-00749 F0113-071 MUWX 462 120 150 10/30/14 -82.75 379.25 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 277 MS-GW-00750 F0028-071 MUWX 460 101 126 10/30/14 -46.43 413.57 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 278 MS-GW-00751 F0023-071 MUWX 439 71 96 01/01/66 -50.00 389 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 278 MS-GW-00751 F0023-071 MUWX 439 71 96 04/05/00 -27.65 411.35 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 278 MS-GW-00751 F0023-071 MUWX 439 71 96 05/22/12 -14.85 424.15 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 278 MS-GW-00751 F0023-071 MUWX 439 71 96 12/18/12 -13.56 425.44 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 278 MS-GW-00751 F0023-071 MUWX 439 71 96 10/30/14 -11.28 427.72 
Lafayette  Univ. of MS 281 MS-GW-00757 F0132-071 MUWX 470 162 187 05/21/12 -102.80 367.2 
 













Year of  
Measure 
ment 
Depth to  
Water 
GW Level  
(elevation) 
Lafayette  Univ. of MS 281 MS-GW-00757 F0132-071 MUWX 470 162 187 12/17/12 -121.94 348.06 
Lafayette  Harmontown WA 283 MS-GW-00798 A0020-071 MUWX 435 306 341 08/01/74 -150.00 285 
Lafayette  Harmontown WA 283 MS-GW-00798 A0020-071 MUWX 435 306 341 06/08/94 -161.87 273.13 
Lafayette  Harmontown WA 283 MS-GW-00798 A0020-071 MUWX 435 306 341 07/26/01 -145.58 289.42 
Lafayette  Harmontown WA 283 MS-GW-00798 A0020-071 MUWX 435 306 341 06/07/12 -149.19 285.81 
Lafayette  Harmontown WA 283 MS-GW-00798 A0020-071 MUWX 435 306 341 01/23/13 -150.70 284.3 
Lafayette  Anchor WA 285 MS-GW-00807 O0007-071 WLCXL 493 560 601 05/01/85 -206.00 287 
Lafayette  Anchor WA 285 MS-GW-00807 O0007-071 WLCXL 493 560 601 05/24/94 -221.20 271.8 
Lafayette  Anchor WA 285 MS-GW-00807 O0007-071 WLCXL 493 560 601 07/18/01 -223.60 269.4 
Lafayette  Anchor WA 285 MS-GW-00807 O0007-071 WLCXL 493 560 601 06/06/12 -231.58 261.42 
Lafayette  Anchor WA 285 MS-GW-00807 O0007-071 WLCXL 493 560 601 02/19/13 -227.95 265.05 
Lafayette  Roseburg Forest Products 287 MS-GW-00895 B0008-071 MUWX 407 168 218 06/06/12 -85.39 321.61 
Lafayette  Roseburg Forest Products 287 MS-GW-00895 B0008-071 MUWX 407 168 218 01/17/13 -86.52 320.48 
Lafayette  Sanders WA 288 MS-GW-00951 D0015-071 RPLY 385 603 662 03/15/82 -87.00 298 
Lafayette  Sanders WA 288 MS-GW-00951 D0015-071 RPLY 385 603 662 10/23/03 -123.73 261.27 
Lafayette  Sanders WA 288 MS-GW-00951 D0015-071 RPLY 385 603 662 03/09/16 -110.14 274.86 






Lafayette  Campground WA 290 MS-GW-01007 F0001-071 MUWX 560 175 190 11/01/66 -146.00 414 
Lafayette  Campground WA 290 MS-GW-01007 F0001-071 MUWX 560 175 190 11/29/88 -152.05 407.95 
Lafayette  Campground WA 290 MS-GW-01007 F0001-071 MUWX 560 175 190 05/25/94 -143.23 416.77 
Lafayette  Campground WA 290 MS-GW-01007 F0001-071 MUWX 560 175 190 07/18/01 -147.28 412.72 
Lafayette  Campground WA 290 MS-GW-01007 F0001-071 MUWX 560 175 190 06/06/12 -147.63 412.37 
Lafayette  Campground WA 290 MS-GW-01007 F0001-071 MUWX 560 175 190 01/31/13 -149.09 410.91 
Lafayette  Punkin WA 292 MS-GW-01048 G0018-071 WLCXL 543 399 439 05/22/12 -199.50 343.5 
Lafayette  Punkin WA 292 MS-GW-01048 G0018-071 WLCXL 543 399 439 12/18/12 -204.35 338.65 
Lafayette  USACE 295 MS-GW-03888 A9999-071 MUWX 290 112 132 06/12/12 -38.81 251.19 
Lafayette  USACE 295 MS-GW-03888 A9999-071 MUWX 290 112 132 02/19/13 -39.20 250.8 
Lafayette  USACE 296 MS-GW-03891 A0027-071 WLCXL 342 490 520 06/12/12 -119.57 222.43 
Lafayette  USACE 296 MS-GW-03891 A0027-071 WLCXL 342 490 520 02/19/13 -122.57 219.43 
Lafayette  Taylor WA 301 MS-GW-10467 J0055-071 MUWX 310 67 97 08/10/76 -10.00 300 
Lafayette  Taylor WA 301 MS-GW-10467 J0055-071 MUWX 310 67 97 04/05/00 -13.26 296.74 
Lafayette  Taylor WA 302 MS-GW-10468 J0002-071 MUWX 310 58 91 03/01/64 -5.00 305 
Lafayette  Taylor WA 302 MS-GW-10468 J0002-071 MUWX 310 58 91 10/21/71 -12.66 297.34 
 













Year of  
Measure 
ment 
Depth to  
Water 
GW Level  
(elevation) 
Lafayette  Taylor WA 302 MS-GW-10468 J0002-071 MUWX 310 58 91 09/06/73 -11.62 298.38 
Lafayette  Taylor WA 302 MS-GW-10468 J0002-071 MUWX 310 58 91 12/07/79 -11.50 298.5 
Lafayette  Taylor WA 302 MS-GW-10468 J0002-071 MUWX 310 58 91 11/29/88 -15.99 294.01 
Lafayette  Taylor WA 302 MS-GW-10468 J0002-071 MUWX 310 58 91 05/24/94 -13.12 296.88 
Lafayette  Taylor WA 302 MS-GW-10468 J0002-071 MUWX 310 58 91 04/05/00 -15.50 294.5 
Lafayette  Hurricane Creek WA 303 MS-GW-10469 B0002-071 MUWX 520 208 248 06/01/72 -177.00 343 
Lafayette  Hurricane Creek WA 303 MS-GW-10469 B0002-071 MUWX 520 208 248 12/07/79 -175.60 344.4 
Lafayette  Hurricane Creek WA 303 MS-GW-10469 B0002-071 MUWX 520 208 248 11/29/88 -179.38 340.62 






Lafayette  Hurricane Creek WA 303 MS-GW-10469 B0002-071 MUWX 520 208 248 05/24/94 -175.25 344.75 
Lafayette  Hurricane Creek WA 303 MS-GW-10469 B0002-071 MUWX 520 208 248 07/18/01 -176.90 343.1 
Lafayette  Hurricane Creek WA 303 MS-GW-10469 B0002-071 MUWX 520 208 248 06/12/12 -177.13 342.87 
Lafayette  Hurricane Creek WA 303 MS-GW-10469 B0002-071 MUWX 520 208 248 01/17/13 -177.55 342.45 
Lafayette  Hurricane Creek WA 304 MS-GW-10470 B0044-071 MUWX 524 238 258 11/21/89 -189.00 335 
Lafayette  Yocona WA 307 MS-GW-12466 L0017-071 WLCXL 520 345 375 07/01/84 -183.00 337 
Lafayette  Hopewell WA 308 MS-GW-12484 G0019-071 MUWX 572 157 187 05/02/74 -138.00 434 
Lafayette  Hopewell WA 308 MS-GW-12484 G0019-071 MUWX 572 157 187 05/25/94 -114.96 457.04 
Lafayette  Hopewell WA  309 MS-GW-12485 G0021-071 WLCXL 562 170 185 02/01/88 -118.00 444 
Lafayette  Hopewell WA  309 MS-GW-12485 G0021-071 WLCXL 562 170 185 07/18/01 -120.21 441.79 
Lafayette  Hopewell WA  309 MS-GW-12485 G0021-071 WLCXL 562 170 185 05/23/12 -120.73 441.27 
Lafayette  Hopewell WA  309 MS-GW-12485 G0021-071 WLCXL 562 170 185 02/19/13 -121.65 440.35 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 311 MS-GW-12498 F0169-071 MUWX 420 204 234 05/23/12 -92.32 327.68 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 313 MS-GW-12500 F0139-071 MUWX 420 165 190 05/23/12 -78.97 341.03 
Lafayette  Lafayette Springs WA 317 MS-GW-12826 M0004-071 ETMS 425 1620 1650 08/21/68 -207.00 218 
Lafayette  Lafayette Springs WA 317 MS-GW-12826 M0004-071 ETMS 425 1620 1650 10/23/70 -215.00 210 
Lafayette  Lafayette Springs WA 317 MS-GW-12826 M0004-071 ETMS 425 1620 1650 02/18/16 -278.00 147 
Lafayette  Denmark WA 319 MS-GW-13185 L0013-071 WLCXL 445 210 230 01/01/77 -63.00 382 
Lafayette  Denmark WA 319 MS-GW-13185 L0013-071 WLCXL 445 210 230 07/11/78 -65.94 379.06 
Lafayette  Denmark WA 319 MS-GW-13185 L0013-071 WLCXL 445 210 230 06/07/94 -73.14 371.86 
Lafayette  Denmark WA 319 MS-GW-13185 L0013-071 WLCXL 445 210 230 07/25/01 -77.09 367.91 
Lafayette  Denmark WA 319 MS-GW-13185 L0013-071 WLCXL 445 210 230 06/06/12 -82.48 362.52 
Lafayette  Denmark WA 319 MS-GW-13185 L0013-071 WLCXL 445 210 230 01/31/13 -83.35 361.65 
Lafayette  Lafayette Springs WA 320 MS-GW-14063 M0011-071 ETMS 425 607 648 07/31/92 -259.80 165.2 
 













Year of  
Measure 
ment 
Depth to  
Water 
GW Level  
(elevation) 






Lafayette  Lafayette Springs WA 320 MS-GW-14063 M0011-071 ETMS 425 607 648 05/19/04 -263.89 161.11 
Lafayette  Lafayette Springs WA 320 MS-GW-14063 M0011-071 ETMS 425 607 648 11/02/09 -269.65 155.35 
Lafayette  Lafayette Springs WA 320 MS-GW-14063 M0011-071 ETMS 425 607 648 02/18/16 -274.37 150.63 
Lafayette  Yocona WA 321 MS-GW-14285 L0018-071 WLCXL 505 346 391 05/20/93 -191.55 313.45 
Lafayette  Yocona WA 321 MS-GW-14285 L0018-071 WLCXL 505 346 391 05/25/94 -194.95 310.05 
Lafayette  Yocona WA 321 MS-GW-14285 L0018-071 WLCXL 505 346 391 07/25/01 -214.25 290.75 
Lafayette  Yocona WA 321 MS-GW-14285 L0018-071 WLCXL 505 346 391 06/13/12 -201.40 303.6 
Lafayette  Yocona WA 321 MS-GW-14285 L0018-071 WLCXL 505 346 391 02/19/13 -195.75 309.25 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 325 MS-GW-14976 F0153-071 MUWX 450 180 230 05/22/12 -95.30 354.7 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 325 MS-GW-14976 F0153-071 MUWX 450 180 230 12/18/12 -96.39 353.61 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 325 MS-GW-14976 F0153-071 MUWX 450 180 230 10/30/14 -97.76 352.24 
Lafayette  Anchor WA 326 MS-GW-15088 O0012-071 WLCXL 485 570 610 11/10/96 -231.00 254 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 327 MS-GW-15122 F0142-071 MUWX 375 70 105 06/25/97 -14.00 361 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 327 MS-GW-15122 F0142-071 MUWX 375 70 105 04/05/00 -13.81 361.19 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 327 MS-GW-15122 F0142-071 MUWX 375 70 105 05/22/12 -18.40 356.6 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 327 MS-GW-15122 F0142-071 MUWX 375 70 105 12/18/12 -19.98 355.02 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 327 MS-GW-15122 F0142-071 MUWX 375 70 105 10/30/14 -19.90 355.1 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 328 MS-GW-15123 F0143-071 MUWX 377 40 88 05/22/12 -20.09 356.91 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 328 MS-GW-15123 F0143-071 MUWX 377 40 88 12/18/12 -20.12 356.88 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 328 MS-GW-15123 F0143-071 MUWX 377 40 88 10/30/14 -21.60 355.4 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 329 MS-GW-15124 F0141-071 MUWX 382 90 126 06/25/97 -14.00 368 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 329 MS-GW-15124 F0141-071 MUWX 382 90 126 04/05/00 -18.50 363.5 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 329 MS-GW-15124 F0141-071 MUWX 382 90 126 05/22/12 -22.28 359.72 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 329 MS-GW-15124 F0141-071 MUWX 382 90 126 12/18/12 -23.35 358.65 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 329 MS-GW-15124 F0141-071 MUWX 382 90 126 10/30/14 -23.75 358.25 
Lafayette  Univ. of MS 331 MS-GW-15377 F0146-071 MUWX 464 125 155 05/21/12 -108.90 355.1 
Lafayette  Univ. of MS 331 MS-GW-15377 F0146-071 MUWX 464 125 155 12/17/12 -109.31 354.69 
Lafayette  Delta Rain -Wellsgate subdi 332 MS-GW-15427 E0059-071 MUWX 382 210 250 05/23/12 -66.05 315.95 






Lafayette  Delta Rain -Wellsgate subdi 332 MS-GW-15427 E0059-071 MUWX 382 210 250 01/31/13 -66.27 315.73 
Lafayette  Taylor WA 334 MS-GW-15436 J0059-071 MUWX 437 185 216 06/06/12 -135.59 301.41 
Lafayette  Taylor WA 334 MS-GW-15436 J0059-071 MUWX 437 185 216 01/31/13 -137.99 299.01 
Lafayette  Sanders WA 336 MS-GW-15570 D2017-071 RPLY 359 451 542 12/19/01 -74.00 285 
 













Year of  
Measure 
ment 
Depth to  
Water 
GW Level  
(elevation) 
Lafayette  Sanders WA 336 MS-GW-15570 D2017-071 RPLY 359 451 542 10/23/03 -81.07 277.93 
Lafayette  Sanders WA 336 MS-GW-15570 D2017-071 RPLY 359 451 542 11/02/09 -81.10 277.9 
Lafayette  Sanders WA 336 MS-GW-15570 D2017-071 RPLY 359 451 542 03/09/16 -86.11 272.89 
Lafayette  Westover WA 338 MS-GW-15624 E0062-071 MUWX 420 202 242 05/23/12 -132.69 287.31 
Lafayette  Westover WA 338 MS-GW-15624 E0062-071 MUWX 420 202 242 01/23/13 -133.50 286.5 
Lafayette  East Oxford WA 339 MS-GW-15800 F0152-071 WLCXL 522 447 492 05/22/12 -241.30 280.7 
Lafayette  East Oxford WA 339 MS-GW-15800 F0152-071 WLCXL 522 447 492 12/18/12 -237.67 284.33 
Lafayette  College Hill WA 342 MS-GW-16016 E0065-071 MUWX 409 171 191 06/06/12 -101.07 307.93 
Lafayette  College Hill WA 342 MS-GW-16016 E0065-071 MUWX 409 171 191 12/17/12 -101.69 307.31 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 343 MS-GW-16019 F0154-071 MUWX 382 72 102 05/22/12 -23.59 358.41 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 343 MS-GW-16019 F0154-071 MUWX 382 72 102 12/18/12 -24.62 357.38 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 343 MS-GW-16019 F0154-071 MUWX 382 72 102 10/30/14 -25.72 356.28 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 347 MS-GW-16341 E0095-071 MUWX 344 85 125 10/30/14 -18.31 325.69 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 353 MS-GW-16538 F0182-071 MUWX 420 155 195 05/22/12 -81.67 338.33 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 353 MS-GW-16538 F0182-071 MUWX 420 155 195 12/18/12 -81.96 338.04 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 353 MS-GW-16538 F0182-071 MUWX 420 155 195 10/30/14 -83.01 336.99 
Lafayette  Punkin WA 355 MS-GW-16716 G0035-071 WLCXL 521   05/22/12 -168.40 352.6 
Lafayette  Punkin WA 355 MS-GW-16716 G0035-071 WLCXL 521   12/18/12 -169.04 351.96 






Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 02/01/63 -155.00 265 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 11/17/82 -160.38 259.62 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 03/26/86 -158.62 261.38 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 11/29/88 -163.66 256.34 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 11/11/93 -169.95 250.05 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 05/24/94 -164.80 255.2 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 10/26/94 -165.69 254.31 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 08/03/95 -166.47 253.53 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 11/16/95 -167.20 252.8 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 06/27/96 -165.92 254.08 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 02/06/97 -166.95 253.05 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 04/10/97 -164.15 255.85 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 09/23/97 -165.38 254.62 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 06/25/98 -169.17 250.83 
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Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 04/14/99 -166.47 253.53 






Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 04/18/00 -168.11 251.89 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 10/17/00 -170.49 249.51 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 04/05/01 -168.10 251.9 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 07/18/01 -170.83 249.17 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 09/29/03 -167.04 252.96 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 03/25/04 -168.00 252 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 09/27/05 -169.78 250.22 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 05/16/06 -167.67 252.33 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 07/10/08 -169.27 250.73 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 06/07/12 -178.04 241.96 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 01/23/13 -183.20 236.8 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 03/15/16 -168.07 251.93 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474  B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 09/17/17 -170.05 249.95 
Lafayette  Abbeville WA 474 - B0001-071 WLCXL 420 470 520 03/14/18 -171.71 248.29 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   03/12/97 -115.40 321.6 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   05/07/97 -115.41 321.59 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   09/23/97 -115.87 321.13 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   03/18/98 -115.51 321.49 






Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   04/14/99 -116.30 320.7 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   04/18/00 -117.19 319.81 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   10/17/00 -116.76 320.24 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   04/05/01 -118.50 318.5 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   09/29/03 -119.63 317.37 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   03/24/04 -119.75 317.25 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   05/16/06 -120.15 316.85 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   07/10/08 -122.41 314.59 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   11/02/09 -121.00 316 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   05/04/16 -123.50 313.5 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   01/26/17 -123.41 313.59 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   09/17/17 -123.73 313.27 
Lafayette  Liberty Hill School 477 - D0001-071 RPLY 437   03/14/18 -122.76 314.24 
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Lafayette  US Forestry Serv 697 - D0004-071 WLCXL 410 314 345 06/13/12 -90.49 319.51 
Lafayette  US Forestry Serv 697 - D0004-071 WLCXL 410 314 345 02/01/13 -88.36 321.64 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 746  E0048-071 MUWX 485 145 175 01/01/73 -145.00 340 






Lafayette  City of Oxford 746  E0048-071 MUWX 485 145 175 04/05/00 -136.00 349 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 746  E0048-071 MUWX 485 145 175 07/06/00 -137.68 347.32 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 746  E0048-071 MUWX 485 145 175 10/11/00 -137.68 347.32 
Lafayette  City of Oxford 746  E0048-071 MUWX 485 145 175 05/22/12 -142.77 342.23 
Lafayette  Punkin WA 1006 - F0036-071 WLCXL 510 450 480 05/22/12 -125.82 384.18 
Lafayette  Punkin WA 1006 - F0036-071 WLCXL 510 450 480 12/18/12 -122.30 387.7 
Panola  Eureka WA 5295 MS-GW-01766 V0051-107 WNTL 320 210 240 09/01/75 -90.00 230 
Panola  Eureka WA 5295 MS-GW-01766 V0051-107 WNTL 320 210 240 01/01/89 -85.44 234.56 
Panola  Eureka WA 5295 MS-GW-01766 V0051-107 WNTL 320 210 240 06/28/94 -82.59 237.41 
Panola  Town of Sardis 5302 MS-GW-01887 G0035-107 WLCXL 348 1007 1098 12/01/82 -203.00 145 
Panola  Town of Sardis 5302 MS-GW-01887 G0035-107 WLCXL 348 1007 1098 11/30/88 -210.50 137.5 
Panola  Town of Sardis 5302 MS-GW-01887 G0035-107 WLCXL 348 1007 1098 06/23/94 -227.80 120.2 
Panola  Town of Sardis 5302 MS-GW-01887 G0035-107 WLCXL 348 1007 1098 10/11/00 -252.35 95.65 
Panola  Lovejoy WA 5303 MS-GW-01974 W0051-107 MUWX 440 400 420 09/01/77 -187.00 253 
Panola  Lovejoy WA 5303 MS-GW-01974 W0051-107 MUWX 440 400 420 06/28/94 -182.07 257.93 
Panola  Lovejoy WA 5303 MS-GW-01974 W0051-107 MUWX 440 400 420 10/12/00 -183.88 256.12 
Panola  Tennessee Gas Co. 5307 MS-GW-01994 Q0013-107 WLCXL 175 1006 1046 07/01/70 5.00 180 
Panola  Tennessee Gas Co. 5307 MS-GW-01994 Q0013-107 WLCXL 175 1006 1046 01/11/88 -10.37 164.63 
Panola  Tennessee Gas Co. 5307 MS-GW-01994 Q0013-107 WLCXL 175 1006 1046 06/23/94 -32.98 142.02 
Panola  Tennessee Gas Co. 5307 MS-GW-01994 Q0013-107 WLCXL 175 1006 1046 10/10/00 -47.39 127.61 
Panola  Concord-Macedonia WA 5308 MS-GW-02105 L0033-107 WLCXL 309 1199 1250 10/14/88 -177.00 132 
Panola  Concord-Macedonia WA 5308 MS-GW-02105 L0033-107 WLCXL 309 1199 1250 06/29/94 -189.84 119.16 
Panola  Concord-Macedonia WA 5308 MS-GW-02105 L0033-107 WLCXL 309 1199 1250 10/12/00 -207.32 101.68 
Panola  A.S.L. WA 5311 MS-GW-02410 A0023-107 WLCXL 375 1460 1500 11/01/66 -190.00 185 
Panola  A.S.L. WA 5311 MS-GW-02410 A0023-107 WLCXL 375 1460 1500 11/30/88 -180.63 194.37 






Panola  A.S.L. WA 5311 MS-GW-02410 A0023-107 WLCXL 375 1460 1500 06/22/94 -224.30 150.7 
Panola  Town of Crowder 5322 MS-GW-03198 U0033-071 WLCXM 163 890 931 11/01/63 19.00 182 
Panola  Town of Crowder 5322 MS-GW-03198 U0033-071 WLCXM 163 890 931 06/05/73 10.16 173.16 
Panola  Town of Crowder 5322 MS-GW-03198 U0033-071 WLCXM 163 890 931 12/01/88 -26.98 136.02 
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Panola  Town of Crowder 5322 MS-GW-03198 U0033-071 WLCXM 163 890 931 06/29/94 -30.58 132.42 
Panola  Town of Crowder 5322 MS-GW-03198 U0033-071 WLCXM 163 890 931 10/10/00 -41.59 121.41 
Panola  Sardis Lake Community W A 5330 MS-GW-04616 O0035-107 WLCXL 360 623 663 11/08/79 -127.00 233 
Panola  Sardis Lake Community W A 5330 MS-GW-04616 O0035-107 WLCXL 360 623 663 11/29/88 -144.30 215.7 
Panola  Sardis Lake Community W A 5330 MS-GW-04616 O0035-107 WLCXL 360 623 663 06/08/94 -146.70 213.3 
Panola  Sardis Lake Community W A 5330 MS-GW-04616 O0035-107 WLCXL 360 623 663 10/11/00 -156.52 203.48 
Panola  Sardis Lake Community W A 5330 MS-GW-04616 O0035-107 WLCXL 360 623 663 06/14/12 -157.29 202.71 
Panola  Enon-Locke-Curtis WA 5341 MS-GW-07922 P0031-107 WLCXL 173 1134 1164 12/04/87 -23.50 149.5 
Panola  Enon-Locke-Curtis WA 5341 MS-GW-07922 P0031-107 WLCXL 173 1134 1164 06/29/94 -29.68 143.32 
Panola  Enon-Locke-Curtis WA 5342 MS-GW-07923 P0025-107 WLCXL 174 1134 1164 11/07/79 -7.00 167 
Panola  Enon-Locke-Curtis WA 5342 MS-GW-07923 P0025-107 WLCXL 174 1134 1164 11/30/88 -28.44 145.56 
Panola  Enon-Locke-Curtis WA 5342 MS-GW-07923 P0025-107 WLCXL 174 1134 1164 06/29/94 -33.73 140.27 
Panola  Enon-Locke-Curtis WA 5342 MS-GW-07923 P0025-107 WLCXL 174 1134 1164 10/12/00 -45.93 128.07 
Panola  Enon-Locke-Curtis WA 5343 MS-GW-07924 P0024-107 WLCXL 174 1124 1164 01/01/68 10.00 184 
Panola  Enon-Locke-Curtis WA 5343 MS-GW-07924 P0024-107 WLCXL 174 1124 1164 07/12/73 1.00 175 
Panola  Enon-Locke-Curtis WA 5343 MS-GW-07924 P0024-107 WLCXL 174 1124 1164 06/29/94 -30.58 143.42 
Panola  Enid Shores Dev. Water Co m 5405 MS-GW-12753 V0054-107 MUWX 365 740 760 06/12/12 -110.22 254.78 
Panola  Panola-Union WA 5410 MS-GW-12797 H0034-107 WLCXL 360 903 944 11/12/82 -185.00 175 
Panola  Panola-Union WA 5410 MS-GW-12797 H0034-107 WLCXL 360 903 944 06/08/94 -228.71 131.29 
Panola  Panola-Union WA 5410 MS-GW-12797 H0034-107 WLCXL 360 903 944 10/11/00 -245.56 114.44 






Panola  Pope-Cortland WA 5413 MS-GW-12918 V0006-107 WLCXM 280 793 823 04/01/65 -75.00 205 
Panola  Pope-Cortland WA 5413 MS-GW-12918 V0006-107 WLCXM 280 793 823 10/17/72 -79.58 200.42 
Panola  Pope-Cortland WA 5413 MS-GW-12918 V0006-107 WLCXM 280 793 823 11/19/82 -101.40 178.6 
Panola  Pope-Cortland WA 5413 MS-GW-12918 V0006-107 WLCXM 280 793 823 12/01/88 -126.80 153.2 
Panola  Pope-Cortland WA 5413 MS-GW-12918 V0006-107 WLCXM 280 793 823 06/28/94 -120.25 159.75 
Panola  Pope-Cortland WA 5413 MS-GW-12918 V0006-107 WLCXM 280 793 823 10/12/00 -130.21 149.79 
Panola  Pope-Cortland WA 5414 MS-GW-12919 V0007-107 WLCXM 270 793 823 06/01/65 -75.00 195 
Panola  Eureka WA 5425 MS-GW-13985 V0055-107 TLLT 323 236 266 02/01/89 -96.00 227 
Panola  Eureka WA 5425 MS-GW-13985 V0055-107 TLLT 323 236 266 06/28/94 -86.81 236.19 
Panola  City of Batesville 5441 MS-GW-14713 R0090-107 WLCXL 258 1029 1079 03/07/90 -156.00 102 
Panola  City of Batesville 5441 MS-GW-14713 R0090-107 WLCXL 258 1029 1079 06/23/94 -172.08 85.92 
Panola  City of Batesville 5441 MS-GW-14713 R0090-107 WLCXL 258 1029 1079 10/10/00 -199.87 58.13 
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Panola  Hebron WA 5444 MS-GW-15087 M0026-107 WLCXL 333 1105 1145 02/10/97 -230.00 103 
Panola  Hebron WA 5445 MS-GW-15091 M0021-107 WLCXL 329 1060 1110 12/03/75 -160.00 169 
Panola  Hebron WA 5445 MS-GW-15091 M0021-107 WLCXL 329 1060 1110 06/29/94 -230.00 99 
Panola  Hebron WA 5445 MS-GW-15091 M0021-107 WLCXL 329 1060 1110 10/12/00 -229.06 99.94 
Panola  Town of Como 5446 MS-GW-15092 G0037-107 WLCXL 370 1210 1260 10/20/97 -247.00 123 
Panola  Town of Como 5446 MS-GW-15092 G0037-107 WLCXL 370 1210 1260 10/11/00 -246.72 123.28 
Panola  Town of Como 5447 MS-GW-15097 G0028-107 WLCXL 370 1219 1269 10/23/73 -180.00 190 
Panola  Town of Como 5447 MS-GW-15097 G0028-107 WLCXL 370 1219 1269 06/22/94 -232.59 137.41 
Panola  Town of Como 5447 MS-GW-15097 G0028-107 WLCXL 370 1219 1269 01/15/98 -247.00 123 
Panola  Town of Como 5447 MS-GW-15097 G0028-107 WLCXL 370 1219 1269 10/11/00 -245.07 124.93 
Panola  Town of Sardis 5450 MS-GW-15120 G0041 WLCXL 365 1040 1160 10/11/00 -273.07 91.93 
Panola  Hotophia WA 5458 MS-GW-15538 N0048-107 MUWX 300 330 400 06/15/12 -53.97 246.03 






Panola  Hotophia WA 5458 MS-GW-15538 N0048-107 MUWX 300 330 400 01/31/13 -54.39 245.61 
Panola  Concord-Macedonia WA 5460 MS-GW-15737 L0034-107 WLCXL 312 1135 1195 08/08/02 -213.00 99 
Panola  Lovejoy WA  5461 MS-GW-15781 W0054-107 MUWX 268 385 425 06/12/12 -187.14 80.86 
Panola  Lovejoy WA  5461 MS-GW-15781 W0054-107 MUWX 268 385 425 01/31/13 -187.57 80.43 
Panola  USACE, Sardis Lake 5467 MS-GW-16085 N0052-107 MUWX 250 240 290 06/12/12 -32.21 217.79 
Panola  USACE, Sardis Lake 5467 MS-GW-16085 N0052-107 MUWX 250 240 290 02/19/13 -33.30 216.7 
Panola  Town of Como 5765  C0006-107 SPRT 356 164 204 09/01/63 -87.00 269 
Panola  Town of Como 5765  C0006-107 SPRT 356 164 204 10/26/89 -76.72 279.28 
Panola  Town of Como 5765  C0006-107 SPRT 356 164 204 06/13/95 -74.80 281.2 
Panola  Town of Como 5765  C0006-107 SPRT 356 164 204 09/01/02 -76.20 279.8 
Panola  Town of Como 5765  C0006-107 SPRT 356 164 204 03/01/03 -75.90 280.1 
Panola  Town of Como 5765  C0006-107 SPRT 356 164 204 04/17/13 -78.41 277.59 
Panola  Jenkins Egg Farm (AB) 5766 - E0009-107 WLCXL 171 1389 1429 07/01/70 1.00 172 
Panola  Jenkins Egg Farm (AB) 5766 - E0009-107 WLCXL 171 1389 1429 06/23/94 -17.00 154 
Panola  Jenkins Egg Farm (AB) 5766 - E0009-107 WLCXL 171 1389 1429 11/14/00 -31.35 139.65 
Panola  Askew, Lee 5767 - E0017-107 SPRT 375 260 270 04/01/72 -160.00 215 
Panola  Askew, Lee 5767 - E0017-107 SPRT 375 260 270 11/21/80 -166.71 208.29 
Panola  Askew, Lee 5767 - E0017-107 SPRT 375 260 270 10/26/89 -164.18 210.82 
Panola  Askew, Lee 5767 - E0017-107 SPRT 375 260 270 06/13/95 -158.55 216.45 
Panola  Askew, Lee 5767 - E0017-107 SPRT 375 260 270 09/01/02 -161.80 213.2 
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Panola  Askew, Lee 5767 - E0017-107 SPRT 375 260 270 04/13/03 -162.10 212.9 






Panola  Askew, Lee 5767 - E0017-107 SPRT 375 260 270 04/17/13 -164.23 210.77 
Panola  Harris, Leighty 5770 - G0016-107 SPRT 350 170 175 06/01/69 -92.00 258 
Panola  Harris, Leighty 5770 - G0016-107 SPRT 350 170 175 11/12/80 -87.98 262.02 
Panola  Harris, Leighty 5770 - G0016-107 SPRT 350 170 175 10/26/89 -85.42 264.58 
Panola  Harris, Leighty 5770 - G0016-107 SPRT 350 170 175 06/14/95 -83.37 266.63 
Panola  Harris, Leighty 5770 - G0016-107 SPRT 350 170 175 09/01/02 -84.30 265.7 
Panola  Harris, Leighty 5770 - G0016-107 SPRT 350 170 175 04/01/03 -84.10 265.9 
Panola  Wilkerson 5771  H0002-107 SPRT 375 155 160 11/01/68 -120.00 255 
Panola  Wilkerson 5771  H0002-107 SPRT 375 155 160 10/26/89 -118.53 256.47 
Panola  Wilkerson 5771  H0002-107 SPRT 375 155 160 06/14/95 -117.90 257.1 
Panola  Wilkerson 5771  H0002-107 SPRT 375 155 160 09/01/02 -118.30 256.7 
Panola  Wilkerson 5771  H0002-107 SPRT 375 155 160 04/13/03 -118.70 256.3 
Panola  Wilkerson 5771  H0002-107 SPRT 375 155 160 04/17/13 -121.27 253.73 
Panola  Hayes Brothers 5772 - K0001-107 SPRT 185 187 208 11/20/80 -13.18 171.82 
Panola  Hayes Brothers 5772 - K0001-107 SPRT 185 187 208 10/26/89 -14.40 170.6 
Panola  Hayes Brothers 5772 - K0001-107 SPRT 185 187 208 06/13/95 -11.35 173.65 
Panola  Hayes Brothers 5772 - K0001-107 SPRT 185 187 208 09/01/02 -14.10 170.9 
Panola  Hayes Brothers 5772 - K0001-107 SPRT 185 187 208 04/01/03 -15.10 169.9 
Panola  Hayes Brothers 5772 - K0001-107 SPRT 185 187 208 04/17/13 -12.59 172.41 
Panola  Magnolia Village 5776 - L0022-107 SPRT 325 160 170 06/01/73 -130.00 195 
Panola  Magnolia Village 5776 - L0022-107 SPRT 325 160 170 11/22/80 -116.48 208.52 
Panola  Magnolia Village 5776 - L0022-107 SPRT 325 160 170 10/26/89 -117.66 207.34 
Panola  Magnolia Village 5776 - L0022-107 SPRT 325 160 170 06/14/95 -112.85 212.15 
Panola  Magnolia Village 5776 - L0022-107 SPRT 325 160 170 09/01/02 -114.60 210.4 






Panola  Magnolia Village 5776 - L0022-107 SPRT 325 160 170 04/15/03 -15.30 309.7 
Panola  Magnolia Village 5776 - L0022-107 SPRT 325 160 170 04/19/13 -115.75 209.25 
Panola  Bailey, Edith 5777 - M0007-107 SPRT 362 254 260 03/01/66 -210.00 152 
Panola  Bailey, Edith 5777 - M0007-107 SPRT 362 254 260 06/29/94 -112.05 249.95 
Panola  Bailey, Edith 5777 - M0007-107 SPRT 362 254 260 09/01/02 -114.60 247.4 
Panola  Bailey, Edith 5777 - M0007-107 SPRT 362 254 260 04/01/03 -115.00 247 
Panola  Brown, George 5778 - O0025-107 WNTL 325 90 100 01/01/74 -37.00 288 
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Panola  Brown, George 5778 - O0025-107 WNTL 325 90 100 12/14/79 -35.02 289.98 
Panola  Brown, George 5778 - O0025-107 WNTL 325 90 100 01/05/89 -38.42 286.58 
Panola  Brown, George 5778 - O0025-107 WNTL 325 90 100 06/30/94 -35.88 289.12 
Panola  Crystal Lake WA 5779 - O0034-107 MUWX 390 283 343 01/01/64 -122.00 268 
Panola  Crystal Lake WA 5779 - O0034-107 MUWX 390 283 343 11/08/79 -121.35 268.65 
Panola  Crystal Lake WA 5779 - O0034-107 MUWX 390 283 343 12/29/88 -128.63 261.37 
Panola  Crystal Lake WA 5779 - O0034-107 MUWX 390 283 343 06/08/94 -123.96 266.04 
Panola  Roberson 5782 - Q0015-107 SPRT 320 150 160 03/31/71 -70.00 250 
Panola  Roberson 5782 - Q0015-107 SPRT 320 150 160 06/27/95 -111.82 208.18 
Panola  Roberson 5782 - Q0015-107 SPRT 320 150 160 09/01/02 -113.60 206.4 
Panola  Roberson 5782 - Q0015-107 SPRT 320 150 160 04/01/03 -113.20 206.8 
Panola  Pope-Cortland WA 5784 - R0092-107 WLCXL 350 1087 1127 03/06/92 -240.00 110 
Panola  Pope-Cortland WA 5784 - R0092-107 WLCXL 350 1087 1127 06/28/94 -240.69 109.31 
Panola  Enid lake (USCE) 5852 - V0056-107 WLCXM 329 740 770 06/01/70 -90.00 239 
Panola  Enid lake (USCE) 5852 - V0056-107 WLCXM 329 740 770 06/30/94 -113.38 215.62 
Panola  Enid lake (USCE) 5852 - V0056-107 WLCXM 329 740 770 10/12/00 -122.53 206.47 
Tate Loaxohoma WA 7922 MS-GW-02014 H0091-137 WLCXL 365 1029 1070 05/01/66 -157.00 208 






Tate Loaxohoma WA 7922 MS-GW-02014 H0091-137 WLCXL 365 1029 1070 04/02/74 -160.00 205 
Tate Loaxohoma WA 7922 MS-GW-02014 H0091-137 WLCXL 365 1029 1070 12/05/79 -172.68 192.32 
Tate Loaxohoma WA 7922 MS-GW-02014 H0091-137 WLCXL 365 1029 1070 06/22/94 -192.00 173 
Tate Loaxohoma WA 7922 MS-GW-02014 H0091-137 WLCXL 365 1029 1070 11/15/00 -203.95 161.05 
Tate Cottonville Savage WA 7923 MS-GW-02048 E0005-137 WLCXL 270 1635 1695 01/01/68 -85.00 185 
Tate Cottonville Savage WA 7923 MS-GW-02048 E0005-137 WLCXL 270 1635 1695 03/02/71 -89.00 181 
Tate Cottonville Savage WA 7923 MS-GW-02048 E0005-137 WLCXL 270 1635 1695 04/02/74 -90.00 180 
Tate Cottonville Savage WA 7923 MS-GW-02048 E0005-137 WLCXL 270 1635 1695 11/16/82 -105.80 164.2 
Tate Cottonville Savage WA 7923 MS-GW-02048 E0005-137 WLCXL 270 1635 1695 11/28/88 -111.44 158.56 
Tate Cottonville Savage WA 7923 MS-GW-02048 E0005-137 WLCXL 270 1635 1695 06/22/94 -120.89 149.11 
Tate Cottonville Savage WA 7923 MS-GW-02048 E0005-137 WLCXL 270 1635 1695 11/14/00 -134.83 135.17 
Tate Arkabutla WA 7924 MS-GW-02262 A0009-137 SPRT 298 279 314 04/02/74 -85.00 213 
Tate Arkabutla WA 7924 MS-GW-02262 A0009-137 SPRT 298 279 314 11/20/80 -77.65 220.35 
Tate Arkabutla WA 7924 MS-GW-02262 A0009-137 SPRT 298 279 314 10/25/89 -85.30 212.7 
Tate Arkabutla WA 7924 MS-GW-02262 A0009-137 SPRT 298 279 314 06/14/95 -86.30 211.7 
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Tate Arkabutla WA 7924 MS-GW-02262 A0009-137 SPRT 298 279 314 09/01/02 -88.10 209.9 
Tate Arkabutla WA 7924 MS-GW-02262 A0009-137 SPRT 298 279 314 03/01/03 -88.70 209.3 
Tate Arkabutla WA 7924 MS-GW-02262 A0009-137 SPRT 298 279 314 04/18/13 -92.04 205.96 
Tate Town of Senatobia 7932 MS-GW-03119 G0062-137 WLCXL 252 1112 1182 06/06/73 -51.00 201 
Tate Town of Senatobia 7932 MS-GW-03119 G0062-137 WLCXL 252 1112 1182 07/09/93 -101.47 150.53 
Tate Town of Senatobia 7933 MS-GW-03120 G0047-137 WLCXL 270 1150 1200 12/22/72 -55.00 215 
Tate Town of Senatobia 7933 MS-GW-03120 G0047-137 WLCXL 270 1150 1200 07/09/93 -119.05 150.95 
Tate Town of Senatobia 7933 MS-GW-03120 G0047-137 WLCXL 270 1150 1200 11/14/00 -140.30 129.7 
Tate Town of Senatobia 7934 MS-GW-03121 G0043-137 WLCXL 272 1080 1160 10/01/72 -80.00 192 






Tate Town of Senatobia 7934 MS-GW-03121 G0043-137 WLCXL 272 1080 1160 07/09/93 -119.72 152.28 
Tate Town of Senatobia  7935 MS-GW-03122 G0061-137 WLCXL 242 1117 1167 05/11/73 -76.00 166 
Tate Town of Senatobia  7935 MS-GW-03122 G0061-137 WLCXL 242 1117 1167 07/09/93 -96.85 145.15 
Tate Town of Senatobia  7935 MS-GW-03122 G0061-137 WLCXL 242 1117 1167 11/14/00 -113.80 128.2 
Tate Trunkline Gas 7936 MS-GW-03133 C0157-137 SPRT 342 139 159 07/09/74 -63.00 279 
Tate Trunkline Gas 7937 MS-GW-03135 C0156-137 SPRT 352 148 168 06/01/50 -70.00 282 
Tate Trunkline Gas 7937 MS-GW-03135 C0156-137 SPRT 352 148 168 07/09/74 -66.00 286 
Tate Trunkline Gas 7937 MS-GW-03135 C0156-137 SPRT 352 148 168 11/19/80 -71.82 280.18 
Tate Trunkline Gas 7937 MS-GW-03135 C0156-137 SPRT 352 148 168 10/25/89 -75.43 276.57 
Tate Trunkline Gas 7937 MS-GW-03135 C0156-137 SPRT 352 148 168 06/22/94 -74.35 277.65 
Tate Trunkline Gas 7937 MS-GW-03135 C0156-137 SPRT 352 148 168 06/14/95 -73.75 278.25 
Tate Trunkline Gas 7937 MS-GW-03135 C0156-137 SPRT 352 148 168 09/01/02 -77.80 274.2 
Tate Trunkline Gas 7937 MS-GW-03135 C0156-137 SPRT 352 148 168 03/01/03 -77.30 274.7 
Tate Trunkline Gas 7937 MS-GW-03135 C0156-137 SPRT 352 148 168 03/21/07 -74.55 277.45 
Tate Trunkline Gas 7937 MS-GW-03135 C0156-137 SPRT 352 148 168 04/18/13 -75.50 276.5 
Tate Strayhorn WA 7940 MS-GW-07444 F0049-137 SPRT 345 249 299 03/26/87 -119.00 226 
Tate Strayhorn WA 7940 MS-GW-07444 F0049-137 SPRT 345 249 299 09/01/02 -119.80 225.2 
Tate Strayhorn WA 7940 MS-GW-07444 F0049-137 SPRT 345 249 299 03/01/03 -121.50 223.5 
Tate Strayhorn WA 7941 MS-GW-07445 F0048-137 SPRT 341 276 316 11/29/79 -117.00 224 
Tate Strayhorn WA 7941 MS-GW-07445 F0048-137 SPRT 341 276 316 10/25/89 -116.29 224.71 
Tate Strayhorn WA 7941 MS-GW-07445 F0048-137 SPRT 341 276 316 06/14/95 -112.20 228.8 
Tate Strayhorn WA 7941 MS-GW-07445 F0048-137 SPRT 341 276 316 09/01/02 -115.10 225.9 
Tate Strayhorn WA 7941 MS-GW-07445 F0048-137 SPRT 341 276 316 03/01/03 -115.90 225.1 
 













Year of  
Measure 
ment 
Depth to  
Water 
GW Level  
(elevation) 
Tate Strayhorn WA 7941 MS-GW-07445 F0048-137 SPRT 341 276 316 03/20/07 -111.13 229.87 






Tate Strayhorn WA 7941 MS-GW-07445 F0048-137 SPRT 341 276 316 04/17/13 -113.23 227.77 
Tate Loaxohoma WA 7949 MS-GW-13416 H0099-137 WLCXL 370 1037 1077 02/01/92 -195.00 175 
Tate Loaxohoma WA 7949 MS-GW-13416 H0099-137 WLCXL 370 1037 1077 06/14/12 -217.77 152.23 
Tate Loaxohoma WA 7949 MS-GW-13416 H0099-137 WLCXL 370 1037 1077 02/19/13 -219.08 150.92 
Tate Town of Senatobia 7955 MS-GW-14878 G0082-137 WLCXL 305 1142 1192 05/30/93 -151.00 154 
Tate Town of Senatobia 7955 MS-GW-14878 G0082-137 WLCXL 305 1142 1192 11/14/00 -172.35 132.65 
Tate Tate County Schools (Indep 7977 MS-GW-16549 H0164-137 WLCXL 307 925 955 06/14/12 -159.92 147.08 
Tate Tate County Schools (Indep 7977 MS-GW-16549 H0164-137 WLCXL 307 925 955 01/31/13 -160.54 146.46 
Tate Strayhorn WA 8073  E0030-137 WLCXL 310 1575 1615 02/02/81 -160.00 150 
Tate Sycamore Bank 8251  C0152-137 SPRT 319 123 135 04/01/74 -50.00 269 
Tate Sycamore Bank 8251  C0152-137 SPRT 319 123 135 12/05/79 -31.80 287.2 
Tate Sycamore Bank 8251  C0152-137 SPRT 319 123 135 10/25/89 -32.69 286.31 
Tate Sycamore Bank 8251  C0152-137 SPRT 319 123 135 06/22/94 -30.85 288.15 
Tate Sycamore Bank 8251  C0152-137 SPRT 319 123 135 06/14/95 -31.50 287.5 
Tate Sycamore Bank 8251  C0152-137 SPRT 319 123 135 09/01/02 -36.90 282.1 
Tate Sycamore Bank 8251  C0152-137 SPRT 319 123 135 04/02/03 -37.10 281.9 
Tate Sycamore Bank 8251  C0152-137 SPRT 319 123 135 03/20/07 -33.49 285.51 
Tate Sycamore Bank 8251  C0152-137 SPRT 319 123 135 10/15/08 -34.49 284.51 
Tate Sycamore Bank 8251  C0152-137 SPRT 319 123 135 11/17/09 -33.60 285.4 
Tate Sycamore Bank 8251  C0152-137 SPRT 319 123 135 09/07/10 -33.50 285.5 






Tate Sycamore Bank 8251  C0152-137 SPRT 319 123 135 04/18/13 -34.88 284.12 
Tate Sycamore Bank 8251  C0152-137 SPRT 319 123 135 04/09/15 -34.88 284.12 
Tate Ross, Charles 8252  E0024-137 SPRT 268 250 260 04/01/74 -48.00 220 
Tate Ross, Charles 8252  E0024-137 SPRT 268 250 260 11/20/80 -49.05 218.95 
Tate Ross, Charles 8252  E0024-137 SPRT 268 250 260 10/25/89 -49.82 218.18 
Tate Ross, Charles 8252  E0024-137 SPRT 268 250 260 06/14/95 -46.60 221.4 
Tate Ross, Charles 8252  E0024-137 SPRT 268 250 260 09/01/02 -48.80 219.2 
Tate Ross, Charles 8252  E0024-137 SPRT 268 250 260 04/15/03 -48.50 219.5 
Tate Ross, Charles 8252  E0024-137 SPRT 268 250 260 03/20/07 -50.78 217.22 
Tate Ross, Charles 8252  E0024-137 SPRT 268 250 260 04/17/13 -51.55 216.45 
Tate Memphis Christian College  8253 - E0026-137 SPRT 315 272 300 01/01/74 -120.00 195 
 













Year of  
Measure 
ment 
Depth to  
Water 
GW Level  
(elevation) 
Tate Memphis Christian College  8253 - E0026-137 SPRT 315 272 300 11/20/80 -111.12 203.88 
Tate Memphis Christian College  8253 - E0026-137 SPRT 315 272 300 10/25/89 -107.41 207.59 
Tate Memphis Christian College  8253 - E0026-137 SPRT 315 272 300 06/14/95 -106.34 208.66 
Tate Memphis Christian College  8253 - E0026-137 SPRT 315 272 300 09/01/02 -107.10 207.9 
Tate Memphis Christian College  8253 - E0026-137 SPRT 315 272 300 04/13/03 -106.90 208.1 
Tate Memphis Christian College  8253 - E0026-137 SPRT 315 272 300 04/17/13 -109.99 205.01 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 12/01/71 -147.00 194 






Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 11/09/72 -136.00 205 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 11/17/82 -150.25 190.75 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 11/28/88 -143.78 197.22 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 07/09/93 -106.90 234.1 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 10/27/93 -109.02 231.98 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 05/23/94 -113.31 227.69 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 10/26/94 -114.44 226.56 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 08/02/95 -114.68 226.32 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 11/30/95 -115.19 225.81 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 07/23/96 -115.50 225.5 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 02/06/97 -115.25 225.75 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 04/10/97 -115.10 225.9 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 09/09/97 -115.57 225.43 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 06/25/98 -116.30 224.7 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 01/20/99 -116.68 224.32 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 07/06/99 -117.22 223.78 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 04/11/00 -117.80 223.2 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 10/18/00 -116.82 224.18 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 04/13/01 -116.80 224.2 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 09/25/02 -118.12 222.88 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 11/10/03 -117.84 223.16 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 03/25/04 -117.64 223.36 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 09/27/05 -119.21 221.79 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 04/18/06 -119.37 221.63 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 03/22/07 -120.34 220.66 
 



















Year of  
Measure 
ment 
Depth to  
Water 
GW Level  
(elevation) 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 11/06/08 -116.37 224.63 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 11/17/09 -116.04 224.96 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 06/03/15 -109.05 231.95 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 09/21/16 -107.70 233.3 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 07/14/17 -107.77 233.23 
Tate Town of Senatobia  8255 - F0022-137 WLCXM 341 1065 1085 04/12/18 -106.84 234.16 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 12/06/73 -54.00 197 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 11/01/82 -101.50 149.5 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 11/01/88 -98.00 153 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 10/27/93 -116.96 134.04 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 05/23/94 -112.67 138.33 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 10/26/94 -117.14 133.86 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 08/03/95 -118.55 132.45 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 11/30/95 -121.32 129.68 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 07/23/96 -100.40 150.6 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 02/06/97 -99.32 151.68 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 04/10/97 -116.97 134.03 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 09/09/97 -102.51 148.49 






Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 06/25/98 -126.21 124.79 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 01/20/99 -106.84 144.16 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 07/06/99 -104.07 146.93 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 04/11/00 -107.17 143.83 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 10/18/00 -117.56 133.44 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 04/13/01 -126.32 124.68 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 09/25/02 -123.10 127.9 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 11/10/03 -116.34 134.66 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 03/25/04 -131.97 119.03 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 09/27/05 -117.43 133.57 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 04/18/06 -120.65 130.35 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 03/22/07 -116.82 134.18 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 11/06/08 -122.33 128.67 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 11/17/09 -122.99 128.01 
 













Year of  
Measure 
ment 
Depth to  
Water 
GW Level  
(elevation) 
Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 09/21/16 -124.50 126.5 






Tate Town of Senatobia 8257  G0037-137 WLCXL 251 1160 1180 07/14/17 -136.69 114.31 
Tate Strayhorn WA 8260  K0002-137 WLCXL 320 1550 1600 03/02/71 -128.00 192 
Tate Strayhorn WA 8260  K0002-137 WLCXL 320 1550 1600 07/08/93 -163.99 156.01 
Tate Strayhorn WA 8260  K0002-137 WLCXL 320 1550 1600 11/15/00 -178.05 141.95 
Yalobusha Town of Coffeeville 12096 MS-GW-01941 L0019-161 WLCXL 235 418 458 07/01/68 -13.00 222 
Yalobusha Town of Coffeeville 12096 MS-GW-01941 L0019-161 WLCXL 235 418 458 05/14/71 -12.64 222.36 
Yalobusha Town of Coffeeville 12096 MS-GW-01941 L0019-161 WLCXL 235 418 458 03/14/72 -15.10 219.9 
Yalobusha Town of Coffeeville 12096 MS-GW-01941 L0019-161 WLCXL 235 418 458 04/15/94 -34.92 200.08 
Yalobusha Town of Coffeeville 12096 MS-GW-01941 L0019-161 WLCXL 235 418 458 09/19/01 -29.31 205.69 
Yalobusha Tri Lake WA  12104 MS-GW-02856 C0074-161 WLCXL 440 605 635 11/28/83 -170.00 270 
Yalobusha Tri Lake WA  12104 MS-GW-02856 C0074-161 WLCXL 440 605 635 04/14/94 -180.45 259.55 
Yalobusha Tri Lake WA  12104 MS-GW-02856 C0074-161 WLCXL 440 605 635 07/25/01 -189.05 250.95 
Yalobusha City of Water Valley 12105 MS-GW-03125 C0030-161 MUWX 280 44 74 01/01/71 -13.00 267 
Yalobusha City of Water Valley 12105 MS-GW-03125 C0030-161 MUWX 280 44 74 04/06/00 -5.76 274.24 
Yalobusha City of Water Valley 12106 MS-GW-03126 C0073-161 MUWX 315 51 91 01/01/83 -7.00 308 
Yalobusha City of Water Valley 12106 MS-GW-03126 C0073-161 MUWX 315 51 91 04/06/00 -5.51 309.49 
Yalobusha City of Water Valley 12106 MS-GW-03126 C0073-161 MUWX 315 51 91 06/13/12 -9.31 305.69 
Yalobusha City of Water Valley 12106 MS-GW-03126 C0073-161 MUWX 315 51 91 01/17/13 -8.79 306.21 
Yalobusha City of Water Valley 12107 MS-GW-03127 C0072-161 MUWX 315 51 91 01/14/83 -5.00 310 
Yalobusha City of Water Valley 12108 MS-GW-03128 C0068-161 MUWX 290 28 68 01/01/73 -10.00 280 
Yalobusha City of Water Valley 12109 MS-GW-03129 C0069-161 MUWX 288 30 70 11/02/79 -3.20 284.8 
Yalobusha City of Water Valley 12109 MS-GW-03129 C0069-161 MUWX 288 30 70 11/28/88 -4.61 283.39 
Yalobusha City of Water Valley 12109 MS-GW-03129 C0069-161 MUWX 288 30 70 05/05/94 -4.40 283.6 
Yalobusha City of Water Valley 12109 MS-GW-03129 C0069-161 MUWX 288 30 70 07/25/01 -4.92 283.08 
Yalobusha Yalobusha WA 12113 MS-GW-03882 H0013-161 WLCXL 325 439 480 03/21/81 -54.00 271 






Yalobusha Yalobusha WA 12113 MS-GW-03882 H0013-161 WLCXL 325 439 480 04/14/94 -79.34 245.66 
Yalobusha Yalobusha WA 12115 MS-GW-03884 H0014-161 WLCXL 335 475 516 08/21/81 -75.00 260 
Yalobusha Yalobusha WA 12115 MS-GW-03884 H0014-161 WLCXL 335 475 516 04/14/94 -91.82 243.18 
Yalobusha Yalobusha WA 12115 MS-GW-03884 H0014-161 WLCXL 335 475 516 07/25/01 -97.94 237.06 
Yalobusha USACE - Enid Lake 12116 MS-GW-03887 A0041-161 WLCXL 203 900 975 03/07/90 -36.00 167 
Yalobusha USACE - Enid Lake 12116 MS-GW-03887 A0041-161 WLCXL 203 900 975 05/06/94 -42.99 160.01 
 













Year of  
Measure 
ment 
Depth to  
Water 
GW Level  
(elevation) 
Yalobusha USACE - Enid Lake 12116 MS-GW-03887 A0041-161 WLCXL 203 900 975 07/26/01 -43.14 159.86 
Yalobusha Youngs WA 12118 MS-GW-04205 M0013-161 WLCXL 434 670 700 11/15/78 -138.00 296 
Yalobusha Youngs WA 12118 MS-GW-04205 M0013-161 WLCXL 434 670 700 04/13/94 -227.80 206.2 
Yalobusha Youngs WA 12118 MS-GW-04205 M0013-161 WLCXL 434 670 700 09/19/01 -235.21 198.79 
Yalobusha Lipe Waterworks 12123 MS-GW-12755 A0040-161 WNTL 305 95 115 03/30/87 -90.00 215 
Yalobusha Lipe Waterworks 12123 MS-GW-12755 A0040-161 WNTL 305 95 115 04/06/00 -74.05 230.95 
Yalobusha Lipe Waterworks 12123 MS-GW-12755 A0040-161 WNTL 305 95 115 07/06/00 -74.83 230.17 
Yalobusha Lipe Waterworks 12123 MS-GW-12755 A0040-161 WNTL 305 95 115 10/11/00 -75.18 229.82 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12124 MS-GW-14201 E0052-161 WLCXL 300 880 920 05/05/79 -183.00 117 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12124 MS-GW-14201 E0052-161 WLCXL 300 880 920 10/12/95 -162.10 137.9 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12125 MS-GW-14202 E0037-161 WLCXL 300 880 940 02/01/73 -136.00 164 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12125 MS-GW-14202 E0037-161 WLCXL 300 880 940 10/12/95 -162.10 137.9 
Yalobusha Tillatoba WA 12128 MS-GW-14466 E0053-161 WLCXL 340 980 1020 02/01/79 -149.00 191 
Yalobusha Tillatoba WA 12128 MS-GW-14466 E0053-161 WLCXL 340 980 1020 01/01/82 -163.00 177 
Yalobusha Tillatoba WA 12128 MS-GW-14466 E0053-161 WLCXL 340 980 1020 03/03/94 -179.70 160.3 
Yalobusha Tillatoba WA 12128 MS-GW-14466 E0053-161 WLCXL 340 980 1020 10/25/01 -188.07 151.93 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12135 MS-GW-15900 E0056-161 WLCXL 285 942 993 09/19/01 -118.37 166.63 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12135 MS-GW-15900 E0056-161 WLCXL 285 942 993 01/22/02 -120.00 165 






Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 11/06/79 -81.00 189 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 11/16/82 -85.55 184.45 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 03/03/94 -103.57 166.43 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 03/11/97 -105.82 164.18 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 05/01/97 -105.68 164.32 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 09/09/97 -106.24 163.76 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 05/20/98 -106.95 163.05 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 01/20/99 -107.92 162.08 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 06/28/99 -108.12 161.88 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 04/11/00 -109.60 160.4 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 10/18/00 -111.37 158.63 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 05/15/01 -112.33 157.67 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 09/19/01 -111.78 158.22 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 09/29/03 -132.90 137.1 
 













Year of  
Measure 
ment 
Depth to  
Water 
GW Level  
(elevation) 
Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 12/17/04 -155.62 114.38 






Yalobusha Oakland Elem. School 12319  E0003-161 WLCXL 270 946 996 10/07/09 -153.90 116.1 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 05/20/98 -102.88 217.12 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 01/20/99 -103.36 216.64 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 06/28/99 -103.34 216.66 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 04/11/00 -103.97 216.03 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 10/18/00 -105.02 214.98 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 05/15/01 -104.33 215.67 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 01/28/04 -104.47 215.53 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 09/28/05 -104.99 215.01 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 03/09/06 -104.90 215.1 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 11/07/08 -106.97 213.03 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 11/17/09 -106.60 213.4 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 06/02/15 -108.90 211.1 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 09/21/16 -109.30 210.7 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 07/14/17 -109.56 210.44 
Yalobusha Town of Oakland 12329 - E0031-161 WLCXM 320 600 660 04/12/18 -109.20 210.8 
Yalobusha Grenada Gravel 12372 - J0002-161 MUWX 338 380 400 04/23/71 -123.24 214.76 
Yalobusha Grenada Gravel 12372 - J0002-161 MUWX 338 380 400 03/03/94 -121.94 216.06 
Panola  Hays Brothers and Hall   K9999-107 WLCXL 182   10/10/00 -54.65 127.35 










Lafayette County Well Hydrographs 
 






































































































































































APPENDIX D  
Tate County Well Hydrographs 
 





























































Panola County Well Hydrographs 
  

















































































































Yalobusha County Well Hydrographs 
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t=[1980:0.01:2020]; % Simulation time 
h(1)=325.8; %Intial head (ft) 
s=0.015;    % Storage  
dt=0.01;    % Time step (yr) 
n=7.257*10^9; % Constant recharge (cubic ft per year) 
a=2.177*10^10; % area (square ft)  
  
for ik=1:1:length(t) 
   % for the head boundary of outflow 
    if (t(ik)>1979&t(ik)<1989.99) 
        h0(ik)=-0.3*t(ik)+862.0;   
    end 
    if (t(ik)>1990&t(ik)<1999.99) 
        h0(ik)=-0.1*t(ik)+464.0; 
    end 
    if (t(ik)>2000&t(ik)<2009.99) 
        h0(ik)=-0.2*t(ik)+664.0; 
    end 
    if(t(ik)>2010&t(ik)<2021) 
        h0(ik)=-0.2*t(ik)+664.0;  
    end 
    w(ik)=(1*10^(6)*t(ik)^(2)-4*10^(9)*t(ik)+4*10^(12))*0.133681; % for pumping function 
    alpha(ik)=5.611*10^(-3); 
    if (ik>1) 
        h(ik)=h(ik-1)+dt*(-alpha(ik-1)/s*h(ik-1)+n/s/a+alpha(ik-1)/s*h0(ik-1)-w(ik-1)/a); % for FD 
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